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Although forty years have passed since the 1954 
landmark Supreme Court decision of Brown v. The Board of 
Education, African-Americans as a group still have not 
achieved educational parity with Whites. Rather, the 
literature on educational inequality continuously finds 
that an achievement gap persists between African-Americans 
and Whites. 
While the explanations for this problem are varied 
and complex, two commonly accepted theories are social 
class and inferior schools. Since African-Americans as a 
group are disproportionately poor and of lower 
socioeconomic status than Whites, and since they more 
frequently attend schools that are inferior in terms of 
teachers, curriculum, financial resources, and learning 
environment, African-Americans experience lower levels of 
academic achievement. 
Much of the research on this problem has been 
conducted primarily with African-American students of 
lower socioeconomic status living in urban areas attending 
segregated or desegregated schools. Little research has 
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been done exploring the academic achievement of African-
American students living in middle class suburban 
neighborhoods attending integrated schools. One likely 
reason for this literature void is the dearth of 
integrated middle class communities due to historical and 
present day racism. 
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This master's thesis helps fill the literature gap on 
educational inequality specifically as it relates to 
African-American youth living in middle class areas. 
Using a case study approach, my research explores the 
academic experiences of twenty-one African-American high 
school students (three of whom are bi-racial) who attend 
the public high school in the middle class suburb of Oak 
Park, Illinois. Through in-depth, semi-structured 
interviews, I discuss with students their school 
experiences and the factors that influence them to have 
either successful or unsuccessful academic careers. 
The specific impetus for this study arose when as a 
sixteen year resident of Oak Park, I learned that an 
achievement gap exists between Black and White students at 
our public high school. I initially became aware of this 
gap through stories in our local newspapers (for example, 
"Task force aims to improve test scores for blacks at 
OPRF." Wednesday Journal 29 April 1992:4). Those stories 
indicated that African-American students at OPRFHS had 
significantly lower test scores and grade point averages 
than Whites. Moreover, the articles noted that while few 
African-American students were enrolled in honors type 
classes, they were overrepresented in basic classes. 
Upon learning about the achievement gap at OPRFHS, I 
wondered why it existed considering that Oak Park is a 
middle class community and OPRFHS is a school with a 
national reputation. That is, since I assumed that 
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African-American families living in Oak Park were somewhat 
or solidly "middle class'' and since our high school is 
considered a quality institution, I became curious as to 
the reasons for the achievement gap. Accordingly, it was 
out of this curiosity that my master's thesis arose. 
Literature Review 
Many theories have been offered to explain 
educational inequality and more specifically, the African-
American achievement gap. Since it is beyond the scope of 
this literature review to discuss at length the multitude 
of explanations offered for these problems, I will briefly 
describe most theories. However, those theories and 
studies which appear most pertinent to my research will be 
highlighted more fully. 
Social Class. Family Structure, Family Processes and 
Family Involvement 
Social class is one important variable that 
influences educational achievement. In James Coleman's 
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(1966) landmark study of 4000 public schools, he argues 
that the most influential factor affecting student 
achievement is the socioeconomic status of students' 
families. When students come from family backgrounds with 
higher socioeconomic status, they generally experience a 
more enriched home environment than do students from 
families with lower socioeconomic status. Accordingly, 
children of higher socioeconomic status are more likely to 
be nurtured to value learning and they are provided with 
early educational toys and experiences. Moreover, since 
such children are likely to have parents who are 
successful in the socioeconomic mainstream, their parents 
become viable role models for them. As a result of these 
conditions which more often accompany families with higher 
socioeconomic status than with lower socioeconomic status, 
the children of the former group experience greater 
academic achievement than do the children of the latter. 
The Jencks (1972) study which used some of Coleman's 
data found similar findings in regards to the benefit of 
being from families with higher socioeconomic status. In 
his study, Jencks found that social mobility is more 
affected by the variables of race and parental 
socioeconomic status than the number of years of schooling 
a person achieves. Therefore, Jenck's study challenges 
the notion that education in and of itself is the key to 
social mobility. 
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Both Jencks and Coleman's studies extend the more 
general findings of the classic Blau and Duncan (1977) 
study on occupational mobility. According to Blau and 
Duncan, "The family into which a man is born exerts a 
significant influence on his occupation in life, ascribing 
a status to him at birth that influences his chances for 
achieving any other status later in his career" (295). 
one outcome of low socioeconomic status is that more 
African-American children may be at risk for biosocial 
factors influencing poor academic achievement. According 
to Kathy Sanders-Philips (1989), many studies exist which 
indicate that poor African-American children are at risk 
in their cognitive development due to prenatal and 
postnatal health hazards. She argues that these hazards 
"can and do decrease the probability that any of these 
children will be able to realize and achieve their full 
academic potential (33)." 
Another variable that appears influential toward 
academic achievement is family structure. In the classic 
Moynihan study titled The Negro Family (1965), Moynihan 
asserted that the fundamental problem confronting the 
Negro community was the breakdown of the Negro family. 
Utilizing census data, he argues that "almost one-fourth 
of Negro families are headed by females" (9) and "nearly 
one-quarter of Negro births are now illegitimate" (8). In 
view of such family disorganization, Moynihan argued that 
significant numbers of Negro youths were not being 
properly socialized to become productive members of 
American society. 
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More specifically, the African-American female-headed 
family has "been cited as a direct factor in Black 
students' poor achievement and high rates of school 
leaving" (Mickelson and smith, 1989:100). A 1986 study by 
Milne and associates argued, "net of other factors, 
children from female-headed households do not achieve as 
well in school as those with two parents in the home" (in 
Mickelson and Smith, 1989:100). 
However, the findings regarding the negative effects 
of female single-headed families are highly confounded 
with income effects, since single-parent families, on the 
average, generally have less in the way of financial 
resources than do two-parent families" (Johnson, 
1992:105). Therefore, "family composition should not be 
held responsible for poor school performance, since low 
family income among female-headed households is a crucial 
intervening variable" (Mickelson and Smith, 1989:100). 
In contrast to researchers who stress family 
demographic variables as explanations for the achievement 
gap, Kenneth Clark argues that what must be studied 
instead are family processes. Rather than focusing 
exclusively on demographics, Clark advocates that 
researchers should study instead "how these surf ace 
variables reflect or shape behavior in the daily lives of 
family members" (1983:7). 
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In Clark's study of ten low income Black families--
five which have children that are academically successful 
and five which have children who are not successful--he 
accomplishes that goal. In his study, he finds that it is 
such things as the communication style of a family, the 
parent's psychological/emotional state and coping ability, 
and the way parents organize home learning activities that 
influence children's attitudes and behaviors toward 
achievement. He argues that families can be positively 
strong in these areas and produce academically successful 
children whether they are single-parent or two-parent 
families. Thus Clark argues that important variables 
influencing academic achievement are family processes and 
family involvement in children's academic careers and not 
simply family demographic characteristics. 
School Practices and Social Reproduction 
Other factors attributed to educational inequality 
deal with the social structure of schools and school 
practices. One theory argues that teachers' low 
expectations create self-fulfilling prophecies for 
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students. The classic Rosenthal and Jacobson (1968) study 
found that when teachers think certain students have less 
potential, such students will fulfill those expectations. 
The pedagogical technique of tracking, i.e., placing 
students into ability groupings, is also seen as 
perpetuating the achievement gap. According to some 
studies, non-White and lower class students are more 
likely to be assigned to basic tracks than White middle 
class students (Chunn, 1989: Edelman et al., 1985). Once 
students are in these tracks, they are unlikely to leave 
them: low teacher expectations and self-esteem keep 
students from achieving greater academic success. 
Another theory offered to explain educational 
inequality is social reproduction theory. According to 
Bowles and Gintis (1976), the purpose of schools is to 
reinforce social reproduction. Schools do this by 
preparing students unequally for their future roles in the 
American capitalist economy. For example, poor and 
minority students learn to follow orders and do busy work 
while upper income White students learn to be creative, to 
think, and to become leaders. Thus the former group 
learns to do the menial and nonintellectual work of our 
society while the latter is trained to take advantage of 
our technologically based knowledge industry. Bordieu 
(1977) also argues that schools reinforce social 
reproduction. He argues that schools ignore the cultural 
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capital of working class and lower income students thereby 
causing them to feel alienated and ostracized. As a 
result, such students are disillusioned and do not strive 
for academic success. 
Several analyses dealing with school practices 
pertain particularly to the problems experienced by 
African-American youth. Lomotey (1990) claims that the 
underrepresentation of African-American cultural values, 
experiences and history in school curriculum make the 
content of schooling appear irrelevant to Blacks. Janice 
Hale-Benson (1986) argues that there is a mismatch between 
the cultural orientation of African-American children and 
the Euro-American school culture which results in negative 
school consequences for African-American children. Joy 
Keiko Asamen (1989) argues that historical school 
practices such as denying African-Americans the right to 
an education prior to 1865 and thereafter placing African-
American children in segregated and/or underfunded schools 
have created the conditions for an achievement gap. Julia 
Schofield (1982) argues that desegregated schools use 
pedagogical techniques that often increase the visibility 
of the achievement gap, thereby making African-American 
students perceive they are intellectually inferior to 
Whites. Schofield argues that individualized learning 
techniques narrows this visibility, while tracking and 
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heterogenous groupings increase it. Mary Dilworth (1989) 
argues that there are not enough African-American teachers 
in our schools to serve as role models and effective 
educators for African-American youth. Ronald Edmonds, a 
former assistant superintendent of schools in Michigan, 
argues the need for ''effective schools", i.e., schools 
that are "sufficiently powerful to raise otherwise 
mediocre pupils to levels of instructional effectiveness 
they might not ordinarily have thought they could aspire 
to .... " The five characteristics of an effective 
school are "style of leadership, instructional emphasis, 
climate, implied expectations derived from teacher and 
presence and use and response to standardized instruments 
for increasing pupil progress" (cited in Comer, 1987:189-
190). 
Student Resistance 
Another set of theories pertaining to educational 
inequality are those that contextualize student resistance 
toward academic achievement in historical and 
socioeconomic conditions. In Paul Willis's ethnography 
Learning to Labour, (1977) a study of White English 
working class boys, he argues that the "lads" actively 
engage in an oppositional school culture because they 
don't believe that educational attainment will improve 
their class's opportunities for social mobility. While 
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Willis acknowledges the lads partial penetration into the 
economic conditions of their social class, he also argues 
that in their opposition they paradoxically reproduce 
their own subordinate position; that is as the lads resist 
school norms and the pursuit of mental labor, they are 
prohibiting themselves from learning the knowledge and 
skills needed for white collar and professional type jobs 
and occupations. 
In a survey of 1200 Los Angeles high school students, 
Roslyn Arlin Mickelson (1984) also found that when 
students perceive that their chances for social mobility 
are limited, they hold more oppositional attitudes towards 
the value of education. In comparing working class and 
minority students to White middle class students, she 
found that the former groups had more cynical attitudes 
toward the role of education for social mobility than the 
latter. Accordingly, Mickelson found that those 
attitudinal differences were reflected in the students' 
levels of academic achievement. 
John Ogbu and Signithia Fordham (1986) have analyzed 
the oppositional peer culture of some African-American 
youth toward academic achievement. In their ethnography 
of successful and unsuccessful African-American high 
school students in Washington D.C., they argue that 
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numerous African-American youth are resisting academic 
achievement because to do otherwise would be "acting 
White". In other words, to some African-American youth, 
academic achievement is seen as a behavior suited for 
Whites and not for Blacks. This attitude, according to 
Ogbu and Fordham, is a consequence of both historical and 
present day racism. While in chapter five of this paper, 
I present a more extensive discussion of this theory, at 
this time I will simply note that this theory appears to 
be quite useful for its explanation of why significant 
numbers of African-American youth may be resisting 
striving for academic success. 
In a theoretical essay on resistance theory, Henry 
Giroux (1983) argues that this theory is valuable in 
understanding student resistance toward academic 
achievement for the following reasons: 
[It] rejects traditional explanations of school 
failure and oppositional behavior from the 
theoretical terrains of functionalism and 
mainstream educational psychology to those of 
political science and sociology. Resistance in 
this case redefines the causes and meaning of 
oppositional behavior by arguing that it has 
little to do with deviance and learned 
helplessness, but a great deal to do with moral 
and political indignation (289). 
However Giroux also argues that the use of resistance 
theory in analyzing student oppositional cultures must be 
carefully assessed since not all student resistance is a 
"clear-cut response to domination" (285). Therefore, he 
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cautions resistance theorists to give careful attention to 
the underlying reasons behind student resistance in order 
to determine if the oppositional behavior is radically 
significant. Moreover, he argues that not all student 
resistance is progressive behavior. Indeed some of it is 
reactionary as well, as some students draw upon sexist and 
racist attitudes as they engage in oppositional behaviors. 
Racism and Its Social Psychological Effects 
Another important theoretical framework in which to 
view this problem is a social psychological one. In 
essence, such a framework suggests that African-Americans 
have suffered psychological costs due to the social, 
economic and political oppression they have endured. In 
this regard, Frantz Fanon, psychiatrist and political 
theorist, argues that blacks internalize inferior images 
of themselves as a result of living under the social and 
economic realities of colonialist and White racist 
regimes. In Black Skin. White Masks he argues "if there 
is an inferiority complex, it is the outcome of a double 
process: primarily economic; subsequently, the 
internalization, or better, the epidermalization of this 
inferiority" (1967:13). 
The point-of-view that blacks suffer psychological 
problems as a result of being oppressed was also argued in 
Kardiner and Ovesey's study, The Mark of Oppression 
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(1951). These two psychiatrists claimed that blacks have 
low self esteem due to their status in White society and 
their continuous experiences with discrimination. 
similarly, Comer (1972) argued that African-Americans have 
suffered psychosocial trauma due to White racism. 
Moreover, he has argued that one negative consequence of 
this trauma has been low academic achievement. Since 
African-Americans have been taught to believe they are 
intellectually inferior, particularly in relation to 
Whites, many have internalized this perception and do not 
strive for academic success. 
While according to a literature review by McCarthy 
and Yancey (1971), many of the studies up through 1971 
concurred with the thesis that "the black man's life and 
personality were disorganized as a result of White 
prejudice and discrimination (650), they and James McKee 
(1993) take issue with this portrait of Blacks. According 
to McKee in his book, Sociology and the Race Problem, the 
problem with the pathological thesis is that it painted a 
portrait of Blacks as psychologically crippled. Such a 
viewpoint was incorrect as it ignored the creative and 
positive aspects of Black life that nurtured and sustained 
Black self-esteem. For example, McKee states that Blacks 
created "cultural expressions of extraordinary quality, as 
in religion and music, that provided an enduring source of 
self-respect and a reservoir of strength and hope" (307). 
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Therefore while African-Americans did suffer psychological 
costs due to White racism, in no way did they suffer total 
psychological debilitation as a result of their 
oppression. 
The importance of the self-concept to educational 
achievement is discussed by Walter Gill, author of Issues 
in African-American Education (1991). While he indicates 
that "much of the research on the self-concept of non-
Whi te ethnic children is contradictory and inconclusive" 
(2), Gill nevertheless argues for the strengthening of the 
self concept among African-American children with the 
utilization of a "dual self" model (4-5). With such a 
model, African-American youth would be socialized to deal 
with racism, to adapt to the dominant culture and 
simultaneously to be proud of and contributors to their 
own African-American cultural traditions. By pursuing a 
dual self model, African-American children will more ably 
develop healthy self-concepts which will in turn serve as 
a positive foundation for the achievement of academic 
success. 
More research regarding the social psychological 
costs of racism comes from a recent study by Joe Feagin 
and Melvin Sikes (1994). In their research of the Black 
middle class, they found that the lived experience of 
accumulated racism creates social psychological pain and 
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adverse consequences for many African-Americans. They 
argue that "recurring encounters with White racism can be 
viewed as a series of life crises, often similar to other 
serious life crises, such as the death of a loved one, 
that disturb an individual's life trajectory" (16). 
Through their interviews with middle class African-
Americans, Feagin and Sikes conclude that a serious 
consequence of discrimination is its lasting impact on the 
emotional health of African-Americans. They state that 
both in the immediate situation and over the long haul 
experiencing "discrimination is an energy-consuming, life 
consuming experience" (23). Moreover, they argue that an 
outcome of "the tremendous energy drain caused by 
discrimination [is its] toll on Black achievement and 
performance" (318). 
Furthermore, Feagin and Sikes argue that the 
psychological costs of continuing racism is not just at 
the individual level. Since African-Americans frequently 
share their experiences with discrimination with family 
and friends--as a way of relieving the victim's pain--
inadvertently, then, the impact of the social 
psychological costs of such discrimination are spread 
among the collective Black community as well. In this 
sense, a collective consciousness emerges about the 
continuing ravages of racism and its debilitating effects 
on the life chances of African-Americans. 
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one outcome of the collective consciousness of racism 
is that African-Americans have developed a variety of 
coping skills to contend with such racism. One such 
strategy is being on the defensive against being a victim 
of White racism. Some of the middle class African-
Americans interviewed for Feagin and Sikes study talked 
about the necessity of wearing a "shield" when leaving 
one's house to enter White society or putting oneself in a 
"guarded position" to ward off discriminatory attacks 
(295). While these remarks were not made in the context 
of academic achievement, I would argue that they may be 
useful in understanding why some African-American youth 
may appear to have hostile attitudes toward developing 
positive relationships with White administrators, faculty, 
students and Whites in general. 
Additional Studies on African-American School Achievement 
An ethnography by Lois Weis (1985) researched the 
college experience of primarily low income Black students 
at a community college on the edge of an urban ghetto in a 
large Northeastern city. Weis discovered that many 
students engaged in a nonacademic culture which included 
such student practices as dropping in and out of school, 
arriving late to class, exerting little effort and 
engaging in extensive drug use. Although Weis found that 
most students did accept the achievement ideology, i.e., 
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that education is their ticket out of the ghetto, 
nevertheless she argued that the student culture produced 
at the college ensures that "the vast majority of students 
will return to ghetto streets" (159). 
Weis argues that two important factors influencing a 
nonacademic student culture are the pressures of breaking 
from one's community and disillusionment over current 
economic and job trends. Regarding the former, Weis draws 
upon carol Stack's work on urban poverty and argues that 
the existence of strong kin networks in poor Black 
communities create a problem for students. Since these 
kin networks are designed so that family and neighbors can 
help support and reinforce one another, when one 
individual leaves the network, those left behind feel more 
vulnerable. Thus pressures are put upon members of the 
kin to not desert and renege on their obligations to one 
another. Accordingly, many of the students Weis 
interviewed feel a push and pull toward the goal of higher 
education. While they accept the dominant ideology that 
education can bring forth social mobility, they are pulled 
back into their communities by their loyalties toward 
their kin. 
In addition, Weis argues that students participate 
in a nonacademic culture as a result of their well-founded 
sense of despair over current social and economic 
conditions. As students see such conditions negatively 
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impacting their communities, they begin to feel a loss of 
hope. several students told Weis they knew of people who 
had lost long time jobs and were unable to find new ones. 
Being aware of such personal anecdotes, many students 
questioned whether it was really possible for them to 
escape the confines of the ghetto. Thus their lessened 
sense of optimism regarding the usefulness of a college 
degree influenced their participation in a negative school 
culture. 
Annie Barnes' (1992) ethnography of high school 
students in Norfolk, Virginia compared the structural and 
personal problems experienced by African-American male 
drop-outs to the personal and structural factors that 
prevented African-American male stay-ins and White male 
stay-ins from dropping out of school. Among her findings, 
she found that important factors for both African-American 
and White stay-ins were parental emphasis on education and 
success and caring teachers. In addition, she found that 
the drop-outs had a smaller percentage of their parents 
having college training or a college degree as compared to 
the parents of the stay-ins. Moreover, she found that 
factors which may have prevented drop-outs to stay in 
school were "receiving better grades, subjects that held 
their attention, excellent teachers, extra help with 
school work, compliments on their work and more attention 
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from teachers" (143). 
A study by Jackson (1988) of twenty-four African-
American high school seniors explored why such students 
did not go to college. Findings indicated that a lack of 
early planning, both academically and financially, a lack 
of timely information on college planning from the school, 
and the lack of college educated role models in the 
students' immediate family were some of the variables 
responsible for students not attending college. 
A critical ethnography by Polite (1991) of one 
hundred and fifteen African-American males at an urban 
high school investigated the quality of education received 
by the students. The researcher identified and 
categorized the students into one of four groups: active 
conformists, passive conformists, nonconformists and overt 
resistors. Findings indicated that several factors were 
contributing to low academic success. These included a 
student drug subculture, in-school truancy, peer pressure, 
poor career planning, expulsions, lack of caring teachers 
and negative attitudes toward the school. 
A study by Williams (1991) of ten African-American 
male students attending a predominately White midwest 
urban high school sought to identify and describe academic 
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motivators. Findings indicate that factors affecting 
academic motivation are multi-dimensional and complex. 
such factors include peer acceptance and peer group values 
affirming educational achievement, good teachers that are 
challenging and accepting of students and students who 
view themselves as self-determining over their 
environment. 
A study by Kaufman (1991) investigated the 
educational and employment outcomes of low income Black 
youth whose families moved to metropolitan Chicago suburbs 
as part of the Gautreaux housing program. These outcomes 
were compared with those of a similar population who moved 
to better housing but remained in the city. 
In regard to education, findings showed that the 
suburban Black youth were more likely to be in a college 
high school track, to finish high school and to go to a 
four year college than their city peers. Multivariate 
analyses found that higher academic attainment for the 
suburban youth was due to higher suburban school 
standards. 
Race and Ethnicity 
In a recent book entitled Beyond the Classroom: Why 
School Reform Has Failed and What Parents Need to Do 
(1996), Laurence Steinberg argues that in his study of 
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20,000 high school students over a three year period, he 
found the variable of race and ethnicity to have 
significant impact on academic achievement. In his study 
of primarily survey data, Steinberg finds that of the four 
main ethnic groups analyzed, "Asian students outperform 
White students, who in turn, outperform Black and Latino 
students" (1996b:28). Steinberg claims that this pattern 
persists even when variables such as socioeconomic class, 
single-parent families, and lesser quality schools are 
taken into account. 
Steinberg argues that factors contributing to low 
African-American achievement include negative peer 
pressure, an unhealthy attributional style, i.e., students 
believe that they have little personal control over the 
attainment of academic success, and attitudes that 
question the efficacy of academic success for future 
employment. 
To solve the problem of low African-American 
achievement (as well as the declining overall achievement 
among most racial-ethnic groups), Steinberg argues that 
strategies must emanate primarily from students and their 
families. Rather than focusing on what schools can do to 
boost achievement--aside from primarily raising academic 
standards--Steinberg asserts that parents and students 
must get much more engaged in the process of schooling. 
Accordingly, parents must get actively involved in the 
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schools and students must come to school motivated to 
learn and willing to work hard for the pursuit of academic 
excellence. 
In presenting his argument, Steinberg does not 
contextualize the factors contributing to differential 
academic achievement among racial-ethnic groups in a 
historical perspective. For example, in his discussion of 
African-American students and negative peer pressure 
toward academic success, Steinberg does not discuss with 
any depth how past and present discrimination has had a 
major impact on the formation of such attitudes. 
Alternatively, Steinberg does not discuss the impact of 
systematic racism on a group's attributional style. As a 
result of not contextualizing racial-ethnic achievement 
differences in the disparate social, political and 
economic histories of each of the racial-ethnic groups 
studied, Steinberg neglects underlying structural factors 





oak Park, Illinois is an integrated suburban 
community just nine miles west of Downtown Chicago. 
According to a Chicago Tribune article that is quoted in 
promotional literature prepared by the Village of Oak 
Park, Oak Park is a "racially and economically diverse 
community blessed with good schools, lovely parks and 
graceful homes" (Village of Oak Park, 1992). Its 
residences are about evenly split between homeowners and 
renters. 
Although Oak Park is currently a racially diverse 
community, with 1990 census data showing that Oak Park is 
75 percent White, 18 percent African-American and about 3 
percent each Hispanic and Asian, this has not always been 
the case. Prior to the early 1970s, Oak Park was 99 
percent White with its African-American population 
hovering just around 1 percent (Raymond, personal 
interview). However, by the early seventies a series of 
events had occurred which catapulted Oak Park to becoming 
a racially diverse community. 
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The catalyst for these events was the racial change 
that was happening in Austin, a Chicago neighborhood that 
bordered Oak Park to the east. Although White flight and 
the resegregation of neighborhoods from White to Black had 
been occurring in many Chicago West Side neighborhoods for 
quite some time, by the late sixties, this phenomenon had 
reached Austin. In what is often described as a block-by-
block turnover, White residents were fleeing Austin just 
as soon as African-Americans moved in. This turnover 
occurred so rapidly that according to Larry Christmas, Oak 
Park's current village president, "forty-three thousand 
people moved out [of Austin] in three years" (Chicago 
Tribune, 9/6/94:1). 
As Oak Park witnessed the racial change occurring in 
Austin, it became conceivable that in due time Oak Park 
would also be confronted with similar pressures. However, 
rather than choose the tactic of White flight, a number of 
Oak Park citizens came together to develop a proactive 
stance toward integration. Instead of resegregating, Oak 
Park would become an open community. To institutionalize 
this vision, in 1968, Oak Park passed a Fair Housing 
Ordinance. 
In addition to the ordinance, a key component of Oak 
Park's proactive approach toward integration was the 
formation of the Oak Park Housing Agency, an organization 
developed in 1972 by Bobbie Raymond. According to 
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Raymond, the Housing Agency, which still exists today, 
works with local government, real estate firms, landlords 
and community agencies to promote "meaningful and lasting 
racial diversity throughout Oak Park •... " (Housing 
center 1995 Annual Report:2). One way it does this is by 
encouraging Oak Park White residents to live in areas that 
are populated by African-Americans and by encouraging 
African-American residents to locate throughout the 
village and not just to specific parts of Oak Park. 
Aside from promoting such affirmative marketing, the 
Housing Center also works with landlords to ensure that 
tenants are screened for being financially responsible, 
and that rental housing stock is kept in good condition, 
particularly in the areas close to Austin Boulevard. 
Through a number of programs such as these, the Housing 
Center has become a key force in helping Oak Park achieve 
long-term residential integration. 
Although Oak Park has achieved residential 
integration, there is data which suggest that Whites and 
Blacks live in different types of housing. For example, 
1990 census data indicate that while the majority of 
Whites (60 percent) are homeowners, the majority of Blacks 
(74 percent) are renters. These statistics appear to 
indicate that there is an economic difference between Oak 
Park's Whites and Blacks. That is, it is likely that, 
generally speaking, Whites experience a higher economic 
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status than do Blacks. 
Furthermore, other data that suggest African-
Americans in Oak Park may not be as economically well-off 
as Whites comes from some of my own observations while 
doing my research. For instance, one thing I noticed when 
going to students' homes for either interviews or to drop-
off parental consent forms was that many of the students 
lived in housing that would likely be considered as less 
desirable housing in Oak Park. In this regard, I noticed 
that students lived in structures such as apartment 
buildings, in homes that were situated next to the 
expressway, or in homes that were small in size. 
As I have indicated, in recent decades Oak Park has 
achieved an established reputation as a residentially 
integrated and stable community. However, Oak Park's 
achievement in social integration appears to be less 
successful. In this regard, it has been noted through 
community forums and newspaper articles that most Oak 
Parkers do not socially interact with any frequency with 
individuals outside of their own racial groups. Thus, 
White Oak Parkers socialize with White Oak Parkers and 
Black Oak Parkers socialize with Black Oak Parkers. In 
addition, White churchgoers attend "White" churches, while 
many Black residents leave Oak Park to attend "Black" 
churches in other areas. Furthermore, while many children 
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have interracial friends when they are young, when the 
youth reach adolescence, many begin separating themselves 
into racially defined peer groups. 
As a result of the lack of social integration in Oak 
Park, there have been attempts made over the last several 
years to bring together Whites and Blacks in more personal 
interaction. These programs have been initiated by both 
the village and community members. For example, one such 
program is an interracial friendship group called Project 
unity which was initiated by a few community residents. 
This group tries to bring together racially diverse 
families with the hope that if children see their parents 
having interracial friends, the children will not be as 
likely to join racially segregated peer groups as they 
become teens. 
In assessing how Oak Park can achieve improved social 
integration, I would argue that one strategy is to enhance 
interracial relations in sites where diverse Oak Parkers 
presently come together. Clearly the schools are one such 
site. However, as this research will show, presently at 
Oak Park's public high school, there are problems which 
pose barriers to successful race relations. In this 
regard, several of the problems contributing to the 
existence of the achievement gap contribute as well to 
poor interracial relationships. Accordingly, if the high 
school along with the community of Oak Park initiate 
effective strategies toward eliminating the achievement 
gap, a valuable byproduct of this intervention is likely 
to be enhanced social integration. 
oak Park and River Forest High School (OPRFHS) 
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OPRFHS is nationally known for its high standardized 
test scores, national merit scholars and its college 
preparatory curriculum. Its impressive facilities include 
state-of-the-art science labs, a two-story library, three 
theaters and two pools. In addition, according to 1995-96 
data, OPRFHS has a highly educated faculty, with 8.8 
percent holding a Ph.D, 58.2 percent holding a master's 
degree plus thirty extra hours, and 21.1 percent holding a 
master's degree. With a motto of "Those Things That Are 
Best", and a student catalog listing course offerings and 
extracurricular activities for over one hundred pages, 
OPRFHS appears to offer its students the opportunity to 
learn, grow and excel in unlimited avenues. 
Yet behind this backdrop of excellence lies a 
significant achievement gap between OPRFHS's African-
American students and the rest of the student body, which 
is primarily White. According to the 1995 Illinois State 
Report Card, 1 the racial/ethnic breakdown at the high 
1 An Illinois law, The Better Schools Accountability Law, 
requires all public school districts to report on the performance 
of their schools and their students through the use of school 
report cards. 
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school as of September, 1994 was 63.1 percent White, 28.6 
percent African-American, 3.6 percent Hispanic, 4.2 
percent Asian/P. Islander and .4 percent Native American. 
The total enrollment was 2,804 students. 
One indicator of the achievement gap is the lack of 
African-American students who are on the top 100 student 
list. Although the senior class of 1995-96 was 17.5 
percent African-American, (121 students out of a total of 
690 students) only 3 percent of the top 100 students were 
African-American. 
The seriousness of the achievement gap is more fully 
reflected in a 1991 OPRFHS publication titled the African-
American Achievement Report. This report was prepared by 
a committee composed of faculty and staff who came 
together to study the problem of the achievement gap at 
the high school. In the report, the committee declared 
that there exists "a troubling disparity between the 
academic performance of African-American students and that 
of the total student body" particularly in "test scores, 
in grade point averages, and in participation in the 
gifted program" (11). 
According to the report, the average African-American 
grade point average in the fall of 1990 was 1.9 in 
contrast to a 2.5 GPA for the rest of the student body. 
Since that time, according to the Wednesday Journal, one 
of Oak Park's weekly newspapers, the average African-
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American GPA has fallen further to 1.7 in the fall of 1995 
(10/25/95). 
The African-American Achievement Report also 
indicated the disparity between the types of classes 
African-Americans are enrolled in compared to the rest of 
the student body. In a student body where African-
Americans comprised 25 percent of the student body 
(compared to 68 percent White and 7 percent other), the 
African-American students were overrepresented in Basics 
(51 percent) and Structured Studies (42 percent) classes, 
while significantly underrepresented in Honors, 
Accelerated and AP classes (9 percent). Finally, the 
report also indicated a disparity in standardized test 
scores. For example, using scores for the fall semester 
of 1990, the report indicated that the average SAT math 
score for Whites was 557 while for African-Americans it 
was 442. 
In addition to specific achievement indicators, the 
report also discusses family structure as it relates to 
race. According to the report, this particular variable 
was chosen because it was the only socioeconomic indicator 
that was readily retrievable from the school's data base. 
Since low socioeconomic status is frequently cited as a 
cause for poor African-American achievement, an analysis 
of data regarding student socioeconomic status was 
conducted. In this regard, the report notes that "for 
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African-American students, only 37 percent live with both 
parents, 55 percent live with their mother and 4 percent 
live with their father. For Caucasians, 73 percent live 
with both parents, 21 percent live with their mother and 4 
percent live with their father. A small percentage of 
each group live with other relatives or a guardian" (23). 
As the figures suggest, it is likely that generally 
the socioeconomic status of African-American students 
attending OPRFHS may be lower than for Whites. This is 
due to the fact that it is more likely that in two-parent 
households there is greater family income than in single-
parent households. Moreover, as I already noted, 
demographic data on home ownership and rentals suggest 
that Blacks may not be as financially well off as Whites. 
However, while it appears that African-American 
students attending OPRFHS may not be as economically well 
off as their White counterparts, it is also likely that 
their status is higher than those African-Americans living 
in Chicago's inner city areas. Indeed, data on low income 
students attending the high school show that 10.3 percent 
are low income (1995 Illinois State Report Card). While 
this data is not broken into racial/ethnic groups, 
considering that 28.6 percent of the high school's 
enrollment is African-American, we can assume that the 
majority of African-American students are not of low 
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income status. 
As I have discussed, a serious achievement gap exists 
between Black and White students at OPRFHS. In view of 
the facts that this high school is known as a high quality 
institution, and that the majority of African-American 
students attending the high school are not from low income 
families, critical questions must be asked as to why this 
troubling phenomenon exists. In other words, we must 
investigate why it is that a school which has achieved 
national prominence for its ability to promote academic 
excellence has simultaneously a significant achievement 
gap occurring between African-American students and the 
rest of the student body. In this regard, several 
questions must be explored: What are the factors that 
appear to limit African-American students from taking full 
advantage of all OPRFHS has to off er? What are the 
barriers that African-American students experience and 
confront while attending OPRFHS? What impact do different 
levels of community--family, peer culture, school, and the 
larger community--have on students' attitudes and actions 
toward academic achievement? These guiding questions are 
what my research has sought to answer. 
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Methodology 
The methodological approach to this research is 
qualitative. To collect my data, I conducted in-depth 
interviews with twenty-one African-American students, 
three of whom were bi-racial. The nature of the 
interviews were semi-structured; that is, while I had a 
general list of topic areas as an interview guide (see 
Appendix for a copy of the interview guide), the 
interviews were somewhat free-flowing depending on the 
interviewees' responses to particular questions and the 
follow-up questions that their responses generated. Of 
the students I interviewed, eleven of them were 
characterized as successful students while ten were 
characterized as underachieving students. Following is a 
description of how I made contact with these students and 
how they were characterized as either successful or 
underachieving. 
I initially made contact with seven of the 
underachieving group by attending a school meeting they 
attended in March of 1995. The meeting was called by a 
committee composed of faculty and staff called the 
African-American Achievement Committee. The purpose of 
this meeting was to discuss from a student's point-of-
view, the barriers African-American students face at 
OPRFHS. The students attending the meeting had been 
previously identified by either teachers or deans as 
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underachievers, that is bright students who were 
underachieving. Thus it was this criteria I used in 
characterizing the students as underachievers in my study. 
I was invited to attend this meeting by a faculty 
member of the African-American Achievement Committee. In 
addition, I was given the opportunity to tell students 
about my study and request that some of them meet with me 
for interviews. At the end of the meeting, I was able to 
gather about nine names and phone numbers. Subsequently, 
I called the students and was able to set up interviews 
with seven of them. Four of the students were seniors at 
the time, and three were juniors. 
The other three underachieving students in my study 
were chosen from a list of about six names that the high 
school gave me in the fall of 1995. Once again, the 
students were designated as underachieving students, this 
time by some of the high school's deans. All students on 
this list were seniors. After receiving the list, I 
started calling students, starting with the first and 
working my way down, until I had generated three more 
interviews with underachieving students. 
The successful students were also selected from a 
list of names and phone numbers I received from the high 
school. Students were determined to be successful if they 
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had a weighted grade point average (WGPA) of 2.6 or above. 
Thus all students on the list had met this criteria. The 
list was given to me in two stages. First I received a 
list of students in the summer of 1995 who had just 
graduated from the high school. A few months later, in 
the fall of 1995, I was given a second list. On this list 
were current seniors. Using the lists, I contacted the 
students by telephone to ask their participation in the 
study. In this case, I also started with the top of both 
lists and worked my way down until I generated enough 
interviews. 
Upon calling both the successful and the 
underachieving students, I identified myself as a graduate 
student in Sociology from Loyola University who was 
conducting a study on the achievement gap at the high 
school (or in the case of the seven students I already met 
at the meeting, I reminded them who I was). I indicated 
that I was interested in finding out from students their 
thoughts as to the reasons for the achievement gap. In 
addition, I told them I wanted to hear about their own 
high school experiences and what their plans were for 
after high school. I also indicated I would like to hear 
their assessment of the high school, that is, what did 
they think was good and/or bad about OPRFHS. 
For those students who indicated interest in meeting 
with me, I further advised them that the interview would 
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take anywhere from one to two hours. In addition, I 
promised them confidentiality. Finally, I requested that 
the students discuss the potential interview with their 
parents and if the parents agreed to their participation, 
to have their parents sign the parental release form I 
would either send or drop off to them. Subsequently, for 
those students whose parents agreed, we scheduled a time 
for the interview. The interviews were held either at the 
school, the student's home, or my home in Oak Park. 
Regarding my interview data, all interviews were 
taped, transcribed and coded for various themes relating 
to the achievement gap problem. Most interviews were 
between one hour and a half to two hours. In addition to 
the interview data, I also collected data from the student 
meeting I attended, that is the meeting on barriers to 
achievement. At this meeting, in which I took detailed 
field notes, there were approximately twenty to thirty 
African-American students there at any given time; the 
number fluctuated because students came and went as the 
meeting progressed. This data is also incorporated into 
my research. 
The data presented in this study is, I would argue, 
very rich and provides important insights into the world 
of African-American students at OPRFHS. However, as this 
study is qualitatively based and the sample is relatively 
small, care should be taken with forming any definitive 
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conclusions about the nature of the achievement gap 
problem at OPRFHS. Nevertheless, I do believe this study 
has much to off er for informing both the high school and 
the community as to the likely factors that are 
influencing the low academic success rate of many African-
American students at the high school. Moreover, it is 
hoped that the recommendations offered to rectify this 
critical problem will be beneficial as well. 
CHAPTER III 
AFRICAN-AMERICAN STUDENT CULTURE 
The achievement gap which exists at OPRFHS appears to 
be sustained, in part, by a non-academic African-American 
school culture. According to my interviews, it appears 
that a significant number of African-American students 
engage in behaviors which show a lack of seriousness 
toward achieving academic success. For example, according 
to approximately half of the students I interviewed, there 
appears to be a tendency for African-American students to 
not strive for above average levels of academic success. 
In this regard, Lakeisha2 states that "Black people ... 
don't think their grades are so important, just as long as 
they pass." Similarly, Shawn claims African-American 
students "want to stick to the easy way out and get their 
easy grade and get out of here." 
One reason some students do not pursue academic 
achievement is because school is perceived as uncool. 
According to Malcolm, "In Black society, the ghetto cool 
means you drop out of school." While at OPRFHS most 
African-Americans do not drop out of school--the overall 
2All student names are pseudonyms. 
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drop out rate is only 3.8 percent for the 1994-95 school 
year--nevertheless, this cultural idea resonates for some 
students. For instance, Kimberly claims that she "knows 
so many people who think it's cool" to not really achieve 
anything. She says students will think it's cool that 
they can't recite a passage from Shakespeare but can 
instead recite a whole song by heart. 
The attitude that school is uncool has also been 
observed by Alisha. Moreover, she explains that some 
students take on this attitude in order to not be 
characterized as acting White: 
It seems like most African-Americans put each 
other down every time you try to do work. You 
get called an oreo, a sellout, trying to be 
White or a wannabee, something like that. And 
who wants to be that? You want to be cool and 
it's not cool to be called an oreo. It's not 
cool to look smart. 
Thus due to the acting White phenomenon, some African-
American students avoid striving for academic success. 
The lack of seriousness some students have toward 
academic achievement can be seen as they engage in 
behaviors that are not conducive to academic success. For 
instance, cutting class is one such behavior. According 
to Cheryll, "Black kids probably cut more than White 
kids." In her case, although she didn't start high school 
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in Oak Park, she claims she cut class at both her former 
school and at OPRFHS. While she described her first 
semester at OPRFHS as being pretty good, she said the 
subsequent year, "I just got screwed up really terrible." 
For a good portion of the year, Cheryll frequently cut 
class. Similarly, Alisha also cut class on a regular 
basis. During her junior year, she claims she "used to 
ditch all the time." She describes her actions as a 
ritual that just became routine: 
After first period, me and my friend would walk 
out the gym door and we would walk down Scoville 
till we got under the viaduct at South Blvd., 
and then we'd keep to Harlem and go have 
breakfast at Denny's. Then we would come back 
in time for gym. 
While both Cheryll and Alisha cite peer pressure as a 
reason for why they cut class, another student I 
interviewed suggests that students cut class when they 
find the class too difficult for them. For instance, 
Harriet used her younger brother, who is a freshman, as an 
example. When she asked him why he cuts class, he told 
her it's because he doesn't understand what's being 
taught. She explained he would "feel like a dork" asking 
the teacher for help, so instead "he stops going to class 
. and just gives up." 
The problem of not understanding the curriculum is 
likely to be relevant to those students who previously 
attended Chicago public schools. Since the curriculum in 
Chicago is not generally noted to be as rigorous as that 
in Oak Park's schools, former Chicago students, 
particularly recent transfers to the high school, are 
likely to be underprepared. Furthermore, this 
underpreparedness can also be exacerbated by the lack of 
technological resources in inner city schools. 
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For example, John is one student who talked about the 
difficulties former Chicago students have when attending 
OPRFHS. In our interview, he explains what might happen 
to a student in a chemistry class when the teacher says to 
turn on the bunsen burner. According to John, the student 
becomes "bewildered and kind of lost" because he doesn't 
even know what a bunsen burner is since in his previous 
school he wasn't exposed to a chemistry lab. Due to this 
lack of information and the student "always trying to do 
catch-up" John believes that some students wear themselves 
out and subsequently can't maintain the energy needed to 
achieve. 
Karene also discusses some of the challenges that 
former Chicago students face when attending OPRFHS. In 
her case, Karene said that while she got "great grades" at 
her previous school, at OPRFHS her grades went way down 
because the work was much harder. She found, then, she 
had to expend much more effort than she was used to if she 
was to achieve higher grades. No longer was "she on top," 
so psychologically her ego suffered a blow. As a result, 
Karene claims that during her first two years of high 
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school, she was in a negative frame of mind and therefore 
didn't care about her work. Instead of striving for 
academic success, Karene engaged in behaviors such as 
daydreaming in class and not studying for tests. 
In talking with students about the achievement gap 
problem, some indicated that part of the problem is a 
general lack of effort by African-Americans toward school. 
For instance, this problem was discussed at the meeting on 
achievement barriers. In that discussion, one student 
indicated that a reason the achievement gap exists is that 
"Blacks are out in the stores going around while the 
Whites are inside studying." In agreement, another 
student said, in comparison to Blacks, "Whites hit the 
books more." Similarly, Malcolm claimed that the problem 
with many African-American students is they are more 
"interested in just having money in their pocket to spend 
on the next pair of gym shoes or the new hair style" than 
they are in school. 
Andrew is an example of a student who has had 
difficulty keeping his focus on school. Instead of 
concentrating on school, he found himself distracted by 
fights and girls. Of his first two years at high school, 
Andrew says he "really messed up. . [I] had a very big 
temper and people always wanted to mess with me." In 
addition, he said he was too preoccupied with girls. He 
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says, "That's all I was doing. I'd go home and get on the 
phone, hey how are you doing?" However, by the time his 
junior year came around, he wasn't so "girl crazy" 
anymore. He says, "I've calmed down with this. Now I 
don't mess with no more than four girls at a time. It 
used to be like eight or ten!" 
Lakeisha also found it hard to get motivated to do 
her schoolwork. Of herself and her African-American 
peers, she says, "Black people like to play around, and 
when it comes down to the last year, that's when they 
start worrying about graduating and [the need to] start 
working hard." Unfortunately for Lakeisha, her low level 
of motivation during several years of high school and her 
reluctance to work hard at mastering the difficult 
curriculum resulted in a GPA too low for the college of 
her choice. 
Several other students also indicated that African-
Americans don't work very hard at school. For example, 
Kendra said a lot of African-American kids "don't go to 
class, don't study and don't care." Similarly, Robert 
indicated that "there's a lot of [African-American] 
students who ditch or don't care about school." Moreover, 
he talked about the disinterest that occurs even in a 
class like African-American history. Of his class, he 
says: 
The class is predominately Black • . . and a lot 
of the Black students . . . sit there with their 
heads down, sleeping. And the teacher sits 
there and keeps saying, "You guys aren't doing 
your homework. Why aren't you doing your 
homework?" . And the kids are sitting there, 
phew, "Man I'm not doing this." 
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According to Karene, one reason some of her African-
American peers don't care about school and "don't tend to 
do their work" is because of their connection with gangs. 
While they may not be in a gang, she said they still know 
someone who is, and since gang members tend to stray from 
their grades, others are influenced to behave in a similar 
way. Louis also spoke of students being negatively 
influenced by their peers. He believes that some African-
Americans get negative attitudes toward school from 
observing how some students act. He explains, "When the 
freshmen comes, they see oh so and so has new shoes every 
week, so and so has a gold chain. And they see he's not 
even doing his work and not even coming to class." 
Therefore some students are turned off from school because 
they are influenced by particular peers who demonstrate 
the ability to obtain desired consumer goods in spite of 
their own lack of academic achievement. 
In the discussion above, I have presented several 
examples of the different ways some African-American 
students show disinterest in school. However, one area 
not yet discussed is the higher discipline rate 
experienced by African-American students at the high 
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school. Data collected by the high school indicate that 
African-American students are disproportionately suspended 
when compared with White students. (OPRFHS Discipline 
study Report, January, 1993). 
In my interviews, I brought up this finding and asked 
students why they thought African-American students had a 
more troublesome discipline record. I asked them if they 
thought that African-American students were more engaged 
in problematic behavior than Whites or if they felt the 
high school was operating in a racist manner and focusing 
on African-American students more than White students. In 
response, while 43 percent of the students indicated it 
was a little of both, 29 percent of the students noted 
that some African-American students do act in ways that 
bring trouble upon themselves. 
In terms of student behavior, Harriet feels that 
while both races do things that cause them to be 
disciplined, African-American students have a way of 
making such situations worse: 
One thing I've noticed is if kids get in trouble 
whether they be Black or White, the Black 
student will be called over by the teacher and 
the teacher will say, like "Why are you doing 
this?" And they'll just be like rude towards 
the teacher and be like "I don't have to listen 
to you" and all that kind of stuff. Whereas a 
White student will just, you know won't be as 
rude, but just be like, "Okay." 
Therefore, Harriet says what actually gets Black kids into 
trouble is not what they did wrong initially but the fact 
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that they got "more and more rude" to the teacher as the 
teacher reprimanded them. Similarly, Alisha also feels 
that the way some African-American students react to being 
disciplined is a problem: 
I guess the problem is if Whites did anything 
bad you wouldn't know about it. When African-
American people do something, they want to be 
noticed. They want recognition, attention. So 
they call attention to themselves when they are 
going off on the teacher. They say it real loud 
or throw furniture for no apparent reason. 
Alisha also said that while White kids "would just yell, 
'Oh forget it' and walk away when being disciplined, 
African-American students would egg it on" even when they 
know it'll get them a detention. 
According to Bob, one reason why Blacks are suspended 
more often than Whites is because they're just real 
"outgoing". He described this as students feeling they 
could say whatever they want to say. Therefore, "if it's 
bad, it's bad. If it's not, it's not". He explains it's 
as if Black students feel "I'm empowering myself to say 
as I feel." Maya also indicated that sometimes African-
American students may say more than is appropriate: "A 
lot of time students bury themselves deeper into the 
coffin when they get to talking to the dean like they're 
crazy. Like not giving the dean any respect, and not even 
caring about what you did." 
Apparently one factor influencing inappropriate 
student behavior is negative attitudes toward White 
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authority figures. For example, Nelson thinks "there are 
a couple of [students] who have gotten caught up in, don't 
listen to the White people and stuff like that." 
Therefore when being disciplined by Whites, such students 
may react in negative ways. Similarly, Maya thinks 
hostility toward Whites causes some students to act 
disrespectful towards White deans. 
However, Maya also thinks that having a Black dean 
does not necessarily solve this problem. She says 
students can have hostility towards this individual, as 
well, particularly if the Black dean does not let you off. 
In this situation, students will have hostility against 
the dean because they view him/her as having "been around 
White people too long and [so] she's acting White." 
Therefore students see the dean as aligning him or herself 
with the White power structure instead of with themselves 
and the collective African-American community. 
My interviews also indicate that another possible 
factor influencing the higher African-American 
disciplinary rate is the conscious or unconscious reaction 
of some students to negative labeling. For instance, 
Cassandra says, "I know some people think, well if you 
think that I'm bad, I'm going to act bad. So I guess it's 
like they feel they're not academically motivated so 
there's nothing else for them to do but be expelled." 
Similarly, Toni believes that if students believe people 
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have negative expectations of them, some will follow suit. 
she says they think, "You say I'm bad, I'm going to be 
worse." Thus some students believe that some African-
American students get into trouble at school because they 
are internalizing racist expectations of themselves. 
Although the discussion above indicates that 
attitudes and behaviors of some African-American students 
may be somewhat responsible for African-American students 
experiencing higher disciplinary rates, it was also 
pointed out in my interviews that White students violate 
school rules as well. But according to some students, one 
reason White students do not get as seriously disciplined 
as Blacks is that the school rules that White youth 
violate are not as heavily enforced by high school 
authorities. For instance, John says, while White youth 
smoke on school grounds much more than African-Americans 
do, the school doesn't clamp down very hard on smoking 
violations; thus Whites who smoke avoid receiving serious, 
if any, disciplinary action. 
Similarly, Louis notes that while "white kids don't 
usually fight, [and] are not in gangs, they do do other 
things that are bad." But he says, since it's the kids 
who are fighting that are getting suspended and "since 
it's mainly Black kids who are in gangs and fighting," 
then that's why Black kids are getting suspended the most. 
However, Louis also notes that when White students do 
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commit serious school violations, it is likely that they 
will not suffer as severe a disciplinary action as Black 
students. He explains this occurs because the parents of 
White students come to school and persuade the 
administration to not suspend their children. 
Another reason why Whites may experience lower 
disciplinary rates is that more focus is placed on 
African-American students than White students. According 
to some students, the high school assumes that African-
American students are the troublemakers. Therefore, 
Blacks are more of ten stopped or harassed by school 
authorities than Whites. For instance, Karene indicated 
that security guards take videotapes of groups of Black 
students hanging around outside of school at lunch and 
after school. But she says they don't take pictures of 
White students. Thus Karene feels the high school is 
applying a double standard in its dealings with different 
racial groups. 
In a related way, Kendra believes that sometimes the 
high school more harshly disciplines African-American 
students than it does White students. For instance 
Kendra says, "I think that it's true that the African-
American kids have a lot of discipline problems but 
sometimes it seems that the actions taken toward them are 
more severe than if it was a White student." When I asked 
her if she could give me any examples she told me of a 
story she heard from a friend: 
This [White] kid was in the back of the 
classroom smoking a blunt, [marijuana] and he 
didn't get in trouble for it. And I thought how 
was that possible. So I said let me see if an 
African-American was caught smoking a blunt, I'm 
sure he'd get in trouble. 
In telling this story, Kendra told me she did have some 
doubts about its accuracy, but then she decided that her 
friend would not lie to her. However, what is likely 
important here is not whether this particular story is 
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accurate or not, but that Kendra holds the perception that 
Blacks are treated with different standards than are 
Whites. 
Among the students I interviewed, there was a common 
perception that due to racism Black students are, at 
times, unfairly disciplined or treated discriminately at 
OPRFHS. In chapter four I will be discussing these 
perceptions along with several specific incidents which 
according to the students demonstrate how such 
discrimination occurs at the high school. 
However, even though students have such perceptions 
and even though some feel they have endured discriminatory 
actions, overall it appears that most students do not feel 
that OPRFHS is a racist institution. For when I asked 
students if they felt the high school was a racist 
institution, or if the majority of teachers and deans were 
racist, most said no. On the contrary, many students had 
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favorable things to say about the high school and of the 
many opportunities it makes available to them. In 
addition, many students told me of important mentoring 
relationships they had established with teachers and deans 
who were White. Therefore while the students I 
interviewed do believe that racism exists at the high 
school, in general, they do not perceive that it is 
constantly being manifested. Nor do most believe, as the 
discussion above indicates, that racism is the only or 
primary explanation for why African-Americans have higher 
disciplinary rates than Whites. 
However, in contrast to the above generalization, it 
does appear that there are some students who believe that 
race is a factor in discriminatory actions taken against 
African-Americans. In this regard, Bob gives his 
observation of how some students respond when they are 
subject to teacher reprimands. He says, when some 
African-American students "act up in the class and the 
teacher is blah, blah, blah, they'll automatically assume 
it's racism." Similarly Harriet notes, "I think a lot of 
kids will be like when they get into trouble [they] will 
turn around and be like the only reason you're yelling at 
me is that I'm Black." However, according to Harriet, 
that claim is not always justified. For she adds, 
"And that's not even the case. It's just that a lot of 
kids will turn around and be mad and think that's the 
reason they are getting in trouble but it's actually 
because of what they did." 
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Thus while there may be some African-American 
students at the high school who believe that racism is 
ever present and is the main factor for the higher 
disciplinary rates, there are other African-American 
students who see this problem differently. As this 
discussion has illustrated, it appears that the 
explanation for the higher disciplinary rates experienced 
by African-American students is not an either or 
explanation but rather one that is multifaceted and 
complex. Moreover this perspective appears to be 
supported by some of the faculty and staff at OPRFHS. In 
other research I conducted (Rose, 1995), some teachers 
suggested that the higher African-American disciplinary 
rate is in part a reflection of the problem that some 
African-American students have with authority, 
particularly if they perceive the authority is derived 
from a White controlled institution. 
For instance, one teacher claimed that some African-
American students enter the high school with a skeptical 
attitude, "asking how caring are you?" As a result, the 
students see a teacher's authority as a challenge, as a 
threat. Therefore students become resistant. According 
to this teacher, this resistance is particularly seen in 
the hallways when teachers try to supervise the use of the 
halls. She notes that there are times when the handling 
of African-American students in the hallway can easily 
"escalate into something ugly." 
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The tendency for some African-American students to 
approach teacher/student interaction with a bias toward 
perceiving racism is a problem that is also recognized by 
a dean that I interviewed. While this dean believes there 
are times when students incorrectly perceive that racism 
is present, she also notes that it can be difficult for 
students to assess certain situations correctly. In this 
regard, she indicated that since racism does exist at the 
high school, it is not always easy for students to judge 
whether teachers are treating them fairly or not. 
Therefore one of her goals is to help students learn how 
to better assess whether they have been subject to 
discriminatory behavior or whether an alternate 
explanation exists for why they are being disciplined. 
This chapter has discussed the non-serious academic 
climate which appears to exist for significant numbers of 
African-American students at OPRFHS. This climate is 
sustained through a higher African-American disciplinary 
rate and a lack of committed attitudes and behaviors 
toward achieving academic success. However, while there 
may be significant numbers of students pursuing lackluster 
academic careers, it must be stressed that there are 
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African-Americans students at OPRFHS that do desire and 
strive for academic success. Indeed the eleven successful 
students I interviewed for this study are part of this 
group. Many of these students indicated a strong 
attachment toward the value of education. Moreover, they 
exhibit strong academically oriented behaviors as they 
strive toward high educational goals. 
For example, one indicator of achievement oriented 
behavior is the type of study habits a student pursues. 
In this regard, Cassandra told me she takes studying for 
her final exams very seriously: "During finals, I just 
lock myself in the room. I don't talk to anybody. I just 
study straight, like one day for 5 1/2 hours straight. I 
just would study until I couldn't take it anymore." 
Moreover, in addition to having effective study 
habits, high achieving students also recognize the kinds 
of behaviors they should exhibit and pursue in the 
classroom. For instance, when I asked John how his 
teachers would describe him, he responded, "As a pleasure 
to have in class. Likes to answer questions. 
Knowledgeable. Prepared for class. Hard Worker. Helpful 
to other students." While the above characteristics show 
that John knows how to act as a student, still another 
trait that high achieving African-American students often 
exhibit is resourcefulness, particularly in the area of 
figuring out how to get the help they need and/or taking 
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advantage of offered academic assistance. 
For instance, when Toni was having trouble with 
trigonometry, she decided that in one of her free periods 
she would sit "in on one of my trig teacher's classes to 
figure out what was going on." Similarly, when Maya was 
having trouble concentrating on her physics homework at 
home, she took up her teacher's offer to "every day after 
school, come and do your homework right here." Not only 
did she then complete her homework, but she had the added 
opportunity to have any questions answered as well. 
While the examples above demonstrate some of the 
strategies successful African-American students use to go 
the additional mile, my data shows that some 
underachieving students pursue helpful strategies as well. 
For example, Robert told me that one thing he has done to 
improve his grades was to get some help with study habits. 
As a result, he started to do some things differently such 
as: "I'll get into a study group with friends or have my 
teacher go over my notes to see the proper way to break it 
down." In addition, Robert said that while in the past he 
would just study for a test the night before, he has 
subsequently learned to not cram for a test and instead 
study the material over a few days. 
Aaron is another student who shows concern about 
improving his academic performance. Accordingly, one 
strategy he has used was to take the initiative to "read a 
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book about studying because [he] really wanted to good in 
school." In addition, Aaron is planning to take a 
creative writing class because he feels he is not a good 
writer. With such a class, he feels he will be better 
prepared for all the writing he will do in college. 
As this chapter has shown, there are indeed African-
American students at OPRFHS who desire and strive for high 
levels of academic success. However, as data from my 
student interviews have illustrated, it also appears that 
a serious non-academic culture exists for significant 
numbers of African-American students. Although part of 
the explanation for student participation in a non-
academic culture may be due to a disinterest in career 
goals which require academic proficiency, this was not the 
case for the students I interviewed. On the contrary, 
when I asked the underachieving students what were their 
future goals, most indicated their desire to go on to 
college and to pursue careers such as a child 
psychologist, architect, nurse or business owner. 
Therefore, in view of such goals, I would argue that 
among the underachieving students I interviewed, there 
appears to be an incongruence between the career goals 
such students set for themselves and the ways they pursue 
academic achievement. That is, although the students 
express they want middle class and/or professional 
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careers, they do not seem to be pursuing academic 
strategies which will help them make such goals a reality. 
Accordingly, there is a need to understand why this 
incongruence exists. Thus, in the following chapters, I 
will discuss what some of the underlying factors may be 
that are influencing numerous African-American students at 
OPRFHS to not pursue academic success. 
CHAPTER IV 
RACISM AND ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT 
This chapter will discuss the many ways African-
American students at OPRFHS perceive and feel they are 
victims of racism and discrimination both at the high 
school and in society. In addition, I will discuss the 
adverse effects these experiences can have on students' 
well-being and their academic achievement. 
First, I will discuss how some students have negative 
attitudes toward academic achievement due to their beliefs 
regarding the constraints of racism. Since some students 
believe that racism prevents academically skilled African-
Americans from having equal opportunities in the 
marketplace, some think that striving for academic success 
is futile. 
Second, I will discuss some of the specific ways 
students feel they are victims of racism and 
discrimination both within and outside OPRFHS. These 
range from overt racism to more subtle forms such as 
negative stereotyping. Regarding the latter, I will 
discuss how many African-American students feel they are 
treated differently than Whites because "society" views 
Blacks as troublesome and intellectually inferior. 
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Third, I will discuss some of the negative reactions 
that occur as a result of students' knowledge and 
experiences with racism. These include acting out 
negative expectations, having hostility towards Whites, 
doubting one's intellectual capabilities, and seeking 
respect through intimidation and angry confrontations. 
Finally, this chapter will explore the linkage 
between racism and academic achievement. Accordingly, I 
will discuss how experiences, perceptions and knowledge of 
racism can demotivate African-American students from 
striving for academic success. 
Living In A White World 
One theme that emerged in my interviews was racism 
and the constraints it places on the life chances of 
African-Americans. My data suggest that some African-
American students believe it is futile to strive for 
academic success in a White controlled society. This 
attitude is explained by Louis. He says that some 
students: 
Feel this is a White world, and no matter what I 
do or no matter how far or how much knowledge I 
get, I'm going to still be second rate. I'm 
still going to be second class to another White 
male or another White female. So they feel 
there's no reason if this is going to always be 
like that, then why do it, why go through all 
that, [why] go through school just to be rated 
second class. 
This attitude is similarly expressed by Perry. He 
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says the problem with trying to get ahead in a White world 
is that "when people see you, they're not going to see 
your grades or how smart you are. They're going to see 
your skin." And he adds that the consequence of that 
behavior is that when employers seek to hire workers "a 
lot of time people choose a White person for a job before 
they choose a Black person." Therefore Perry believes 
that African-Americans get discouraged from even trying 
because "people feel even if they have the skills it's 
just a waste of time to get them because they still won't 
get the job. I think people see that negative side of it 
and then don't really care." 
From this data, we see that at OPRFHS, some Black 
students believe that education is not a tool they can use 
for future advancement. This attitude occurs because 
students believe Blacks are discriminated against and are 
not given equal opportunities to use their knowledge and 
skills. students believe that even if Blacks have 
academic credentials they will still face discrimination. 
Therefore some students feel that committing themselves to 
academic achievement is a waste of time. 
This issue is also discussed by Kendra. She speaks 
of the powerlessness students feel due to their 
perceptions of racism and its constraints: 
Well a lot of people that I talk to, well a lot 
of the guys, the old saying [applies that] this 
is the White man's world and they control 
everything and you can't do anything ... [so 
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they think] why bother, why even bother. 
This feeling of powerlessness is recognized by Maya as 
well. According to her, there are students at OPRFHS who 
"feel belittled" and they "just don't think they can do 
anything in this world." According to Maya, one reason 
students feel this way is because they hear how the world 
is changing and they know, for instance, that jobs are 
getting harder to get. While Maya believes that students 
of all races share these concerns, she thinks that 
African-American students are even more troubled by recent 
economic events because they believe racism will interfere 
in their gaining equal access to employment opportunities. 
We can see, then, that some Black students at OPRFHS 
have negative feelings about their future, and toward the 
likelihood that they will be given equal opportunities to 
pursue their goals. As a result, some are demotivated 
from working toward academic success. 
There are several ways in which students develop 
negative attitudes toward participating in the dominant 
culture. One is through family stories. Through such 
stories, students learn the multitude of ways African-
Americans are victimized by racism. For example, Maya 
told me that the adults in her family raised her to be 
wary of Whites and she indicated that such teachings are 
common in Black families: 
I was brought up thinking times are hard, people 
try to keep you down. Other people are like, 
"Well there's people keeping me down, I got to 
find a way to cut around it. I'm going to sell 
drugs because the White man is never going to 
give me a good job." 
(Is that still very prevalent, that attitude?) 
Yes it is very prevalent. I know it is, it's 
all around. I know people who hate White people 
totally and will smile in their face. [They 
say] "I can't do this there's so much 
oppression." . . . I was raised on the west 
side of Chicago, and the people before my 
generation were very poor .... All my aunties 
and my mom too would say "White people will try 
to keep you down .... " I grew up all my life 
thinking White people are something evil and 
even in school, I didn't trust White people. I 
was told not to trust White people. 
A similar type of story was told to Toni. She explained 
that her mom taught her some of the lessons of racism: 
My mom told me when I was 13 and I wanted to buy 
this big pretty car [that] I was going to pay 
the most for the car being as opposite to the 
White man as infinitely possible. [That is] 
being female and Black, I was always going to 
get the short end of the stick. 
Still another poignant example comes from Cheryll. She 
says that everyday her mom would tell her that "Whites 
think Blacks are stupid." In order to deal with this 
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situation, and still be able to survive in the mainstream, 
Cheryll mom's told her that African-Americans must devise 
strategies in order to get around such racism. For 
example, according to Cheryll, her mother acts dumb around 
her White co-workers, acting like she doesn't know how to 
do her job very well. Apparently, her White co-workers 
react to this by teaching her how to do the job more 
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effectively. After a while, Cheryll says, her mom 
eventually learns how to do the job better than the Whites 
ever did. 
From the examples above, we see that one way students 
develop negative attitudes toward participating in the 
mainstream culture is through family stories. Another way 
is through the collective awareness that Blacks as a group 
have not been very successful socioeconomically relative 
to Whites. In a school like OPRFHS, African-American 
students are directly confronted with such knowledge as 
they compare their family situations with those of their 
White peers. According to Robert, when Black students see 
that their parents have not succeeded as well as White 
students' parents, this knowledge can negatively impact 
the motivation of students themselves. He explains: 
Like you hear with a lot of White students, 
"Well my dad has his Ph.D." And a lot of Black 
students are like, "Well my mom had to drop out 
cause she had me." If you don't have someone in 
your family that has really succeeded, or if you 
don't see any role models academically in your 
family or friends, you can start to think, like, 
hey, phew, like we can't do anything. If they 
haven't done anything, what makes me think I can 
do something. And then collectively you get 
that attitude, that Blacks can't do this or 
that. 
From this comment, we get a sense of how the collective 
experience can affect students' mindset. When Black 
students perceive that Blacks as a group are unsuccessful, 
then some students feel that similar outcomes are meant 
for them too. As Robert says, some students will doubt 
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their own potential based on the fact that others before 
them did not succeed. As a result, some students will not 
be motivated to succeed academically. 
There are other reasons as well for why some students 
perceive that Blacks as a group are unsuccessful in the 
socioeconomic mainstream. For instance, some students are 
not familiar with enough successful role models, that is, 
African-Americans who have achieved a good measure of 
success via the economic mainstream. According to Louis, 
a serious problem exists when the main role models for 
Blacks are individuals who are either athletes or 
entertainers. He says students need role models who can 
show that they successfully "worked through the system, 
through schools, through college" to get where they are. 
In other words, students need to know that there are 
African-Americans who have pursued academic achievement 
and who have benefitted as a result. 
Unfortunately, however, there are few such role 
models working in a professional capacity at OPRFHS. As 
one student states, "There are not enough Black and 
Hispanic teachers. The teachers are mainly White, and 
most of the Blacks here are janitors." (In terms of the 
racial breakdown of teachers, this student is correct. 
The figures cited in the 1995 State Report Card indicate 
that at OPRFHS 85.6 percent of the teachers are White, 
10.8 percent are Black and 1.9 percent are Hispanic.) 
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Students may also perceive that Blacks are 
academically unsuccessful because they are not often aware 
of the achievements of successful African-American 
students. According to some students, the high school 
needs to do a more effective job in highlighting the 
successes of achieving African-American students. Too 
often, it is the students who are having problems that get 
recognized instead of those who are doing well. At the 
meeting on achievement barriers, Reggie expressed this 
sentiment: "The problem is when a Black student does 
something wrong, they make an example of it. But [they] 
should be making an example of when a Black student makes 
the honor roll." He also complained that the same problem 
exists in the media. He adds, "We're always hearing the 
bad stories in the media. We see too much negativity." 
As I've discussed, there are several ways that 
students can develop negative attitudes about the efficacy 
of academic achievement. These include family stories 
about the constraints of racism, student observations that 
at OPRFHS and in society in general Blacks are more often 
portrayed in negative ways than positive, and their lack 
of personal contact with successful role models. There 
may be, however, another factor that is even more critical 
than that already discussed, and that is the personal 
experience that students have themselves with incidences 
of racism and discrimination. 
Experiencing Racism 
Through my research, I learned that many African-
American students perceive they experience racism and 
discrimination both at OPRFHS and in Oak Park and in 
society in general. In this section, I will present 
several examples of how students perceive they are being 
discriminated. Then in the following section, I will 
discuss the effects that these experiences of 
discrimination have on the attitudes and behaviors of 
African-American students at OPRFHS. 
Perceptions of Discrimination at OPRFHS 
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In my interviews, students described many situations 
in which they felt they were victims of racism and 
discrimination. The majority of these experiences dealt 
with situations where students felt they had been 
negatively labeled and/or had been treated with different 
standards than Whites. However what is particularly 
interesting about the students' claims is that while my 
data have many examples of perceived discrimination, when 
students were asked if they thought the high school was a 
racist institution, as I indicated before, most said no. 
Similarly, students, in general, did not express strong 
negative feelings toward their teachers or deans. In 
fact, many students spoke of the good relationships they 
had with certain teachers and deans and most that I 
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interviewed said they personally had few or no experiences 
with teachers or deans who had low expectations for them. 
While this latter point might be somewhat expected with 
the students I interviewed who are successful at school, I 
also found similar responses with the students who were 
characterized as underachievers. In regard to experiences 
with teachers, the main difference between these groups of 
students was that the successful students seemed to 
develop more positive individual relationships with 
particular teachers than did the underachievers. 
As I've indicated, in my individual interviews, the 
students did not criticize teachers or deans as a group in 
any substantial way. However, at the group meeting on 
achievement barriers, there were more negative comments 
made regarding teachers and deans. These comments will be 
presented throughout this chapter. In addition, while 
many of the students I interviewed did not personally feel 
most of their teachers and deans were discriminatory, 
several students mentioned that the situation seemed 
different for some of their peers. On several occasions, 
students would say that while they haven't been 
discriminated against by a teacher, they have "heard it" 
happens through the complaints of their friends or 
acquaintances. It appears, then, that at OPRFHS, there is 
collective knowledge among the students that some students 
have been victims of racism by the teachers and deans. 
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However, it also appears that on an individual basis, 
students have few experiences with this type of racism at 
the high school. Therefore while as a group teachers and 
deans are not generally perceived to be discriminatory, 
among the students perceptions of discrimination still 
exist due to their collective knowledge of student claims 
regarding racism perpetuated by individual teachers and 
deans. 
overt Racism 
Only a few students spoke of situations which 
appeared blatantly racist. Two examples came from Andrew. 
He said that once he saw a flyer tacked on a board by a 
water fountain and it had on it "a swastika and the words 
White supremacy." He also stated he saw written on a 
washroom's walls the words, "I hate niggers." 
Another student, Bob, who is biracial, talked of how 
he sees racism displayed. He explained that sometimes 
when he's around White students he hears them use the word 
nigger. He says they'll even use it right when he's with 
them because "they think I'm cool with it. Like they'll 
say there's a difference between a Black person and a 
nigger." Louis, too, has heard the word nigger at the 
high school. He said, "I've been told that. It happened 
last year and I almost got into a fight over it." 
It does appear that some degree of overt racism 
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exists at OPRFHS. Although these type of incidents may be 
infrequent, they are nevertheless troubling for students. 
They cause students to feel angry and frustrated. The 
incident with Bob is particularly interesting because it 
may be reflective of how little Whites understand about 
racism. 
To Bob, it was upsetting that White students thought 
he would be "cool" with their use of racially denigrating 
language to describe some Blacks. While Bob realized 
their attitudes were racist, the Whites might not see it 
that way. As long as they made the distinction between 
Blacks and niggers it signaled they weren't racist. They 
felt it was acceptable to use a racially charged word to 
indicate their disgust for a certain type of Black. 
Moreover they apparently felt comfortable doing this 
in front of Bob. This may have occurred because the White 
students thought Bob would agree with them. This may be 
due to the fact, that even though Bob visually appears 
Black, he doesn't seem to convey stereotypical Black 
behaviors. Rather he acts more White than Black, or more 
middle class than poor. Thus the White students 
characterize him as a good Black, and see Bob as similar 
to themselves. 
Unfortunately, the situation is not so clear cut for 
Bob. He finds himself frustrated by their behavior. Even 
though the group implicitly tells him, he is a good Black, 
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can he really be sure? Certainly in our society the use 
of the word nigger has not been simply confined to 
characterizing a specific type of Black. Therefore for 
Bob, his level of ease with these White peers is likely to 
be ambiguous and disconcerting. 
Racist Teachers and Low Expectations 
According to my data, there were only a few instances 
where students had teachers who they felt were very 
racist. One instance was with Ella. She dropped out of a 
class because she felt the teacher was racist. Although 
she said she generally has very good relationships with 
her teachers, she found this teacher to be unhelpful to 
her and the other African-American students in the class. 
Ella explained that whenever she would ask for help, the 
teacher acted as if she should be able to figure out how 
to do the work on her own. Yet she said, he would always 
sit down with the White students in the class and help 
them. 
Similarly, although Kimberly generally has had good 
experiences with teachers, she too has had one situation 
that was bad. While she told me that "I'm lucky, I 
haven't encountered [teacher racism] too much myself," she 
also said that one "teacher freshman year was extremely 
racist." According to Kimberly, this teacher's racism was 
"very obvious [since] she acted like she was scared of 
Black people." Kimberly then noted that the teacher is 
not at OPRFHS anymore. 
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Although it appears that overt racism occurs 
infrequently at the high school, what does seem to appear 
more frequently are more subtle forms of racism. In this 
regard, several students talked about the problem of 
faculty and staff having low academic expectations for 
Black students. For example, Robert told me that some 
teachers think that "this guy's Black, (so] he can't 
really learn." Although he indicated that "he hasn't been 
in that situation," he declared "I've seen it with some 
other students." 
I asked Robert if he could give me an example of what 
teachers actually do when they approach students with low 
expectations. In response, he gave me the example of a 
teacher handing out a take home test. He says that when 
the teacher gives the test to a White student who is very 
smart, the teacher will just give it out with no problem. 
But he continues, "with a Black student, who might just be 
average, she might start going into depth, like, now make 
sure you get this in time." Thus Robert sees a difference 
in the approach used by teachers as they interact with 
White and Black students; in this example, White students 
are expected to be more successful than Blacks in 
following teacher instructions. 
However, Robert believes that teachers expectations 
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can change toward Black students. He says, once teachers 
"get to know you and they see you're a student who gets 
their work in on time, you won't hear it anymore." 
Therefore, he also thinks that the low expectations some 
teachers exhibit may be temporary, that is, teachers have 
low expectations for Black students, at first, when the 
students are unknown to them. However once students 
demonstrate that they are motivated or successful, 
teachers change their level of expectations for them. 
Another student, Nelson who is biracial, also made 
comments that support this view. He said, "You have to 
prove you're serious and then they'll help you. But 
they're always testing you to see if you're serious." 
Nelson also gave an example of how a student can prove he 
is serious: 
Like in the beginning of the year, I might say, 
"I need some help. Can you help me?" The 
teacher might say, "You can only do that in my 
office hours." [Then] if you do show up, 
they'll say, "Thanks for coming. What was it 
you needed?" 
Therefore some students believe that while teachers may 
have low expectations for African-American students at 
first, such labeling can be transcended if students take 
it upon themselves to demonstrate to teachers their 
seriousness toward academic achievement. 
Another student told me a story of changing teacher 
expectations toward her. However, for Kimberly, it had to 
do with the teacher learning that Kimberly was involved in 
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a high status academically oriented extracurricular 
activity. Kimberly felt prior to the teacher having this 
knowledge, she was given low grades in her class. But 
"once she found out my status, I saw my grades rising." 
To Kimberly, the teacher's first expectation of her was 
low due to her being Black. Kimberly pondered then, what 
it must be like for other African-Americans who may not be 
involved in such high status activities. She wondered 
what it would take for teachers to transform their initial 
low expectations toward them. 
According to Karene, one way African-American 
students deal with the low grades that teachers are likely 
to give them is by becoming assertive about their grades. 
Karene believes that teachers approach African-American 
students with a preconditioned mind. Even though she 
thinks it may be unconscious on their part, she says 
teachers are set in their mind regarding African-Americans 
and grades. Therefore, "if you're African-American, they 
know what they're going to give you." However, if a 
student is "loud and assertive" about her grades, she can 
get the teacher to give her better grades. 
Cheryll is another student who spoke of the issue of 
low teacher expectations. I initially heard her speak to 
this concern at the student meeting on achievement 
barriers. At that meeting, Cheryll declared, "I don't do 
no work purposely in class, but then I ace the test. Then 
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the teachers call you and want to know why. How that 
happened." Later, I had the opportunity to interview 
Cheryll. At that time, I reminded her of the comment she 
made and asked her to tell me more about it. In response 
she said: 
It's like some teachers don't think you have the 
ability to pass the class, that you have the 
potential to know what's going on in the book 
and like you wonder why would you even think 
that, so I get real offended by that. So OK I'm 
not going to pay attention in your class and so 
I don't. And so test time comes and I ace the 
test and they're like are you cheating? And I'm 
like why can't I just know this stuff. 
Upon hearing this response, I pursued this theme with 
Cheryll. I asked how she knows initially "if a teacher is 
making a negative judgment toward you?" She answered, 
"You can just tell. Some teachers make you feel like 
you're inferior." I asked her if she could give me any 
examples. After thinking for some time, she said, "if one 
day you miss an assignment, and the teacher gets an 
attitude right away that you won't do good in class." 
This exchange with Cheryll is interesting partly 
because she had difficulty giving me examples of times she 
felt teachers did demonstrate low expectations for her. 
In view of her story and her strong sense of outrage, I 
would have expected she could provide me an account of a 
time when that happened with a particular teacher or 
class. Perhaps one explanation for why she did not lies 
in the fact that this type of racism is more subtle. That 
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is, it may be difficult for a student to assess just how a 
teacher demonstrates low expectations. However, it is 
also feasible that Cheryll did not feel comfortable 
sharing with me that detailed of information; perhaps she 
felt that giving me that information could hurt her in 
some way. Or another explanation might be that Cheryll 
did not experience that particular situation at OPRFHS. 
It might have occurred at other schools she previously 
attended. 
In addition to low teacher expectations, some 
students talked about how deans have low expectations for 
Black students too. At the meeting on achievement 
barriers some students claimed that deans don't expect as 
much from Blacks as Whites. For example, a male student 
stated, "Most deans just tell us to go to junior college. 
They don't tell the White kids that though." A few other 
students made similar comments saying the deans encourage 
Black students to go to Triton, a junior college near Oak 
Park. 
Some students also complained that deans don't 
encourage Black students to go into honors classes, and 
even worse, they place them in basic classes. In my 
interview with Andrew, he told me of his anger for being 
placed in a basic math class. To him, this was done 
because the high school has low expectations for Blacks 
who come from the city. He says of this situation: 
stop treating us like two separate people. 
We're all students . . . just because one person 
comes from the city and one comes from the 
suburb, don't make it seem like one person can't 
learn as much as another . . . Otherwise I 
wouldn't have been put in the class that I was. 
Apparently Andrew was hurt due to his placement in the 
basics class. While the school may believe it was 
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appropriately providing for his best interest, it appears 
that the decision negatively affected Andrew's self-
esteem. 
Racist Attitudes and Double Standards 
In addition to the problem of low expectations, 
students experience racism in other ways as well. This 
section will present several examples of the ways African-
American students feel they are being negatively labeled 
and discriminated against. While some examples involve 
specific actions that students feel were wrongly taken 
against them, other examples are of a more general nature. 
In these latter examples, students explain how on a 
regular basis they feel that Whites don't like them and/or 
view Blacks in troublesome ways. For example, Kendra 
gives her perception of how Whites generally view Blacks: 
It seems all African-Americans are stereotyped, 
and I don't want to sound rude, but it seems 
like Caucasian-Americans always have that eye 
on, like they're looking, they're looking for 
something. [They think] I know there is 
something wrong with you, I just can't put my 
finger on it, but when I find out what it is, 
you're in trouble. 
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Another example of this attitude is expressed by 
John. He indicates that "a lot of times, the African-
American students feel that things are being assumed about 
them, that are not being assumed toward the other 
students." Louis adds to this line of thinking as well. 
He believes that Blacks often perceive that Whites view 
Blacks in prejudicial ways. He says when Black students 
are in a class with Whites they think, "Oh these are White 
people. They don't like me cause they're White. They 
have a racist attitude with me." 
While the above comments indicate that some Black 
students feel on a regular basis that Whites look upon 
them disparagingly, the students also gave examples of 
specific incidents in which they felt unfair actions were 
taken against them. For instance, a few students involved 
in the organization BOSS, Black students Organized for 
student Support, claimed that the school would not 
initially give them their own room for their 
organization's activities although other groups such as 
the Hispanic club had their own activities' room. John 
explained it as, "It took us a long time to get our room . 
. . yet other groups had rooms but the school tried to say 
they [weren't really] their own rooms." Louis, too, 
talked of the problem that BOSS experienced and he 
indicated the problem had to do with race. He says "Well 
BOSS always has trouble getting stuff like that because 
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we're a Black organization." He thinks that the school 
denied them a room because of Black stereotypes which 
suggest that Blacks are troublesome. He adds, "We had to 
work really hard to get a study room because they thought 
we were just going to goof off and not get any studying 
done." 
Kimberly also feels that she has been the victim of 
negative Black stereotypes. In this regard, she told me 
of an incident in which she felt she was singled out and 
treated unfairly just because she is Black. The incident 
occurred when she had asked and received permission from 
her gym teacher to go the bathroom. Kimberly explains 
that as she was walking to the bathroom, she was stopped 
by a White teacher doing hallway duty. This teacher asked 
her where she was going and then because she apparently 
didn't believe her, she followed Kimberly to the bathroom. 
Kimberly explained that when she came out, this woman then 
followed her back to the gym to question her gym teacher 
as to whether or not Kimberly had permission to use the 
bathroom. 
According to Kimberly, this experience was very 
unsettling and it made her angry. She believes that the 
reason the hallway monitor placed so little trust in her 
was because she was Black. When I asked Kimberly why she 
didn't think the same situation could have happened to a 
White girl, she said: 
Because it doesn't. I just know. It's hard to 
say but I just know that if a White girl would 
have come out she might have said, "Where are 
you supposed to be?" but as soon as she said, 
"I'm going to the bathroom, I'm supposed to be 
in tennis" I just know, I just know that things 
would have happened differently . . . because 
I've seen that when I've been walking with a 
White student ... and nothing happened. 
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John also told me a similar story. He believes that 
since Blacks are stereotyped as problems, teachers assume 
they're doing something wrong before they assume that of 
White students. He said: 
Like a student may be in the hallway and a 
teacher will ask the African-American for a pass 
and not the White. . . . Personally I was 
running through the halls once and she thought I 
was chasing somebody. She stopped me and asked, 
"Where are you going? Who are you running 
after? ... " And then when she is messing with 
me, somebody else [a White student] is whizzing 
by running to class. Why isn't she stopping 
them too? 
Perry, too, spoke of a time when he was treated 
differently than a White student. He told of an incident 
that occurred with a substitute. He said, "I did have a 
sub once who wouldn't let me go to the bathroom. But then 
my friend who is White asked and she let her go, so I 
walked out anyway." 
Other students also spoke about the problem of Black 
students being stereotyped as potential troublemakers. 
For example, Andrew complained that due to this label, 
African-American students are hassled by security guards. 
He told me that when he and his friends are just hanging 
around and "rocking or something, the security guard 
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breaks them up. It's like they see Black and they know 
something is going to happen." Moreover, he adds that 
this happens to Blacks who hang out on one particular side 
of the student center. The "security guard will break 
them up, but not the Whites who are standing in the 
center" of the student center. 
The idea that Blacks mean trouble was also discussed 
by Karene. She told me how security guards at OPRFHS will 
videotape groups of Black students who hang around outside 
during lunch and after school. While she recognizes this 
is an attempt by the high school to curtail negative 
behavior, she said it "makes us feel bad when only Blacks 
are videotaped." She notes that the high school says what 
they're doing is not racist, but she doubts that claim. 
Karene told me White kids do things wrong, but the 
security guards aren't looking at them. Thus Karene 
believes, as do other students, that double standards 
exist at OPRFHS and that Blacks are treated differently 
than Whites. 
One other example which illustrates how students 
perceive that double standards exist is a dramatic story 
told by Alisha. According to her, OPRFHS responded 
differently in the aftermath of the death of an African-
American teen (who got caught in a drive-by shooting) than 
it did to the earlier deaths of two White girls who 
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committed suicide. In the aftermath of the girls' deaths, 
Alisha said that on the day of their funerals: 
It was almost like the school declared no school 
on that day because they excused so many people 
to go to the visitation. They offered all this 
psychological and social worker counseling for 
those students who couldn't bear it. 
Yet she claims that when subsequently the African-
American teen gets shot (which was outside of Oak Park), 
the school didn't follow the same procedure. Then the 
school made students who missed their Saturday detentions 
due to their attending the visitation make up those 
detentions when they returned to school on Monday. Thus 
the students who attended the African-American funeral 
were not excused from school, which in this case meant 
fulfilling their Saturday detentions, as were the students 
who attended the funeral of the girls. Of this perceived 
double standard, Alisha said "Everybody felt it was so 
unfair." She said it was like getting the message, "Oh 
the African-Americans, so who cares?" As a result, Alisha 
said African-American students were very angry and 
consequently tensions escalated between Blacks and Whites 
at OPRFHS at that time. 
Cultural Biases 
According to some students, one explanation for why 
Blacks fall victim to double standards is due to cultural 
misunderstandings or biases. For instance, Perry explains 
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that Black males often like to shadowbox or play fight. 
However, when this occurs, school staff will misread this 
cultural expression and think they are actually fighting. 
As a result, Black students will get disciplined unfairly. 
Students talked of other ways that Blacks are 
culturally discriminated against. For instance, several 
students told me of an event that was cut short because of 
cultural discrimination. It had to do with a dance 
performance that BOSS sponsored. Apparently it was 
stopped because some high school staff felt the type of 
dancing performed was inappropriate; they found it 
sexually provocative. However to the students, the 
termination of the performance is an example of cultural 
bias. They believe the dancers were dancing in a way 
typical of their peers, and that the school was wrong for 
trying to enforce different cultural standards on them. 
In addition to this particular BOSS event being 
stopped, Louis complained that even at the school dances 
"[African-Americans] can't dance the way we want." 
Although, he adds, that there was a time when White 
students were also stopped from doing a certain kind of 
dancing, i.e., slam dancing, Louis claims the White 
students eventually got their way after their parents came 
to their defense. However, similar outcomes did not occur 
for Black students because according to Louis, Black 
parents find it difficult to come to school to be 
advocates for their children. (See chapter six for a 
discussion on parental involvement.) 
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One other student also complained that African-
Americans endure cultural discrimination on the dance 
floor. However, in this case, it is the type of music 
played that is the source of the problem. Shawn claims 
that at school dances the music played is more often the 
type that White students enjoy. He said that "when they 
tried to play the Black kids' songs, they kept cutting it. 
[Instead] they played heavy metal and rock." As a result 
of this cultural bias, Shawn complains that African-
Americans end up spending most of their time standing on 
the sidelines rather than dancing on the dance floor. 
Racism Outside OPRFHS 
The racism and negative stereotyping African-American 
students experience does not stop inside the doors of 
OPRFHS. Rather students find they are subject to similar 
types of stereotyping as they engage in everyday 
activities in their communities. The most common 
stereotype students seem to endure is the one that equates 
Blacks with trouble. For instance several students, all 
boys, told me how they are watched when they walk into 
stores such as 7-ll's. Apparently, they are suspected to 
be thieves. In addition, this type of suspicion extends 
to shopping malls. For example, Perry noticed the 
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different treatment Blacks and Whites receive when he and 
a White friend walked into Carsons in North Riverside. He 
says, "We both walked in at the same time. I was totally 
ignored. They walked up to him. Then they were watching 
me and thinking I'm going to steal something." 
Maya also has had experiences where she feels 
negatively stereotyped because of her race. She said she 
has seen people act afraid of her when she's walking with 
her boyfriend. She says, "It gets me mad •.• [when) I 
walk around outside and people think I'm going to hit or 
rob them because I'm Black." Nelson, too, talked about 
being labeled and perceived as trouble. Although he is 
biracial, he looks Black. He complained that while 
driving he got "pulled over in River Forest for no 
reason." (River Forest is a predominately White upper 
class community bordering Oak Park.) Thus Nelson believes 
he has been harassed by the police solely because of his 
Blackness. 
In addition, Kendra also had a story to tell about 
Blacks being stereotyped as trouble. She told me that at 
her part-time job, her "supervisor gets rigid" anytime a 
Black comes into the shop. Moreover, her supervisor 
actually came up to her and said, "Kendra, I wish all 
African-Americans could be like you." While Kendra told 
me she did not respond to the remark, I asked her what she 
would have liked to have said. Her response was: 
I would say everyone is not alike and not all 
African-Americans are alike. You can't label 
all African-Americans as thieves. Just because 
an African-American male walks into your store, 
it does not mean he's going to steal something. 
Adverse Effects of Racism 
So far in this chapter, I have discussed the 
multitude of ways that some African-American students at 
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OPRFHS feel they endure racism and discrimination whether 
it be within the school or in society itself. As students 
face the individual and collective barrage of such racism, 
we must wonder how they are affected by it. What are the 
social psychological outcomes of being negatively labeled, 
perceived as academically inferior, seen as trouble, 
treated as different, and constrained due to racial 
identity? According to my data, the answer is troubling. 
While students vary in how they individually respond to 
the continuing problem of racism, this section will 
demonstrate that they indeed are affected by racism and as 
a consequence some students develop attitudes, emotions 
and behaviors that can further affect them in adverse 
ways. 
An obvious casualty of racism is a person's self-
esteem. One outcome of growing up in a racist society 
which labels and stereotypes Blacks as academically 
inferior or troublesome is that some African-Americans 
begin to doubt their capabilities. For instance, in 
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talking with some of the successful students, I learned of 
their persistent self-doubt regarding their own 
intellectual capabilities, doubt that appears to be caused 
by their perceptions of what Whites think about Blacks. 
For instance, Kimberly tells me that proving her 
intelligence to Whites is something for which she is 
always conscious: "Yeah, actually all the time, I feel I 
have to prove myself [to Whites]. That is a big thing. I 
feel I have to prove myself." Another successful student, 
Louis, also speaks to this problem. He describes how the 
stereotype of African-American intellectual inferiority 
affects him. In this example, he describes what it is 
like for him when he enters a honors class: 
I always feel that when I walk into the 
classroom, the first thing people think is this 
is a Black student that doesn't know anything, 
that doesn't belong here .... I think they are 
looking, staring at me like wondering, What am I 
doing here? Why he is in this class? 
For both these students, the issue of intelligence is not 
one of just individual self-doubt. Rather their 
intelligence is called into question by nature of their 
being Black. One wonders if it is ever possible for them 
to bask in their own achievements if in some area of their 
mind they are always feeling that Whites think them 
inferior. 
Another adverse affect of continuing racism are the 
feelings of hurt, anger and frustration that develop in 
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students. For instance, in the situation regarding 
Kendra's supervisor telling her she wished all African-
Americans were like her, in addition to the outrage she 
felt by this woman's stereotyping of Blacks as trouble, 
Kendra also felt frustrated for what it meant for her 
personally. She told me that the way she was singled out 
made her feel like she must be a "poster child", that is 
an African-American who does everything right. To 
students, it is disconcerting to carry this label because 
implicit in the characterization is the pressure to not 
slip up and make any mistakes; for if that should happen, 
then the erring student may feel responsible for helping 
make White stereotypes about Blacks appear to be true. 
For example, to see how this pressure is manifested, 
here is another situation in which Kendra felt the 
tensions associated with being a poster child. Here 
Kendra is concerned that she not slip up and start 
speaking a Black dialect; for if she does, she sets 
herself up to criticism from some of the White students. 
She explains: 
Sometimes I found myself slipping from the way 
I'm supposed to talk in class to the way I talk 
on the street .... I found myself having to 
watch what I say or how I say things. Like 
sometimes I'd say, "I ain't going to do this," 
and there'd be this boy named Chris who would 
mock me. He would mock me all the time for the 
way I talked. 
From this example we see the pressure Kendra felt to not 
feed the White stereotype that African-Americans do not 
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know how to speak correct English. In recognizing that 
the problem of feeling like a poster child is a stressful 
one, I would argue it is conceivable that some African-
American students may decide to avoid situations where 
such a label can be cast on them. Therefore we must 
wonder if some students refrain from signing up for honors 
classes due to this problem. 
There are other troubling consequences when students 
experience racism and discrimination. one is the 
hostility and anger they develop towards Whites. In this 
regard, Nelson explains how this happens. He says that 
when Blacks keep getting harassed just because they are 
Black, they develop negative attitudes toward Whites. We 
can see this in the context of Nelson's story of getting 
stopped by the police in River Forest for no apparent 
reason. He says, "When incidents like that happen, that 
just drills more into the student's head, why should I 
listen to White people. They're just out there [trying] 
to harass me." In a similar vein, Louis explains that 
Blacks automatically have their guard up against Whites 
due to the history of racism. Therefore, he claims, if a 
Black has a class with Whites the Blacks "come into class 
[thinking], 'Oh these are White people, they don't like me 
cause they're White. They have a racist attitude with 
me.' So you might come in there with a racial attitude 
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too." 
This wariness toward Whites can also be problematic 
in terms of student/teacher relationships and the 
approachability students feel toward teachers. According 
to John, some Black students feel that White teachers are 
more interested in reaching out toward White students. 
Therefore they feel "kind of separated" from their 
teachers and don't feel comfortable approaching them. 
Additionally, Nelson indicates that some Black students 
won't get help from White teachers because they are caught 
up in the mindset of not wanting to "listen to White 
people." 
There are other serious effects of racism as well. 
For instance, it appears that some students internalize 
negative stereotypes of Blacks and consequently act out in 
ways which support such stereotypes. In this regard, 
Cassandra told me that she knows "some people [that] 
think, 'Well, if you think that I'm bad, I'm going to act 
bad.'" Similarly, this theme was expressed by a male at 
the meeting on achievement barriers. He emphatically 
exclaimed that people at the high school "see Black kids 
as inferior, as lap dogs that need training. So when the 
kids see that's what they think of us, then that's how 
they're going to act." Toni also talked about Black 
students acting out negative expectations. In addition to 
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believing that kids do act out stereotypes of themselves, 
she thinks such students see a positive benefit to such 
behavior. She says of students who act tough that they 
"like the fact that they are feared. Some of them think 
that is a higher form of respect to be feared. So they 
put off that bad boy image. And [she says] the girls are 
just as bad as the boys if not worse." 
This issue of respect, of wanting respect, is a theme 
that emerged several times in my data. To Toni, this need 
for respect causes some Blacks to engage in rude behavior 
with others. For instance, she complained about how Black 
girls, in particular, are rude in hallways. They bump 
into people on purpose and make people who accidently bump 
into them emotionally uncomfortable. And, she adds, this 
bad behavior is not limited toward Whites for she receives 
it too. Bob also talked about this problem. He 
described what happened when one time he accidently bumped 
into a Black girl: "I was backing up in the hall talking 
to someone and I bumped into her and she was like, 'What 
the fuck are you doing?' At first, I'm like, 'Oh I'm 
sorry, I'm sorry.' She's like, 'You better be.'" Like 
Toni, Bob also thinks this rude and hostile behavior comes 
from someone seeking respect. To him there appears to be 
among some students such a strong urge for desiring 
respect that in the process other students are 
disrespected. He describes this situation as "wanting so 
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much respect that you won't respect anyone else." 
This great need for respect is apparently partly 
responsible for some gang violence as well. According to 
Andrew, one reason it is difficult for youth to walk away 
from gang encounters is because the act of turning away 
can be seen as a form of disrespect. He explains that in 
a potential violent confrontation you can never "turn your 
back [because] that's the highest form of disrespect you 
can give a person. Cause when you turn your back on a 
person, that's like telling them they're a punk and 
they're not going to do nothing [to you]." Therefore, 
according to Andrew, if a youth should try to just walk 
away from a gangster, the gangster may feel he has to 
shoot the person in order to maintain his self-respect. 
From the examples above, we see that among some 
African-American youth, there appears to be a compelling 
need for feeling that one is worthy of respect. Moreover 
it appears that this need for respect is related to the 
adverse effects of racism. This latter point is 
illustrated with a comment by Bob. In discussing the 
intimidation that some African-American students use 
toward others, he indicated that a component of the 
intimidation seems to be the message, "I'm Black and you 
have to respect me because of it." Apparently, then, as a 
reaction to racism, some African-American youth use 
intimidation to resurrect for themselves the self-respect 
that they believe racism has tried to destroy. 
Unfortunately, as the previous examples have shown, this 
oppositional way of garnering respect has negative 
consequences. 
Finally, on the issue of respect, my data indicate 
that the propensity by some African-American youth to 
maintain self-respect at whatever the cost may be partly 
responsible for some of the confrontations that occur 
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between African-American students and their teachers. In 
this regard, Shawn explains that one reason why African-
American students get into confrontations with teachers is 
because they feel the teacher is trying to disrespect 
them: 
Well sometimes the reasons why kids act bad is 
they think you're lacking respect for them and 
respect for who they are .... When kids get 
into arguments with teachers, something happened 
to that element of respect that they lost. And 
since the kid wants that back, he'll try his 
best to get it back even if it means arguing 
with the teacher. 
Therefore to Shawn, it is the issue of respect that is 
responsible for some of the confrontations between 
students and teachers. If students feel that the teacher 
lacks respects for "who they are", that is, if teachers 
lack respect for African-Americans, then students will do 




As I have discussed in this chapter, African-American 
students at OPRFHS experience racism and discrimination in 
a myriad of ways. As a result of such experiences, it 
appears that for some students, there are negative 
outcomes in terms of academic achievement. 
First, it appears that due to low teacher 
expectations, some African-American students may not be 
motivated to strive for academic success. When teachers 
put the onus on the student to prove they are worthy of 
academic support, then it is likely that some students 
will not succeed. 
Second, it appears that some African-American 
students refrain from academic achievement due to 
disillusionment over the belief that racism will prevent 
them from having equal access to economic opportunities. 
This belief is sustained through family stories, through 
experiences students have themselves with racism and 
discrimination and because some students have little 
personal contact or knowledge of individuals who have 
successfully negotiated a livelihood within the 
socioeconomic mainstream. In addition, other factors 
contribute to this lack of knowledge that education is a 
viable choice for African-Americans. They include a lack 
of African-American professional role models at the high 
school as well as a lack of recognition of academically 
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successful African-American students. 
Third, it appears that the hostility and suspicion 
some African-Americans have towards Whites may interfere 
with their forming good relationships with White teachers 
and White students, and their engagement in certain 
activities. For instance, if students believe that 
·teachers view them with low expectations, they may be 
unwilling to ask for academic help. In addition, if 
students feel White students are judging their 
intellectual abilities, they may refrain from 
participating in honors classes and certain academically 
oriented activities at OPRFHS. 
Fourth, some students may be inhibited from 
effectively striving for academic success due to their 
self-doubt regarding their intellectual capabilities. 
This self-doubt is partially an outcome of the assault on 
self-esteem that is perpetuated by racist attitudes. 
Fifth, it appears that as a result of tracking and 
being placed in basic level classes, the self-esteem of 
African-American students is negatively affected. 
Therefore, it is likely that such students will be 
demotivated from pursuing academic success. 
Sixth, as a result of being the recipients of 
stereotypical labeling, some students end up acting out 
negative expectations. Accordingly, they engage in 
behaviors that are not conducive to academic success. 
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seven, in a reaction to racism and the erosion of 
self-respect that can accompany victimization, some 
students use intimidation and confrontational behavior as 
mechanisms for reconstructing their self-respect. As a 
result, their oppositional behavior interferes with their 
ability to achieve academic success. 
Although the above stated problems appear to affect 
the academic achievement of some African-American students 
at OPRFHS, clearly there are African-American students who 
succeed academically despite their experiences with and 
knowledge of racism. For instance, Toni told me her 
approach to dealing with the constraints of racism is to 
develop her skills and knowledge so well that she can't be 
turned down from future opportunities. She told me that 
when she learned she would have to "push harder than 
everyone else" she decided she would work hard so she 
would be better than average. 
In addition, it must be noted that students have 
varying opinions on the degree to which racism is present 
in society and of the constraints it places on African-
Americans. Accordingly, student attitudes toward the 
usefulness of academic skills and knowledge varies too. 
While some students may think striving for academic 
success is a waste of time, others do not see it that way. 
For instance, even though Kendra told me stories 
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about how Whites discriminate against Blacks, she said she 
disagrees with students who think that Blacks can't get 
ahead in a White world. In this regard, Kendra told me 
"it's old news" that Whites control everything in society 
and that Blacks can't do anything. Although she 
recognizes that racism exists, she doesn't believe that 
Blacks are completely constrained by it either. 
In a related way, Maya told me she doesn't accept 
some of the claims about racism that some African-
Amer icans purport. For instance, she indicated that she 
doesn't believe anymore that she should always be wary of 
Whites and their intentions, even though she was brought 
up with that attitude. As a result of developing "some 
really tight White friends" through church and other 
associations, Maya "figured that [her former attitude was] 
a bunch of garbage and got over it." Thus while this 
chapter has argued that students' knowledge of and 
experiences with racism can adversely influence their 
academic careers, we also see that students have varying 
opinions about present day racism as well as different 
strategies to deal with it. 
CHAPTER V 
THE ACTING WHITE PHENOMENON 
This chapter discusses the "acting White phenomenon" 
and its adverse effect on African-American students. The 
nature of this phenomenon is that some African-American 
students are criticized and ostracized as acting White 
when they engage in behaviors that are viewed as 
unacceptable by some of their African-American peers. The 
behaviors are seen as unacceptable because they appear to 
violate certain oppositional norms of the collective 
African-American community. Therefore, when some African-
American students engage in behaviors that are viewed by 
other African-Americans as acting White, such students are 
often targets of peer ostracization. The behaviors that 
my research finds as acting White are striving for 
academic success, speaking standard English, having 
interracial friends, and violating certain peer group 
norms such as clothing styles. 
In this chapter, I will discuss how the acting White 
phenomenon actually surfaces in students' lives, and I 
will discuss some of the adverse consequences that can 
occur as a result of this phenomenon. First, I will 
discuss the various ways that students get ostracized as 
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acting White. In addition, I will discuss some of the 
ways students avoid acting White in order to not get 
ostracized by their peers. Second, I will discuss the 
social psychological impact of this phenomenon. In this 
regard, my data show that when students are ostracized as 
acting White, they can suffer emotional distress. Third, 
I will discuss the coping mechanisms that some students 
use because they refuse to give up behaviors that are 
characterized as acting White. I will explain how these 
coping strategies enable students to deal with the social 
pressures emanating from the acting White phenomenon. 
Finally, I will discuss the varied ways this phenomenon 
specifically affects the academic achievement of African-
Americans. I will argue that this phenomenon has an 
adverse effect and that it is feasible that it is partly 
responsible for the achievement gap. 
A Theoretical Explanation of Acting White 
Before I discuss the acting White phenomenon 
empirically, I will discuss this problem theoretically by 
drawing upon theory offered by anthropologists John Ogbu 
and Signithia Fordham. In their ethnographic research of 
African-American students, they have observed the acting 
White phenomenon and its negative impact on the academic 
achievement of such students. Their theoretical framework 
explains this phenomenon by locating it in the historical 
context of African-American oppression in a White 
dominated society. 
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In discussing Ogbu and Fordham's argument on the 
acting white phenomenon, particularly as it relates to 
academic achievement, three interrelated questions must be 
addressed: (1) Why is there a negative view toward the 
value of education among some African-Americans? (2) Why 
do some African-Americans see striving for academic 
success as acting White, i.e., a behavior suited for 
Whites and not for Blacks? (3) Why are African-American 
students who strive for academic success challenged and 
ostracized by some of their African-American peers? 
To understand why some African-Americans hold 
negative views toward the value of education, we must look 
at the historical relationship between African-Americans 
and educational achievement. In this regard, a 
problematic relationship exists as a result of White 
racism systematically denying African-Americans the right 
to a quality education. Initially African-Americans were 
denied this right when during slavery, African-Americans 
were generally prevented from receiving any education at 
all. After slavery, most African-Americans were still 
denied a decent education when due to Jim Crow laws, 
African-Americans were forced to attend segregated and 
unequal schools. In more recent times, a quality 
education is still denied to substantial numbers of 
African-American youth because they attend schools that 
have inadequate resources, low teacher expectations and 
unsafe and disruptive learning environments. 
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Therefore, due to historical and present day racism, 
African-Americans as a group have not been afforded the 
opportunity to develop themselves academically. As a 
result, they have been prevented from receiving the 
benefits that flow from educational achievement. 
Accordingly, many African-American families have been 
denied the everyday experience of utilizing education as a 
vehicle for improving their socioeconomic condition. Thus 
some families have not passed on strong positive attitudes 
toward the value of education from one generation to the 
next. 
An additional reason why some African-Americans hold 
negative views toward the value of education has to do 
with the experiences of African-Americans, who despite the 
odds, have received a quality education. Although I have 
noted that as a group African-Americans have generally 
been denied the right to a quality education, clearly 
there are many African-Americans who have obtained a 
decent education. Historically, Black colleges have 
played an important role in educating such individuals. 
Moreover, in the decades since the late 60s, largely due 
to social policies such as affirmative action and the 
availability of minority student loans, the numbers of 
educated African-Americans have grown significantly. 
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However, despite their educational qualifications, 
many of these educated African-Americans have found that 
racism continues to constrain them in the social and 
economic mainstream. Educated African-Americans are 
treated discriminately in the marketplace as they are 
denied access to certain types of jobs, and as they 
experience job ceilings which prevent them from receiving 
promotions to the highest levels of an organization's 
structure. In addition, educated African-Americans endure 
pay inequities. 
As a result of these experiences, some African-
Americans hold a disillusioned attitude toward the value 
of education. This disillusionment exists because 
contrary to the myth, education does not appear to be the 
great American equalizer when applied to African-
Americans. Although in recent decades, educated African-
Americans have made great strides in the economic 
mainstream, they still find that despite their educational 
achievements they are treated discriminately. Due to the 
persistence of racism, African-Americans do not benefit 
from education in a manner equal to Whites. 
There is still another reason why some African-
Americans hold negative views towards the value of 
education and that is due to the psychological battering 
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African-Americans have endured with respect to their 
intellectual capacity for academic excellence. This has 
occurred because historically and presently, scholarly 
research and popular culture have been used to depict 
African-Americans as inferior and genetically less capable 
than other races, in particular, as compared to Whites. 
For example, in the 1960s, Arthur Jensen argued that 
Blacks are genetically inferior (Hacker:30). More 
recently, according to many critics, Charles Murray and 
the late Richard Herrnstein argue a similar view in their 
book, The Bell Curve (1994). 
Moreover, popular culture has been used to show 
African-Americans in a disparagingly light. For example, 
critical studies of our media show that African-Americans 
have more often been portrayed as people to be feared or 
as people who are incompetent rather than as people who 
make important social contributions to our society. As a 
result of these ongoing negative attacks on the 
intellectual and personal integrity of African-Americans, 
it appears that some African-Americans have internalized 
these racist attitudes. Consequently, an inferior mindset 
develops where some African-Americans doubt their own 
intellectual abilities. Therefore, such African-Americans 
may not view academic achievement as a viable option for 
themselves. 
While so far I have discussed why some African-
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Americans do not hold a positive view towards education, I 
will now address the question why some African-Americans 
view academic achievement as acting White. Although on 
the face of it, this attitude may appear irrational, Ogbu 
and Fordham use the concept of an oppositional cultural 
frame of reference to explain why this attitude exists. 
They claim that the oppositional frame of reference 
provides African-Americans with "devices for protecting 
their identity and for maintaining boundaries between them 
and White Americans" (1986:181). One such device is to 
regard certain forms of behavior and certain activities 
that are characteristically associated with Whites as not 
appropriate for African-Americans. 
According to Ogbu and Fordham, the types of behavior 
and activities defined in this way tend to be "those 
traditionally defined as prerogatives of White Americans, 
both by White people themselves and by [African-
Americans]. These are areas in which it was long believed 
that only Whites could perform well and in which few 
[African-Americans] were given the opportunity to try or 
were rewarded if they tried and succeeded" (1986:182). 
One such area, then, is academic achievement. 
Therefore, academic achievement is seen by some 
African-Americans as acting White due to the oppositional 
cultural frame of reference that emerged out of the 
African-American historical experience with education. As 
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a result of this experience--in which Whites insisted that 
African-Americans were incapable of academic success, in 
which Whites denied African-Americans the opportunity to 
succeed academically, and in which Whites did not reward 
African-Americans adequately once they were educated--some 
African-Americans formed an oppositional attitude toward 
the value of education for African-Americans. This 
attitude asserts that while academic achievement may be a 
useful vehicle for Whites, it is not for Blacks. Thus 
Blacks who pursue this behavior are characterized as 
acting White. 
The third question remaining to be addressed is why 
African-American students who pursue academic success are 
some times ostracized by some of their peers. While part 
of the answer is they are seen as violating the 
oppositional cultural frame of reference, a fuller 
explanation involves the concept, oppositional collective 
identity. 
According to Ogbu and Fordham, African-Americans have 
developed an oppositional identity in relation to Whites 
because racism has caused African-Americans to "develop a 
sense of collective identity or sense of peoplehood in 
opposition to the social identity of White Americans." 
This has occurred "because of-the way White Americans 
treat them in economic, political, social and 
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psychological domains, including White exclusion of 
African-Americans from true assimilation" (181). 
Furthermore, Ogbu and Fordham explain that this 
oppositional identity is sustained by African-Americans 
because African-Americans "perceive and experience the 
treatment by Whites as collective and enduring oppression" 
(181). 
A key component of this oppositional collective 
identity is that the identity of African-Americans is 
distinct from the identity of Whites. Therefore, to be 
Black, African-Americans must behave in ways that are 
suited for Blacks. Thus when African-Americans engage in 
behaviors that are characterized as acting White, those 
individuals are not seen as Black. 
According to Ogbu and Fordham, both the oppositional 
collective identity and the oppositional cultural frame of 
reference are components of the fictive kinship system. 
They explain that this anthropological concept "conveys 
the idea of brotherhood and sisterhood of all Black 
Americans" (183). It suggests the notion of family among 
African-Americans, and therefore, as family, African-
Americans are expected to be supportive of and loyal to 
one another. The fictive kinship system, in addition to 
promoting the existence of a collective Black family, also 
promotes an "us from them" mindset. This mindset serves 
to delineate the collective identity of African-Americans 
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as oppositional and distinct from Whites. Still another 
aspect of this system is the "moral judgment" that it 
exerts on its members. In this regard, African-Americans 
are socialized to behave as "one of us" and not as "one of 
them". In other words, African-Americans are expected to 
behave as African-Americans and not as Whites. 
The fictive kinship system, then, is a mechanism 
which promotes the collective bonding of African-
Americans. Its bond is the oppositional cultural frame of 
reference and the oppositional collective identity which 
have developed out of the historical experience of being 
Black in a racist, White controlled society. In this 
kinship system, one becomes a member, not only because of 
one's skin color or racial heritage, but also because he 
or she follows a set of attitudes, norms and behaviors 
that are circumscribed by the kinship system as being 
Black. Thus if African-Americans violate the kinship 
system's dictates, they are not seen as Black or welcomed 
as members of this collective family. Moreover, such 
violators may be ostracized because they are seen "as 
trying to join the enemy" {182). In essence, such 
individuals are seen as betrayers of the collective Black 
community. 
It is within the context of the fictive kinship 
system that it becomes clear why African-American students 
who strive for academic success are ostracized by some of 
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their African-American peers. As discussed, academic 
achievement is characterized by the oppositional cultural 
frame of reference as a behavior not suited for Blacks. 
Therefore Black students who pursue this behavior are 
identified as acting White. When students are identified 
in this manner, they are seen as violators of their Black 
identity and their attempts to cross cultural boundaries 
are seen as betrayals of the collective Black family. 
This sense of betrayal occurs because within the 
kinship system members are expected to be loyal to the 
norms established by the system; they are not expected to 
cross over into forbidden domains by acting White. 
Therefore, when African-American students strive for 
academic success they are seen as selling out or leaving 
their Black brothers and sisters in favor of assimilating 
into White society. In essence they are seen as being 
more concerned with their own individualistic needs rather 
than the needs of the collective Black community. Thus 
African-American students who are characterized as acting 
White are challenged and ostracized by some of their 
African-American peers because consciously or 
unconsciously these peers likely feel that they and the 
kinship system have been betrayed. 
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Behaviors Characterized as Acting White 
In my research with African-American high school 
students, I found that there are several types of 
behaviors that get characterized by some African-Americans 
as acting White. These are striving for academic success, 
speaking standard English, having White friends, and 
defying certain peer cultural norms such as wearing 
"White" clothes. In this section, I will discuss the ways 
the acting White phenomenon surfaces in students' lives. 
I will begin with what I believe are the most problematic 
behaviors characterized as acting White, that of academic 
achievement and the speaking of standard English. 
Clearly, if students avoid these behaviors due to acting 
White pressures, their life chances will be profoundly 
limited. 
Academic Achievement 
In my research, several students commented on the 
notion that among many of their peers, academic 
achievement is viewed in a negative way. For instance, 
Malcolm stated at the meeting on achievement barriers, 
that "in Black society, the ghetto cool means you drop out 
of school." While he personally takes exception to this 
subcultural norm, he shared his concern that if African-
American youth follow that dictate, their lives will be 
tragically affected: "Look at what cool has gotten us. 
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We're an endangered species. My brothers are in jail. My 
sisters, my mama is struggling. Look at all the cool 
niggers in your family and see where [cool] has gotten 
us." 
In addition to Malcolm, Kimberly has also observed a 
negative attitude toward academic success by some of her 
peers. She says that as a result of these peer attitudes, 
she refrains from telling her Black friends about her 
academically oriented goals, such as her hope for going to 
a prestigious college: "It's weird, but a lot of my 
friends, like who I eat with, it's not a subject I like to 
bring up. Because for some reason, being smart isn't a 
good thing with some of my friends." 
John provides another example of how some African-
Americans view academic achievement negatively. He said 
he has seen this attitude conveyed in the ostracization 
that African-American honors students sometimes receive. 
According to John, honors students are questioned by some 
of their African-American peers as to "Why aren't you in 
the Black classes with us?" Clearly, this challenge is 
troubling in two ways. First, it implies that African-
Americans should not strive for academic success. Second, 
it implies that honors classes should be the prerogative 
of Whites. 
Despite the fact that some African-American students 
view academic achievement as acting White, there are 
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African-American students who nevertheless do pursue 
academic achievement. Unfortunately though, when they 
strive for academic success, they open themselves up to 
peer ostracization. For example, Alisha says, "It seems 
like most African-Americans put each other down. Every 
time you try to do work, you get called an oreo, a 
sellout, trying to be White, or a wannabee, something like 
that." A similar observation has been made by Maya. She 
says, if you are a student who gets good grades, then 
you're seen as "trying to act White." Academically 
oriented students who are characterized as acting White 
can also be perceived as thinking they are better than 
their less achieving peers. For instance, Kendra says 
that as a result of being in honors classes some of her 
Black peers "think I think I'm better than them." 
The attitude that striving for academic success is 
acting White is further seen in a story Robert told me. 
He claimed that one year the school's valedictorian was a 
biracial student who was half Black. He said that when 
some Black students found out she was the valedictorian 
and she was going to Harvard, instead of feeling proud of 
her, they called her a sell-out. Apparently, in the logic 
of the challenging students, this high achiever should not 
have pursued achievement. Instead, she should have acted 
as if academic success was not an important goal. Then to 
these students, she would be acting Black. 
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The negative pressures some students receive for 
striving for academic success also extends to their 
involvement in academically oriented extracurricular 
activities. Apparently, some African-American students 
view certain activities as White and others as Black. For 
example, Toni told me she got a reputation for acting 
White because of her involvement with the one of the 
school's publications. Since she was one of the only 
Black girls on staff, she was easily noticed by other 
Black students when they would come in to the off ice to 
get their copy of the publication. As a result, Toni was 
ostracized for being involved in something that was not 
sanctioned by some of her African-American peers as an 
acceptable Black activity. 
In a similar situation, Kimberly told me she doesn't 
tell her Black friends about her extracurricular 
activities. In her case, she is involved in one of the 
school's communication's programs, an activity that 
primarily involves Whites. When I asked Kimberly why she 
couldn't tell her African-American friends about her role 
in this program, she said, if she did, "they just might 
get a little defensive." Rather than being happy for her, 
her friends would feel that Kimberly is trying to outdo 
them in some way. In other words, they would see her as 
trying to act White. 
As I have shown, students who strive for academic 
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success or who participate in academically-oriented 
activities are ostracized by some of their peers. In view 
of this situation, I would argue it is reasonable to 
assume that some students will avoid such behaviors in 
order to not be ostracized. That is, some students will 
not pursue academic success so they will not be identified 
as acting White. According to Alisha, this situation does 
occur. She says since students want to be cool, "and it's 
not cool to be called an oreo, it's not cool to look 
smart, they pretend to be dumb and stuff." She adds, 
however, that while such students may start out 
pretending, after a while the pretense becomes a reality 
and they "actually end up missing out on things." 
The problem of not achieving due to the acting White 
phenomenon was discussed by Toni as well. In our 
interview, she told me how she compromised her own 
academic career because she did not want to be seen as 
acting White: 
Yeah freshman year, I didn't want to stray from 
the crowd. I didn't want to stand out. I 
wanted to be like everyone else, goofing off and 
not getting anything done ...• I didn't want 
to go in for the extra help. I didn't want to 
be noticed. 
As Toni got older and more mature, she said was less 
affected by the peer group's norm. Unfortunately though, 
because of how she was influenced early on by her peers, 
her final GPA was not quite where she wanted it. Thus she 
could not apply to the college of her choice. 
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Language 
My data indicate that another way some African-
American students get ostracized as acting White is 
through language. Apparently some African-American youth 
are criticized by their peers when their manner of 
speaking appears too White. As the following examples 
will demonstrate, talking White can mean speaking in a 
tone that is not associated with those who speak a Black 
dialect, not using street slang, talking in complete 
sentences and using particular types of words. For ease 
of description, I will characterize this way of speaking 
as standard English. 
Several students gave examples of how they get 
accused of acting White because of the way they speak. 
For instance, according to Maya, if you don't speak street 
slang, or speak in a certain tone, "you're trying to talk 
White." She says: 
I get that sometimes ...• Sometimes I get into 
an articulate mode where I change my voice 
because to pronounce those words you have to 
change your voice .... One guy I know will 
say, "Are you using your vocabulary words 
again?" 
Similarly, Cassandra was ostracized for her use of 
words and the way she speaks. She recalls how in junior 
high she was harassed on a daily basis from a boy who had 
moved to Oak Park from Chicago. She says, one boy "used 
to make it a point to tell me every day until I smacked 
him in the face." In high school she explains the 
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harassment continued. There she was told, "I talk real 
proper, and that I use big words, that I talk like a 
dictionary. You know, [that] I talk kind of funny." Toni 
endured such challenges as well. She explains, "People 
say I speak with a White accent .•.• Even my cousins on 
the south side make fun of me and say I talk funny and 
talk in complete sentences." 
An interesting feature of these challenges is the 
fact that the accusations appear to come more often from 
African-Americans who grew up in Chicago or who have lived 
there for many of their formative years. Such African-
Americans are likely to be heavily invested in the fictive 
kinship system especially if they live in all Black 
neighborhoods--which is likely considering that Chicago is 
one of the most segregated cities in the United States. 
One other example which illuminates this situation 
comes from Kendra. She said that one day she was talking 
to a girl from Chicago about how she used to live in the 
west side. Standing with them was another girl who upon 
hearing Kendra's remark, loudly and expressedly claimed, 
"You used to live in Chicago. I can't tell because of the 
way you talk." According to Kendra, her comment was not 
just a neutral remark about regional distinctions and 
language. Rather it was a put down. Kendra felt she was 
being ostracized because of-the way she speaks. In other 
words, she was being told she was acting White. 
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v-iends 
still another way students are ostracized as acting 
White is by having White friends. Several students told 
me that they have been criticized for their interracial 
friendships. For example, Robert is a student who says he 
has been chastised many times over for the choice of his 
friends. When this occurs, he is commonly called a sell-
out. This term, similar to that of acting White, implies 
that he is relinquishing some of his Blackness in favor of 
assimilating into Whiteness. Here are two different 
situations when Robert was accused of being a sell-out: 
Like sometimes I'll go to one of my White 
friend's house for dinner with their family or 
something like that. And they're like, "You're 
a sellout," cause you went over there, cause it 
was an all White family. You know stuff like 
that. Yeah, many times I had challenges like 
that. 
I remember one time I was at Mickey's, and 
that's considered a little White hangout spot. 
But the thing is I was with Black and White 
friends. And some kids pulled up and they saw 
me there and then they started making fun of me 
at school. "Why are you at Mickey's, that's 
supposed to be a White hangout. You're a 
sellout." 
In these examples, we see how Robert is confronted by 
some of his Black peers. While most of the challenges he 
has received have been during the years of junior high 
through sophomore year, he told me when he was younger, 
things were different. He says, "When I was little, 
growing up through elementary school, it was never really 
a problem." At that time, he and other Black friends 
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played with Whites. "We used to play and be good friends, 
play basketball, go to movies with them, and do homework 
together." But then as he got to junior high, things 
started changing. Then some Blacks only wanted Blacks to 
hang out with Blacks. For Robert, what was especially 
confusing was that some of these teens were the same ones 
who along with Robert had previously played with Whites. 
However, now "they found that Blacks, Blacks were the only 
ones they could have a relationship with." 
Other students had similar experiences to Robert. 
Kendra was hassled by some of her Black peers when she was 
friendly to Whites in the hallways at OPRFHS. She told me 
she knew these White students from junior high, and since 
she is a friendly person, it was natural for her to say hi 
when she passed them in the halls. However, as a result 
of her friendliness, some of her African-American friends 
would remark, "Wow, Kendra, you know all those White 
people." To Kendra, such a comment was not just a neutral 
statement. Rather it was loaded with the judgment that 
she was a sellout. 
Kimberly also finds herself being challenged in 
similar ways. She, too, gets comments from her Black 
peers, when she says hello to Whites passing her in the 
hallways. For instance, they say, "Oh Kimberly and her 
White friends." Her challenges also began around the 
junior high years. She explained that prior to the sixth 
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grade, things were fine at the suburban integrated 
religious school she attended. But then, Kimberly says, 
in sixth grade a Black girl from the city came and started 
trying to divide the students into Black and White groups. 
since Kimberly was "really closer to the White girls" in 
her class, she didn't want to desert them. So she 
continued to eat lunch with them. It was then, she says, 
that "I got classified as wanting to be White." 
In the examples above, we see a similar trend. At 
around the time of junior high, Blacks who associate with 
Whites are pressured by some of their peers to relinquish 
those friendships. One likely explanation for this 
occurrence relates to the process of identity formation 
that students go through during adolescence. As they 
begin to separate themselves from their parents, many 
youth begin to identify themselves in relation to their 
peer groups. As this occurs, different peer groups become 
known for their pursuit of particular interests or their 
espousal of certain norms or attitudes. For some African-
American students, this process is exacerbated due to the 
dictates of the fictive kinship system. 
One way Black students begin to define themselves as 
separate from Whites is through music. For instance, in 
the last chapter, I described how Shawn complained that at 
school dances, White music gets played more than Black 
music. From his comment, we see that music gets 
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racialized, that is some types of music are seen as Black, 
others as White. As another example, Louis told me that 
White and Blacks "don't have anything in common" partly 
due to their different tastes in music. He explained that 
he won't make friends with Whites based on their musical 
preferences. For example, since he doesn't like 
headbangers, which are people who listen to rock, then he 
avoids making friendships with Whites, since, according to 
him, Whites are headbangers. 
Although some students state that Blacks and Whites 
have no common interests in music, this is obviously not 
so. For instance, due to crossover interest, the 
producers of rap music have made millions of dollars off 
of White youth. However, rather than seeing White 
interest in rap music as a unifying bond between the 
races, my data indicate that some Blacks look warily at 
Whites who claim they enjoy "Black music". According to 
Kendra, this occurs because when Blacks see Whites liking 
their music, Blacks sometimes feel that Whites "are trying 
to steal our music or trying to take something away from 
us." In fact, this wariness by Blacks is grounded in 
their historical experience. For instance, in the 
literature on music and jazz, there are references to the 
issue of White musicians and White record companies 
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appropriating Black music and unduly benefitting from 
it. 3 
In addition to music being racialized, my data 
indicate that some Black students distinguish themselves 
from Whites through the clothes they wear. For example, 
Louis told me that Whites and Blacks dress differently. 
He said, "We don't dress the same, we don't shop in the 
same places." Upon hearing this comment, though, I must 
say that I was somewhat surprised because of the way Louis 
was dressed during our interview; he had on a pair of 
White jeans and a blue Nike teeshirt. In my opinion, I 
didn't think his outfit was very different from what some 
White teen would wear. Therefore I asked him about my 
perception. In response he said, "Well, I wasn't dressing 
to be culturally dressed. I just put this on." Then he 
adds, "In my AP cl-asses, nobody dresses like me, cause 
they wear tight clothing . even if we had on the same 
stuff, we wouldn't wear it the same." This last statement 
of Louis is illuminating. He suggests that even if Whites 
3 0ne example comes from a biography of the great 
trumpet player, Miles Davis. In this account, we learn of 
Davis's frustration on this matter through a conversation he 
had with Clive Davis, a record company executive. Clive 
Davis says: 
Then one day Miles called me to complain about 
his record sales. He was tired of low sales, and 
angry about it. Blood, Sweat and Tears and 
Chicago had borrowed enormously from him - and 
sold millions. These young white artists . 
were cashing in while he was struggling from 
advance to advance. 
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and Blacks wore the same clothes, they would still be 
different. This statement seems to reflect the need for a 
distinct racial identity and this need is likely rooted in 
the fictive kinship system that was discussed earlier in 
this chapter. 
Another example of how clothes are racialized comes 
from Robert. He told me how he has been hassled by some 
of his African-American peers for the way he dresses: 
Some of the stores I shop at, and some of the 
clothes I wear, sometimes African-American 
students are like, "Why does he shop at that 
store? We don't shop there." Like I wear 
corduroys sometimes, and a couple of students 
are like, "Only White students wear corduroys." 
It's just my fashion. It's the kind of clothes 
I like. Like Oak Brook mall, or I'll go to 
Michigan Avenue. "We don't go there man. Black 
people shop at North Riverside or Madison and 
Pulaski." ... And I don't wear my pants 
hanging off my butt, and that's wrong for me to 
have my pants with a belt on. You know you get 
comments like that from time to time. 
We can see then that due to his taste in clothes, Robert 
finds he is ostracized by some of his African-American 
peers. According to them, he is acting White because he 
shops at "White" stores and wears "White" clothing styles. 
As I have shown, some African-American students are 
ostracized as acting White when they have friendships with 
White peers or when they violate certain racialized 
standards as in the case of clothing styles. One 
consequence of this ostracization is that some students 
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decide to avoid certain behaviors so they will not get 
ostracized. For example, some students will limit their 
friendships with Whites, since having White friends is 
seen as being a sell-out. According to Kendra, this has 
happened to her: 
I think it's more comfortable with my own kind, 
but it's also will they think I'm selling out, 
that I'm trying to be something I'm not. I got 
a lot of that when I was in school. When I was 
in 7th and 8th grade, people always used to call 
me a sell-out. I was what they called okie, 
dokie or talking like White kids. And then in 
high school, I don't want people to think this 
so I better do this. 
Thus as a result of her fears of being characterized as 
acting White, Kendra put restrictions on her relationships 
with Whites in high school. Moreover, she thinks such 
behavior is practiced by other Blacks as well. She says, 
"I think a lot of African-Americans are afraid to talk to 
Sally Joe because Shiquana will think I'm [a sell-out]. I 
found that myself." Of her lost opportunities for 
interracial friendships, she says: 
This [White] girl invited me over to her house, 
and I did come. But then I shied away 
afterwards. I could have had lunch with her and 
her friends. But then I was always afraid of 
what someone else was going to say or what I was 
trying to be. 
As a result of Kendra's comments, we learn not only 
that her behavior is influenced by the acting White 
phenomenon, but that this phenomenon has psychological 
effects too. In this regard, Kendra feels afraid of what 
others will say about her, and perhaps more importantly, 
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she is confused about her identity, about what she is 
trying to be. In the next section I will discuss the 
troublesome social psychological outcomes that can occur 
when students are challenged as acting White. 
Social Psychological Impact 
As I have discussed, students who violate some of the 
norms of the fictive kinship system are ostracized as 
acting White. One consequence of this phenomenon is that 
some students engage in potentially harmful behaviors in 
order to ward off challenges that they are acting White. 
As we have seen, some students will not strive for 
academic success. In this regard, I presented data on 
Toni which indicated that early in her high school career 
she acted as if school was unimportant in order to not be 
seen as acting White. While Toni realized in retrospect 
the negative consequences of her earlier attitudes toward 
high school (that she didn't get into the college of her 
choice because her GPA had been compromised), at that 
time, she pursued such attitudes for two likely reasons. 
One was she didn't want to be socially isolated and 
ostracized from her African-American peers. The other was 
to avoid the emotional trauma that can result when 
students are challenged as acting White. 
For instance, in talking with Toni, I discovered how 
challenges of acting White can be psychologically hurtful. 
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In this regard, she told me that freshman year "this girl 
called me toilet paper. She's like, 'You're White enough 
to be toilet paper.' That kind of hurt." While Toni 
indicates that being compared to toilet paper "kind of 
hurt," we can only surmise the depth of the emotional 
wounds that results from such ostracization. Furthermore, 
in recognition of the level of cruelty that can accompany 
peer ostracization, we can better understand, perhaps, why 
some students make the decision to avoid acting White. 
Another illustration of the social psychological 
impact of the acting White phenomenon comes from Robert. 
In our interview, he recounted several stories about how 
he's been called a sell-out, and how these challenges have 
affected him emotionally. For instance, when he was 
called a sell-out for having White friends, he found 
himself grappling with certain questions. He started 
wondering, "Am I really doing something wrong here, cause 
I have different groups of friends. Am I really doing 
something wrong?" 
From his questions, we get a sense of how Robert is 
struggling to understand the reasons for his attacks. He 
finds himself confused as to what he is doing wrong. 
Moreover, he is confused about why some of his peers call 
him a sell-out and tell him he is acting White. To him, 
it makes no sense that others can see him as not being 
Black. In this respect he wonders: 
Why are they saying this about me? I've never, 
I've never, I've never thought I was anything 
but Black. And to say something like you're a 
sell-out, I didn't really understand that. I 
know I'm Black. I'm Black every day of my life. 
And to say something like that, I didn't really 
understand that. 
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Robert told me that a friend of his grappled with the 
same kinds of questions. He believes that his friend 
similarly suffered from the challenges he received about· 
acting White. He explains: 
One of my friends is a Black student who 
graduated maybe two years ago ..•. His friends 
were all White •..• I mean he had Black 
friends, but his friends were predominately 
White .... and he dealt with it every day, 
every single day. [He had] Black students 
walking up to him and calling him a sell-out 
every day and I don't understand how he dealt 
with that. I don't even know if he said 
anything to them, but I knew it bothered him 
every day. 
They were like, "Oh you talk White," and all 
this to him. And he'd even tell this to me, 
like "I know I'm Black. I live with this skin 
every day. My family is Black. I love them to 
death .... " I just don't know how he dealt 
with it. I never asked him and I never even saw 
an expression he put on his face when they were 
saying that to him. I just knew it had to 
bother him every day. And I just remember one 
kid who did it to him anytime he saw him, and 
his White friends were right there and I'm just 
wondering how he, you know, how he dealt with 
it. 
As Robert remembers and reflects upon his friend's 
experiences, we get a sense of the emotional trauma that 
results from challenges of acting White. In this case, we 
see how his friend tries to make sense of the challenge 
that he is not Black. To him, it is an unreasonable claim 
for as he told Robert, "I know I'm Black. I live with 
this skin every day." 
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From these examples, we see how the acting White 
phenomenon challenges students' notion of their racial 
identity. This may be one of the most troublesome aspects 
of this phenomenon. The challenges that students receive 
clearly cause confusion and pain as students grapple with 
who they really are, are they really Black? While, 
obviously, students know they are Black, they do not 
understand the challenges that claim they are not Black. 
They wonder how they can be seen as something other than 
Black, when they have black skin, Black families and 
surely, when White society sees them as Black. Clearly, 
for the students, these are difficult questions for which 
easy answers are not found. 
In Robert's story about his friend, he states at one 
point that he doesn't know how he dealt with the 
challenges, that he never saw an expression on his 
friend's face when he was being ostracized. It is likely 
that Robert wonders about how his friend managed to deal 
with the attack partly as a result of his own experiences 
with such ostracization. In this regard, he told me his 
own experiences were a source of pain. 
At one point in our conversation on this topic, I 
asked Robert how he responds when he is being challenged. 
I was curious whether he responded outwardly in any way. 
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To my question, he answered, "I've never had a response, 
but I will respond inside. You know what I mean. I don't 
say it, I try to ignore it, but you hear it. You don't 
say anything, but you're really trying to ignore it." 
This comment of Robert lets us know that he doesn't 
confront his challengers. Instead he tries to ignore the 
attacks, to pretend they are not really hurtful. His 
approach is reminiscent of the old rhyme, sticks and stone 
can break my bones, but names will never hurt me. 
Unfortunately though, the emotional trauma which 
results from the challenges is too powerful for Robert's 
resolve. For at a later point in our interview, after 
talking for some time about his history of being 
challenged for acting White, Robert says with emotion, 
"Even though I try not, even though I say sometimes, even 
though I tell you that I don't let things bother me all 
the time, still, still, sometimes some comments do affect 
you." Although Robert wants very much to be the strong 
man, to be able to stand up to the attacks by some of his 
peers, he acknowledges that to some degree, that is not 
possible. One reason for this, aside from the simple fact 
that people are vulnerable to verbal attacks by others, 
may be that Robert has been the recipient of many attacks. 
For in our interview, when I asked him if he had ever been 
called a sell-out for any reason besides having White 
friends, he responded, "Oh yeah, definitely, definitely, 
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definitely." Therefore it may be that the reason Robert 
was not able to protect his emotional psyche in the way he 
so desired was due in part to the pain caused by the 
challenges, but also because the challenges occurred once 
too often. 
Inferior Mindset 
There appears to be another troubling aspect of the 
acting White phenomenon and that is the problem of some 
African-American youth claiming that African-Americans in 
general are not that capable of academic achievement. 
This attitude is perpetuated in the process of student 
ostracization; that is, as some students ostracize their 
fellow peers for acting White, they apparently do so in a 
way that reinforces racist notions of Black intellectual 
inferiority. 
For example, earlier I presented a story about how a 
biracial valedictorian was viewed as a sell-out by some 
African-American students. According to Robert not only 
was she called a sell-out, but the students also remarked 
about her, "How can she be valedictorian? She's Black." 
From such a comment, it appears that some African-American 
youth question the possibility that a person who is part 
Black can be highly intelligent. Rather than accepting 
the notion that an African-American has the capability to 
be valedictorian, it appears that such students are 
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accepting instead the racist stereotype of Black 
inferiority. As I discussed in the theoretical section of 
this chapter, historically African-Americans have endured 
racist campaigns which depict African-Americans as 
intellectually incompetent. As a result, it appears that 
some African-Americans have internalized such a mindset; 
that is, some African-Americans accept the idea that 
Blacks are less intelligent than Whites. 
This problem is perhaps even better illuminated in 
another example that Robert gave me. In this example, 
Robert recalls what some of his peers have said about 
African-American students who are in honors classes: 
I've heard students in classes say like, "This 
guy is straight A's, a Black guy, he's in an 
honors class and the only Black guy in there." 
And it's like, "Man, phew, he's a sell-out" and 
all this. Cause he's a smart kid. [They say], 
"Maybe he has some White blood earlier on in his 
life" or something like that [my emphasis]. 
Upon hearing this statement, I questioned Robert and 
asked, "It sounds like what they're saying is I'm Black, I 
can't be smart? To which he responded: 
Exactly, like we're only here to just sit in 
class. We're not here to learn anything. We're 
not supposed to learn anything. Like you look 
at the statistics, I'm supposed to die when I'm 
twenty-one. You'll hear comments like that. 
Like "Why should I have to learn anything. I'm 
not smart, I'm Black, I'm not smart." You know 
what kind of comment is that .... I mean I've 
heard students say . . . "How'd you get smart?" 
and stuff like that. Like none of us are smart 
and anything like that. Like why are you smart? 
You know, it doesn't make sense. It really 
doesn't. 
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In this example, we see that Robert resists the idea 
that Blacks are unintelligent and that conversely, to be 
intelligent, one must be White. In addition, we see how 
angry he is that some of his peers believe that Blacks 
must have some White blood in them in order for them to be 
smart. To Robert, it doesn't make any sense that Blacks 
should see themselves in this way. In his opinion, such 
comments are ignorant. 
This problem of an inferior mindset was also brought 
up at the meeting on barriers to achievement. At that 
meeting, a male student claimed that one reason some 
African-American OPRFHS graduates go to a two-year college 
instead of a four-year is because of a confidence problem: 
The problem is that slavery still affects us so 
we have a confidence problem. Many of us go to 
Triton. We have this mindset of it being the 
second best option for us since we don't have 
the confidence to go to a four-year college. 
This comment illuminates the problem of how the historical 
experience of racism still affects African-American youth 
today. As a result of enduring demeaning racial 
stereotypes perpetuated by the media and by racist 
institutions and individuals, some African-Americans 
appear to have accepted those stereotypes. As the comment 
suggests, some African-American youth don't believe they 
are as intellectually capable as Whites; therefore, they 
choose to go to colleges that are less demanding. 
While earlier I indicated that Robert thinks it's 
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wrong for African-Americans to perceive themselves in this 
way, Malcolm explains that some students are not even 
aware that they are internalizing racist attitudes of 
themselves. He claims that this inferior mindset is "not 
something someone always has control over or knows it's 
affecting them." He emphasizes that since it's a mindset 
some students "don't even know [they] have it." 
It is feasible that it is partly the result of this 
insidious mindset--which emanates from the long history of 
African-American oppression and its cumulative and 
continuing effect on the African-American psyche--for why 
we find some African-American students doubting not only 
their own intellectual abilities but the capabilities of 
their race as a whole. This problem, I would argue, is 
one of the most tragic consequences of American racism. 
Coping Strategies 
In this chapter, I have discussed how some African-
American students avoid certain behaviors characterized as 
acting White in order to deflect peer ostracization. 
However, my data also shows that some students find ways 
to resist the social pressures of the acting White 
phenomenon. In this regard, students enact coping 
strategies which helps them minimize ostracization and/or 
enables them to deal with the peer criticism they may 
receive. This section will discuss some of these 
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strategies. 
one coping strategy is to engage in some type of 
behavior that is acceptable to the peer group at the same 
time a student is engaging in behavior characterized as 
acting White. For example, one academically motivated 
student I interviewed deflected challenges toward him by 
playing football, an activity which has status among his 
Black peers. In my interview with John, he told me that 
while some friends of his who are in honor's classes get 
challenged for acting White, it rarely happens to him. 
When I asked him why, he said, "luckily being an athlete, 
nobody would say that to my face." Therefore John uses 
sports, particularly a sport that is positively sanctioned 
by African-American students, as a way of suppressing the 
ostracization he might otherwise receive for being a 
highly motivated student. 
A second strategy some students use is silence. For 
instance, earlier I discussed how Kimberly would not tell 
her lunch friends that she's involved in certain 
prestigious activities at OPRFHS, activities which are 
generally comprised of White students. According to 
Kimberly, it is a good strategy to keep such things from 
her friends so she won't have to contend with challenges 
that she's acting White. In her mind, it is best to "not 
bring it up." Therefore one way Kimberly deals with the 
acting White phenomenon is to keep quiet about the 
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activities for which she would receive peer criticism. 
Another strategy academically motivated students use 
is to not be perceived as a serious student. According to 
Maya, she thinks she sometimes doesn't get ostracized 
because "I don't act like a student." To her, acting like 
a student is when one is acting phony, trying to be 
someone you're not. For instance, she said she doesn't 
try to act like her dean who is White. Rather, Maya says 
she just acts like Maya and therefore people don't see her 
as a "student". 
My data also show that students try to cope with the 
acting White phenomenon by simply trying to ignore the 
ostracization they receive. For example, Kendra told me 
the way she deals with her peers who challenge her for 
being in honor's classes is by trying to "ignore them most 
of the time." Similarly Kimberly told me that when she is 
sometimes challenged as acting White, she just "tries not 
to think about it." 
Finally, my data suggest that one other strategy 
being used is that of outward resistance. For example, 
Malcolm copes with the acting White phenomenon by actively 
questioning and resisting its messages. He told me that 
since he is an academically motivated student he has had 
to redefine the meaning of the word cool since, to many of 
his peers, cool means not caring about school. He says, 
"I've examined that word cool so many times. Living the 
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type of life I live, in order for me to live it, and live 
it to the fullest, I had to change the meaning of cool a 
long time ago." Also, along with changing the meaning of 
cool to caring about one's education, Malcolm tries to 
promote this message through rapping. He said he raps 
every times he gets a chance and that themes promoting 
African-American self-advancement are "constant themes in 
[his] music." 
Acting White and Academic Success 
Throughout this chapter, I have shown how the acting 
White phenomenon has adverse consequences for African-
American students. In this concluding section, I will 
discuss how this phenomenon is a source of concern, 
particularly as it relates to academic achievement. 
Clearly, if African-American youth avoid striving for 
academic success, their future life chances will be 
profoundly limited. Therefore it is important to 
understand the varied ways this phenomenon negatively 
impacts African-American youth in order to devise 
strategies to eradicate it. 
As my data show, one way African-American youth are 
negatively affected is that some avoid working toward 
academic success in order to avoid peer ostracization. In 
talking about the avoidance of academic achievement, we 
must recognize that this can take place in various ways 
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and that some ways may not be as limiting as others. For 
instance, there may be students who subscribe to the idea 
that for Blacks, school is not cool, and therefore they 
will not strive for academic success in any real capacity. 
This way of behaving is the most serious of all in terms 
of its future impact on student lives. 
However, less serious but still a major source of 
concern is the behavior of students like Toni. While she 
avoided working hard initially due to the acting White 
phenomenon, she later realized such behavior was not in 
her best long term interest. Although she changed her 
behavior, she found her final GPA had nevertheless been 
compromised. Thus, Toni is an example of a student whose 
academic achievement was somewhat influenced by the acting 
White phenomenon. 
Another example which illustrates how some students 
may be partially influenced by this phenomenon involves 
African-American students who are capable of entering 
honors classes but refrain from doing so. In view of the 
ostracization that some honors students receive, it is 
feasible that some students refuse to go into honors in 
order to avoid such ostracization. Although some of these 
highly competent African-American students may do well in 
their regular tracked classes, they are nevertheless 
missing certain opportunities that are associated with the 
accelerated curriculum of honors classes. 
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Another way the acting White phenomenon negatively 
affects African-American academic achievement is through 
the psychological distress brought on by ostracization. 
As I have discussed, students find challenges of acting 
White a confusing and emotionally upsetting experience. 
since it is well known that emotional and psychological 
problems can affect student achievement, it is feasible t-0 
assume that emotional wounds emanating from ostracization 
will adversely affect students' academic progress. 
In addition, I would argue that some degree of 
psychological distress is likely experienced by those 
students who use coping strategies to deal with this 
phenomenon. Even though such students may minimize 
ostracization through the use of such strategies, they are 
still faced with the "burden of acting White". As Ogbu 
and Fordham explain, the burden is the tension that occurs 
when academically oriented students have to cope with the 
fact that their behavior is seen by some of their peers as 
violating certain group sanctioned standards (1986:186). 
Finally, there is the problem of the inferior 
mindset. It appears some African-American students have 
internalized racist stereotypes of African-Americans. One 
way this problem surf aces is through the process of 
ostracization. As some students criticize others for 
acting White, some of these students also appear to 
perpetuate racist stereotypes by suggesting that it is 
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unlikely that African-Americans can even be intellectually 
competent. As a result, I would argue that it is feasible 
that some students will feel even less confident about 
their ability to achieve when they hear their own peers 
talk negatively about the intellectual capabilities of 
African-Americans. If that is so, then such students' 
willingness to achieve may be even further diminished. 
Before I conclude this chapter, I would like to 
address the notion that the acting White phenomenon, 
particularly the aspect involving academic achievement, 
may not be all that different from what some other 
racial/ethnic groups experience. As some people read 
through this chapter, they may be thinking that in many 
teen peer groups, there is the pressure not to be smart. 
In particular, many White readers may remember that as 
they grew up, there were always those students who were 
called "eggheads" and "nerds". In my own experience, as a 
White middle class child, I remember certain students who 
were ostracized in this way. However, in comparing that 
type of ostracization to the type discussed in this paper, 
I would say there are profound differences. 
One difference that distinguishes the acting White 
phenomenon from the peer pressure some Whites receive is 
that when White students are ostracized, their 
ostracization does not involve challenges to their racial 
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identity. Rather they are being challenged as individuals 
who are not conforming to certain youth group norms. 
Therefore being called an egghead is fundamentally 
different from being told you are acting White. 
Another difference is that when White teens pressure 
other Whites not to care too much about school, this 
negative attitude toward school is not rooted in a 
historical context of racial oppression and 
discrimination. As a result, it can not be characterized 
as an oppositional attitude that has developed out of the 
historical experience of being systematically denied the 
right to education. 
Although I am arguing that there is no similar acting 
White phenomenon for White students regarding striving for 
academic success, it is important to note that some 
studies have found that among some White working class 
youth there exists some class based resistance to academic 
achievement. However, when White working class youth 
resist school, they do not see themselves as distinct from 
Whites in general. Rather they see themselves as distinct 
from middle and upper class Whites. 
Similarly, there have been other studies which show 
that when girls become teens, some of them purposely start 
doing worse in school. This occurs because of gender role 
perceptions, that is, girls start believing that girls 
should not be too smart; for if they are, boys will not be 
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as interested in them. Thus, while some resistance toward 
school may also be gender based, it is still distinct from 
resistance based on race. 
As a result, I would argue that there is no clear 
similarity between the acting White phenomenon and the 
social pressures some Whites experience in terms of 
negative attitudes toward schooi. Clearly the 
characterization of academic success as acting White is a 
phenomenon that is unique to the African-American 
experience and it should not be compared to the 
educational experiences of Whites. 
CHAPTER VI 
FAMILY AND ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT 
This chapter will discuss how the factors of social 
class, family structure, family problems and family 
promotion of and involvement in student academic careers 
influence academic achievement. First, I will discuss the 
influence of sociodemographic variables such as family 
structure, and parental educational and occupational 
status on student achievement. My data show that the 
underachieving students I interviewed generally come from 
single-parent households in which the parents have rarely 
graduated from college and tend to work in working class 
jobs. Conversely, my data indicate a different picture 
for the more successful students; such students come from 
intact two-parent families in which at least one parent 
has graduated from college and has a more professional 
job. In my discussion of these variables, particularly 
that of family structure, I will include the students' own 
perceptions on how these variables can adversely affect 
student achievement. 
Second, I will discuss my finding that family 
Problems, such as parental divorce, absent fathers and 
conflictual parent-child relationships, appear to exist 
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more generally in the families of underachieving students. 
Accordingly, it appears that these types of problems 
negatively affect student achievement. In my discussion 
of how these problems affect academic achievement, I will 
include the perceptions of students themselves regarding 
their feelings on whether or not they have been adversely 
affected by such problems. 
Third, I will discuss my finding that there appears 
to be different levels of family involvement in the 
promotion of students' academic careers. I will discuss 
how the parents of the underachieving students appear to 
promote their children's careers with lower levels of 
active involvement than the parents of the successful 
students. Of the former, the parents seem to promote 
their children's academic career through general words of 
supervision and encouragement while the latter promotes 
the same via more specific strategies and on a more 
monitored basis. 
Finally, this chapter will discuss how active 
parental involvement in single-parent families can enable 
students to achieve academically. Accordingly, it is 
important to recognize that in terms of student 
achievement, variables such as single-parent families can 
be mediated by particular family processes. Therefore 
when parents of single-parent families maintain active 
involvement in their children's education, their children 
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are more likely to experience greater academic success. 
Sociodemographics 
As discussed in the methodology section of this 
paper, I chose to interview two types of African-American 
students at OPRFHS, i.e., successful and underachieving 
students. While I did make some choices on which students 
I interviewed based on gender and whether they were 
biracial or not, I did not make any choices based on their 
sociodemographic backgrounds. In other words, I did not 
choose students based on such variables as family 
structure or parental educational/occupational status. 
In fact, I was not aware of these variables until the 
students and I met for the actual interview. At that 
time, I asked students to answer questions such as who 
they lived with, the educational background of their 
parents, and the jobs their parents presently had. In 
tallying up these responses, I found that generally the 
successful students come from middle class backgrounds 
while the underachieving students come from working class 
backgrounds.' In addition, the former group generally 
'In making assertions about social class groupings, I 
am primarily using demographic information on the 
educational levels of students' parents and the occupations 
in which their parents are employed. However it is 
important to recognize that these variables alone do not 
determine one's placement in a particular class grouping. 
In fact, there are varying views among researchers on what 
variables should be included in the characterization of 
social class. Moreover, sociologists recognize that social 
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lives in two-parent families while the latter lives in 
single-parent families. Therefore, as my data show, there 
appears to be some distinct differences between the two 
groups of students in terms of social class and family 
structure. Although it is important to stress that my 
sample of twenty-one students is small and is not 
generalizable outside this study, my findings do appear to 
support the commonly accepted assumptions about the 
influence of such variables on academic achievement. 
More specifically, in terms of family demographics, 
my research finds there are three main differences between 
the two groups of students. The first difference is that 
successful students tend to live in families that have two 
parents and underachievers tend to live in single-parent 
families. My data show that 73 percent of the successful 
students lived with two parents while o percent of the 
underachievers lived with two parents. However, my 
demographic information also shows that while none of the 
underachieving group lived with their fathers, 30 percent 
of these students did have an active father in their life; 
that is, although their parents are divorced or separated, 
30 percent of the underachievers did have some 
class is -a . dynamic and not a static concept, thereby 
recognizing that people move in and out of class 
designations depending on their life circumstances (Shepard, 
1993). 
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relationship with their father. However, the remaining 70 
percent of the underachievers did not have an active 
father in their life at all. 
The second demographic difference is that the 
educational status of parents is higher for the successful 
students than the underachieving students. My data 
indicate that 73 percent of the successful group had at 
least one parent graduate from college with an 
undergraduate, and in some cases, a graduate degree, while 
only 10 percent of the underachieving group had a parent 
graduate from college. 
The third difference is that parents of successful 
students generally have more professional jobs than 
parents of underachievers. This is a likely outcome of 
receiving a college degree. As an illustration of how 
jobs differ, here are examples of some of the professional 
jobs that mothers of successful students have: social 
worker, teacher, high school drop-out prevention 
supervisor, and elementary school counselor. In contrast, 
some of the working class type jobs mothers of the 
underachieving students have are: nurse's assistant, post 
office worker, lunchroom supervisor at elementary school 
and hairdresser. When we consider that working class jobs 
usually pay less than professional jobs, we can surmise 
that more income is generated by the parents of the 
successful students. In addition since most of the 
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successful students live with two parents and both these 
parents are working, then their household income is 
increased by this factor as well. Thus it is likely that, 
in my sample, the families of the successful students are 
more financially well off than those of the underachieving 
students. 
As I have shown, my data indicate some significant 
differences in the family structure and socioeconomic 
status of the students I interviewed. In the following 
section, I will explore how these differences may impact 
their academic achievement. 
Family Structure 
My research findings indicate that underachieving 
students typically live in single-parent families. This 
section will discuss why students from such families may 
experience less academic success than students of two-
parent families. In this regard, a key problem seems to 
be that of time. 
one-third of the students I interviewed brought up 
the difficulties single mothers have in devoting time to 
their childrens' education. Several students indicated 
that single mothers have little free time because they are 
busy working and some are taking care of younger children 
as well. For example, in an earlier chapter, I presented -
a comment by Louis suggesting that Black parents find it 
hard to be advocates for their children at OPRFHS. He 
says this occurs because: 
Most of the Black kids only have one parent and 
that one parent is at work and since they're at 
work all the time, or since they have brothers 
and sisters that need caring for, their parents 
have trouble getting to the school, getting 
things done for their children at the school. 
A similar point-of-view is shared by Alisha. She 
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says single moms will tell their children "your father's 
not here, and I have to support you and your sisters, and 
I have this job. [So] I don't have time for this. You go 
to school and you do whatever you got to do to get out." 
From this comment, we see that single moms may feel 
overburdened with their parental responsibilities and as a 
result children may be left on their own to figure out 
what they need to do. According to Alisha, one outcome of 
some children not being well supervised is that they 
develop negative attitudes toward both their academics and 
their parents. In the former case, she says when there is 
a "lack of parent in the African-American house" it 
affects students' work because students think if my mother 
is not here, then she won't know if I'm doing my work or 
not. Moreover a more serious problem resulting from the 
parent's absence is that some students take their parent's 
absence as evidence that the parent is not concerned about 
them. According to Alisha, students sometime think if my 
mother "ain't here, she must not care." As a result, such 
students are even less motivated to strive for academic 
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success. 
Robert also believes that student achievement is at 
risk when parents are not available to supervise their 
children's educational careers. He told me about some 
friends of his who live in single-parent families. Robert 
says they have told him that since their moms were working 
they were not going to do their homework because "she's 
not there to watch me." Robert says they see their 
unsupervised time as "blowoff time." 
According to the students, a key reason single moms 
have little time for their children's academic careers is 
their need to support the family. Since the single mom is 
the only breadwinner, much of her focus is spent on 
keeping the family economically afloat. For example, Toni 
says, "Most of the Black kids in Oak Park are coming from 
single families. The moms are working two jobs [just] to 
keep her head above water. [Thus] the emphasis on 
education isn't being stressed from the home." 
Malcolm also believes that the economic instability 
of single-parent families adversely affects academic 
achievement. In this more dramatic statement he says: 
One of the problems is that the fathers leave 
the family .... Then the bills add up, things 
get hectic and mama wants to chill. So she 
starts doing some cocaine. Now the kid is the 
dad, trying to support his mom. What happens is 
school isn't important anymore. Now you got to 
feed your brothers and sisters. 
From Malcolm's comment, we see that it is not only the 
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parent that is burdened by the need to stay financially 
solvent, but the children as well. He suggests that, at 
times, youth of single-parent families end up acting like 
the parent and thus they find themselves pulled away from 
academic concerns. 
The comments above suggest that female single-headed 
families are problematic because the mothers in such 
families can be overburdened with trying to support their 
families and therefore time devoted toward promoting their 
children's academic careers is compromised. According to 
my interviews, several students felt that this problem was 
more prominent with Black families than Whites. In this 
regard, they see White students benefitting from two-
parent families where the parents have more time to pay 
attention to them. For example Toni says: 
White kids have that strong family unit where 
they have someone to talk to .... White 
parents don't have to work as many hours [as 
Blacks], more nine to five, at five o'clock 
they're home for their kids. They sit over the 
dinner table and talk about how their day went 
and what they did. 
In addition, Andrew's scenario of a typical White family 
is similar. He says White families have a "mother and 
father, mother stays home, father works. You come home, 
get asked, 'How was your day? How was this or that?'" In 
contrast to what he perceives happens in White families, 
Andrew tells me things are different at his house. He 
says, "when I go home, my mother is at work." And when 
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she finally does come home, he says "the things we talk 
about have nothing to do with things going on around 
here." Rather they are about problems much more 
significant than school, such as a friend being shot back 
in the city. 
Although in one sense these students' perceptions of 
the White nuclear family may be more fantasy than reality, 
more reflective of "Leave it to Beaver" than today's 
contemporary White family, in another sense they are 
probably correct. That is, they are probably right in 
assuming that White middle class families in Oak Park 
generally do have more time for their children. This is 
due to the fact that White students at OPRFHS live with 
two parents more often than with one parent. Thus it is 
feasible that with two parents in the home, more attention 
can be devoted to the children. This can occur because in 
some homes it is likely that both parents are not working 
full time. And in the cases where both parents do work, 
still by having the extra parent in the home, it is likely 
that more attention can be given than if there was just 
one parent. 
Of course it is conceivable that in some two-parent 
families, parents are as pressed for time as parents in 
single-parent families. For example, this may occur when 
both parents are pursuing careers, and consequently must 
spend long hours at their job. Moreover this problem can 
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be even exacerbated if a parent is required to travel on 
any regular basis for his/her job. 
Although I have discussed that several students think 
single-parent families pose some problems for students, 
there are other students who take issue with this 
perspective. For example, Ella told me that she didn't 
need a father because her mother acted out both roles for 
her. Similarly a student at the meeting on achievement 
barriers said, "I can't blame the problems on the single 
mother. I was raised just by my mom. And she's very 
strong. I think I was raised better by her than if I had 
a father." 
In addition to these student's remarks, I have other 
data which suggest that single-parent families in and of 
themselves are not the problem for students' low academic 
success. For example, out of the eleven successful 
students I interviewed, three of them lived in single-
parent households. The factor that is similar with at 
least two of these students when compared to the 
successful students from two-parent families is that in 
all cases there appear to be a high level of parental 
involvement in students' academic careers. Therefore when 
students of single-parent families have parents who are 
actively involved with their education, such students can 
experience academic success. This finding is also 
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observed with the underachieving group. Of these 
students, I found that the two students who appeared to be 
the highest achievers of this group had the most active 
parental involvement. Thus it appears that parental 
involvement is the more important factor here and not that 
of family structure. 
Parents' Educational Status 
Another demographic difference in my data is that 
only 10 percent of the parents of underachieving students 
graduated from college. In contrast, 73 percent of the 
successful group had at least one parent who graduated. 
My data suggest that students who come from families that 
are less educated may be adversely affected in a few ways. 
One way is that such students may not be informed of 
the linkage between high school and college and of the 
potential rigors of the college experience. For example, 
in my interview with Aaron, I asked if he felt the large 
amount of homework that OPRFHS requires might be useful 
preparation for when he gets to college. According to 
him, it wouldn't be useful because in his conception of 
college, students aren't required to do much homework. 
Rather, he said, they learn primarily from sitting through 
"really, really long classes." In his conception, the 
teachers wouldn't give out much homework after you've 
attended classes all day because if you had "to do 
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something more, that's going to strain your brain." From 
these comments, we see that Aaron is not very 
knowledgeable about the rigors of the general college 
experience. 
In my interview with Cheryll, I also detected a lack 
of knowledge about the college experience. In talking 
about the possible linkages between high school and 
college, she indicated that there is really no linkage 
between the two experiences. In her view when you go to 
college "it's a whole different ball game. It has nothing 
to do with high school . cause you're starting fresh." 
Moreover she said there was nothing she should have done 
in high school to make her future goal of college more 
realizable. Apparently, she didn't seem to think that her 
low grades and her tendency to cut class during high 
school would have much of an impact on her future college 
experience. 
It is conceivable that these students are uninformed 
about the college experience because no one in their 
family has had this experience, neither parents or 
siblings. In this regard, I asked Perry, one of the other 
underachieving students whose parents did not graduate 
from college whether he has ever talked to anyone about 
what college is really like. Although he indicated he 
hadn't, he said he would like to find someone to actually 
ask that question. 
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Another way students might be affected by a parent's 
lower educational status is that some parents will be 
unable to help students with their schoolwork. For 
instance, Harriet told me that in her household, it is the 
college educated parent that is able to help her with her 
academics. She says, "My mom went to college and she 
could always help me with my homework." However, her 
father who went to trade school has "never tried to help 
me with my homework. I think he felt he couldn't." 
Instead, she adds, "He helped me with sports." As this 
example shows, less educated parents may be unequipped to 
help their children with academics. In view of OPRFHS's 
rigorous curriculum, this may be a difficult situation for 
those students who come from less educated families. 
So far in this chapter, I have discussed some of the 
difficulties that single-parent families and non-college 
educated parents have in promoting their children's 
academic careers. In addition, I have indicated that the 
majority of the underachieving students in my sample come 
from families with the above characteristics. In the 
sections to follow, I will discuss more fully the family 
situations of many of the underachieving students, and 
then I will contrast it to the family situations of the 
successful students. As a result of this comparison, I 
will show that underachieving students seem to experience 
more serious problems in terms of parental relationships 
and that their parents are less involved in a close way 
with their academic careers. 
Family Problems 
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In my interviews with the underachieving students, 
one similarity that emerged among their family situations 
was family problems. That is, within their families, such 
students experienced family problems such as parental 
divorce, parental death and troubled parent-child 
relationships. In this section, I will discuss how these 
family problems may be one factor influencing the low 
academic progress of the underachieving students. In some 
cases, students indicated that they felt these problems 
negatively impacted their academic achievement. However, 
in other cases, students did not feel this way. Yet as I 
will discuss, contrary to the students' opinion, it does 
appear that their academic achievement may have been 
affected by the emotional difficulties stemming from their 
family problems. 
Alisha is one student who believes that family 
problems negatively affected her academic career. 
According to Alisha, her high school career was a shaky 
one; it was fraught with potholes. When I asked her to 
describe her high school years, she said, "When I got to 
high school, I dropped so badly. In sophomore year I 
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picked up, and then, I fell behind again junior year." Of 
her junior year, she says, "it was my worst year ... I 
used to ditch all the time." 
What were the reasons behind Alisha's troublesome 
high school career? Apparently one explanation is the 
troubling relationship she has had with her mother. 
According to Alisha, the major problem of this 
relationship is that her mother doesn't pay enough 
attention to her. She explains she noticed this lack of 
attention early in her school career: "No matter how hard 
I tried ... or how good my grades were, I seemed to not 
get any recognition. My mother would say 'Good job, or 
keep up the good work,' but I never got a reward, or taken 
out to dinner." On the contrary, she saw her mom give 
recognition to her sister, who Alisha said acted as a "big 
rebel person.'' Noticing this, Alisha made the decision 
that when she got to high school she "would do a bad job" 
and see if her mother would recognize her then. And, 
according to Alisha, that is what happened. She said that 
as a result of her poor school performance, her mother 
started giving her "two hour lectures." Thus, she found 
she was finally the recipient of her mother's attention; 
albeit if it was negatively derived. 
In our interview, Alisha indicated that her angry 
feelings regarding her mother's lack of attention stemmed 
not only from events in the past, but also from more 
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recent family events. Only now, she said, the problem was 
not with her sister getting more of her mother's 
attention, but with her sister's four children. Alisha 
said she felt those children were getting more of her 
mother's time, attention and resources than herself. She 
said her mother is "providing for my sister and her 
children yet not providing for me." Moreover, she 
indicated that such actions are not right because "I came 
before her [sister's] children did." In addition, Alisha 
is angry at her mother because her mother wants her to 
help with her sister's children as well. Alisha sees this 
as a problem because it sometimes interferes with the work 
she has to complete for school. For instance, she said, 
as a result of her mother's expectation, "if we had 
homework or something, I never had time to do it." 
In Alisha's case, we see a student who felt somewhat 
ignored by her mother. Also, we see how Alisha felt that 
more attention was given to other family members than 
herself. According to Alisha, her way of dealing with 
this lack of attention was to get attention by engaging in 
negative actions; thus she cut class and did poorly in 
school. Her turning around came about when she realized 
that acting out in this way was not in her best long term 
interest. However, it took the effort of her dean working 
with her mother to bring her to that realization. 
Perry is another student who feels family problems 
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are partly responsible for his poor academic performance. 
In his case, Perry believes it was his parents' divorce 
that was a factor in his getting low grades during junior 
high. He told me that when he was in the sixth grade, his 
parents got separated. At that time, he noticed his 
grades going down, and he started to get less A's and more 
B's and C's. According to Perry, the deterioration of his 
grades continued in high school. Although he said he knew 
he should have pulled his grades back up, that did not 
occur. 
One reason may be due to the approach Perry's father 
used in trying to motivate him toward higher grades, an 
approach which made Perry angry at his father. Perry told 
me that in order to motivate him, his father would promise 
him expensive gifts. For instance, during freshman year, 
his father said, "Get all straight As, and I'll buy you a 
Corvette." on hearing this, Perry would get excited and 
apparently try for better grades. But then sometime 
later, his father would retract his promise and say, "Nah, 
you don't need a Corvette." As a result, Perry would feel 
angry that his father took back his promised reward. As 
Perry saw it, his dad was always promising and then not 
delivering on "big ticket items that I really wanted." 
Thus contrary to his father's intentions, Perry became 
demotivated rather than motivated. 
In yet another variation of how negative attitudes 
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toward parents can affect academic achievement, there is 
the case of Andrew. In our interview, I discovered that 
he has very angry feelings at his father who, at the time, 
was in prison. In talking about his father, Andrew says, 
"My father is a junkie. He's a thief. He stole from me. 
He's a drunk. He's an overall asshole. . . . He's just 
not there for me. He was never there in the first place. 
He was only there when I was conceived." As Andrew sees 
it, his father has never been a father because "a father 
is supposed to be somebody who takes care of his child." 
As a result, Andrew has a lot of anger at his father 
for not being there for him. In fact he told me that it 
is not just anger he feels, but something much more 
intense. He says, "I don't have anger, I have rage." 
Moreover, he tells me the problem that comes from having 
such powerful negative feelings is that "if I get angry, I 
can't think straight. So I try not to get angry. But if 
I get raged, I get extremely enraged. I can get to the 
point where I can almost snap somebody's neck." 
I asked Andrew if he felt his rage interferes with 
how well he does at school. To my surprise, his answer 
was no. He said, "I used to think it does, but it 
doesn't .... You just block it out." But one must 
wonder, how effectively he can do this, that is, block out 
such negative feelings. In Andrew's case, there is data 
which suggests he may be having trouble doing just that. 
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First, it appears that Andrew's academic record is 
one of the lowest of the underachievers. According to 
him, he has not experienced much academic success at the 
high school. Of his early years, he says "Freshman and 
sophomore year I really messed up. Ask my dean. I threw 
garbage cans at people •... I had a very big temper." 
Furthermore, when Andrew first began telling me about his 
father, he stated, "My father called me from jail again, 
so it's things like that I have to go through." From 
this comment, Andrew gives us an indication that his 
emotional well-being is adversely affected by his feelings 
toward his father and their problematic relationship. 
In addition, it is worth recalling that earlier in 
the chapter I discussed how Andrew feels that Blacks 
students get less attention from their parents than 
Whites. He indicated that when he comes home from school 
his mother is not there. Thus, in Andrew's case, we see 
that not only does he have angry feelings at his father, 
but he also feels deprived because his mother, who is a 
working single parent, is unable to give him as much 
attention as he might like. Therefore, it appears that 
the problematic relationship Andrew has with his father in 
addition to the lack of parental attention he receives may 
be factors influencing Andrew's low academic progress. 
Another student who spoke of family problems is 
Robert. In his case, Robert told me that he and his 
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father "have not been on talking terms since high school." 
At that time they started having "different opinions and 
stuff [and] it hasn't worked out." But Robert, too, does 
not think this estranged relationship is part of the 
explanation for his lackluster school performance. For 
when I asked him if he felt it had an effect, he said no. 
Yet, as in the case of Andrew, it is interesting to note 
that there appears to be data which indicate that Robert 
may be denying the influence this troublesome relationship 
has on his schooling. 
For instance, there are Robert's comments on what his 
academic record was like before the estrangement. He 
says, "Elementary school was pretty good. I got good 
grades then." While he adds that seventh grade wasn't too 
good, he says, "Eighth grade was just brilliant. I was 
always on the honor roll." In contrast, however, 
Robert's grades started to go down when he got to high 
school. This was also the time, though, when he stopped 
talking to his father. Thus even though Robert doesn't 
feel his troubled relationship with his father has 
affected his school progress, the data appear to present a 
contrary picture. 
Finally, there is the case of Shawn. Shawn is a 
student who is living with relatives in Oak Park because 
his mother died a few years ago. Prior to her death, 
Shawn told me it was his mother who raised him. 
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Apparently his father was not active in his life. Of him, 
Shawn says, "My father don't pay his child support (and] 
don't keep promises." 
In talking with Shawn, I was sadly moved by one 
particular part of his interview. At this point, he was 
telling me that he didn't need to worry about doing well 
in school because his future plans were to go to an arts 
college and major in drawing. In his view, since he was 
majoring in art, he didn't need to worry about doing well 
in the core academic subjects. In hearing how he 
rationalized his poor school performance, I asked him if 
he ever thought about what might happen if he ended up not 
going into art or if the college didn't accept him based 
just on his artistic talent. To this, he responded: 
I don't think about, what if 's ..• I deal with 
the present, now .... I stop thinking about 
what's going to happen next because then I'll 
get my hopes up and if it doesn't happen, I'm 
depressed. So I don't think about the future 
very much .... I take it a day at a time. 
From such a comment, we see that Shawn feels a sense 
of hopelessness. He doesn't believe in working toward 
goals because those goals may never come about. It is 
likely that these hopeless feelings have developed in part 
from the abandonment he must feel due to his mother's 
death and his father's absence. Although, he told me his 
relatives were trying hard to motivate him, Shawn is not 
paying attention to them. Rather he has many critical 
things to say about his guardians, such as, they are more 
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strict with him than was his mother. 
As the previous examples have shown, several of the 
underachieving students have had serious family problems 
in their lives. In contrast, however, this did not appear 
to be the case with the successful students I interviewed. 
In their interviews, the theme of troubled family 
relationships did not generally arise. This is not to 
suggest, though, that all such students had ideal parental 
relationships. 
For instance, one successful student I interviewed 
characterized his father as a "mystery guy." Bob 
indicated that he really didn't know or understand his 
father that well. However, despite this problem with his 
father, Bob indicated he was still motivated to fulfill 
both his father and mother's high academic expectations of 
him. Thus while family situations may not be problem free 
for the successful students, neither do they appear to be 
serious troubling situations that are adversely affecting 
their emotional well-being and subsequently their academic 
lives as well. In contrast, however, it appears the same 
cannot be said for several of the underachieving students. 
Family Involvement 
In this next section, I will discuss another 
difference which appears in the data between the 
successful and underachieving students, and that is the 
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issue of parental involvement in students' academic 
careers. My data indicate that parental involvement 
appears to be lower for the underachieving students. One 
explanation for this may be that since many of these 
students come from single-parent families, their mothers 
find it hard to find the time to effectively promote their 
children's academic careers. 
However, while this may be the case, it is important 
to note that the lack of active parental involvement does 
not indicate that such parents are uninterested in their 
children's academic progress. On the contrary, the 
majority of the underachieving students indicated that 
their parents want them to succeed in life, and most, if 
not all, of their parents have indicated they want them to 
go on to college. Yet even though the parents of the 
underachieving students are concerned about the academic 
careers of their children, it appears, however, that such 
parents promote this message less cogently than do the 
parents of the successful students. 
In this section I will present stories from the 
underachieving students which indicate the ways their 
parents are involved in their academic careers. In the 
following section, I will contrast their experiences with 
those of the more successful students. From this 
comparison, we will see that the parents of the successful 
students are more closely involved with their children's 
academic careers than are the parents of the 
underachievers. 
Lower Family Involvement 
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In my interviews with the underachieving students, I 
found that their parents seemed to promote their academic 
careers primarily through general words of encouragement. 
As the following examples will show, although these 
parents want their children to be successful, they are 
generally not involved in an ongoing active manner with 
their children's educational needs. 
For example, Alisha tells me that her mother wants 
her to go to college. She states, "My mother says, 'I'm 
not going to lose with my youngest daughter.'" Apparently 
her mother feels disappointed that Alisha's sister did not 
go to college and instead has a lifestyle as a single 
mother with four children. However, in talking about the 
way her mother has been involved in promoting her academic 
career, Alisha says, "My mother never really sat down and 
talked to us about school and everything." What she did 
instead was give Alisha a general message about how to act 
in regard to school, and this message was handed out 
daily. Thus every day when Alisha used to leave for 
school, her mother would say, "Be good, do right by your 
teachers and come straight home." Therefore while 
Alisha's mother encouraged her to behave appropriately in 
school, she didn't get involved more closely with her 
academic needs and concerns. That is, until Alisha 
started having major problems. 
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Alisha believes that her experience is similar to 
that of many African-American students. She says for 
African-American parents, "the most important thing for 
them is as long as my child is in school." She believes 
that African-American parents, who are mainly single moms, 
don't have time to get more closely involved with their 
children's academics. Therefore they adopt the attitude 
that "as long as my child is in school," things will be 
all right. 
Robert's case provides another example of how some 
parents promote their children's academic careers through 
general words of encouragement rather than close 
monitoring of their educational activities. Similar to 
Alisha, Robert knows his mother wants him to be successful 
in life: "She wants me to become comfortably financially. 
She wants me to take care of my family •.•. She always 
says, 'Just do better than we did.'" Moreover, Robert has 
received motivating words from his mother as well. For 
example, he says his mother would tell him things such as 
"You have a lot of potential" and "You're a very 
intelligent young man." However, although Robert's mother 
instills in him general messages of motivation and 
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encouragement, it appears she is not very involved in his 
academic career with a direct hands-on approach. In this 
respect, it appears his dean has been more influential. 
For example, when Robert told me he wasn't very 
serious about school when he got to high school, I asked 
him if anyone tried to influence him to work harder and 
get more serious with his studies. While he told me that 
both his mom and dean were on him junior and senior year, 
he also indicated that his dean preceded his mother in 
this regard. He said, "I'd say my dean was earlier. My 
mom was still curious . . 
are you doing in school? 
. She was always wondering, 'How 
Are you still staying on top of 
things?' But yes, it was my dean who was earlier." 
Besides his dean showing concern about his academic 
problems, Robert said she also gave him some useful advice 
on how to improve. For instance, his dean observed that 
his semester grades were often bad because he had trouble 
doing well on the final exams. Thus she suggested he get 
help in learning proper study habits so he could better 
prepare for his finals. In addition, he told me it was 
his dean who was most influential in helping him with his 
college search. While he says his mom's opinions are 
mostly backing whatever he chooses, of his dean he says, 
she is "always there for me, giving me good decisions and 
advice." His dean was also the person who helped him 
choose his classes. He says, "She told me what to take, 
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[and] what to get out of the way." Thus, in Robert's 
case, we see that although his mother has high hopes for 
him and offers him general words of encouragement, it 
appears that it is his dean who has been most directly 
involved in helping him deal with his academic 
difficulties. 
Lakeisha is a another student who finds that her dean 
is more involved in some aspects of her school career than 
her parents. For instance, Lakeisha told me it's mainly 
her dean and not her mom who helps her choose which 
classes to take. When I asked her if her mom gets 
involved in her course selection, she said no. Instead 
her mom "thinks it's mainly my decisions since I'm the one 
taking the classes and I need to know what to take and 
what I don't need to take, so it's basically up to me." 
In addition, Lakeisha also seems to get her main 
source of parental guidance from general messages of 
encouragement and advice. For instance, she said her 
parents, who are separated, have taught her how to act 
appropriately in school. She says they have told her "not 
to behave in a rude way, have respect for others, [and] 
don't do something that will get me in trouble or that you 
wouldn't want somebody to do to you." Sometimes say 
things to her like, "I'm almost through with high school, 
[so] what do I want to do when I get out?" Or "just get 
all the education you can and whatever you want to be, go 
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ahead and be it." 
Although Lakeisha's parents do show a concern for her 
present and future academic well-being, it appears that 
there is a gap between the motivational messages instilled 
by her family and the actual amount of effort she applies 
to school. For example, in talking about the need to get 
her grades up, Lakeisha tells me that while she knows she 
should do this, she doesn't think it will happen. She 
says the problem is "I like to be outside, especially when 
it's nice, and be with my friends." And she adds, she 
likes to watch television more than studying. Moreover, 
Lakeisha tells me that when she encounters difficult 
classes, she often gives up rather than struggling through 
the material. For example, she says when the work has 
been hard, "I didn't want to try to learn it. . . . I just 
didn't feel like doing it." 
In view of Lakeisha's motivational difficulties, it 
appears that her parents do not get very involved in 
helping her change her behaviors. In contrast to what 
will be shown in the next section with the more successful 
students, Lakeisha doesn't indicate that when she is 
having trouble doing her work, her parents are motivating 
her to struggle through it. In addition, she doesn't 
indicate that her parents will put restrictions on her to 
prevent her from hanging outside or watching television 
when her grades are low. Rather it appears that Lakeisha 
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is more on her own in terms of the everyday school 
experience. If she can muster up the required self-
discipline, she will likely do better. If she can't, she 
won't. 
In summarizing the examples above, we see that while 
many of the underachievers do receive general 
encouragement from their parents regarding academic 
success, we also find that their parents do not appear to 
be actively involved in a more direct way with promoting 
their children's academic careers. However, this 
situation does appear to be different for two of the 
underachieving students I interviewed. In their 
situations, both who come from single-parent families, it 
appear that their mothers have been more directly involved 
in their educational careers. And according to the GPA's 
the students indicated they had, these two students were 
the highest achieving students of the underachieving 
group. Their cases are presented next. 
Some Variation-Mothers Who Are More Involved 
Interestingly enough, the underachieving student who 
appears to have the most parental involvement is the same 
student who has the best academic record of the 
underachieving group. In my interview with Aaron, he gave 
several examples of how his mother, who is a single mother 
and not college educated, is actively involved in 
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promoting his academic career. For example, Aaron recalls 
when he was younger, his mom would tell him to go to their 
big bookshelf and choose a book to read. He remembers 
that there were many different kinds of books on the 
shelves, books on different subject areas. As a result, 
he believes his mom "opened a lot of doors" for him by 
introducing him to subjects he might not have known about 
otherwise. 
Another way Aaron's mother helps promote his academic 
career is by repeatedly letting Aaron know that he should 
be striving for success. He says, "My mom tells me all 
the time that I have to work hard, or that I have to do 
good in school. I have to be determined to do what I want 
to do, and take the classes I want to take." Furthermore, 
Aaron tells how his mother regularly checks up on him: 
"She always asks me, 'Did I do my homework or did I do 
good? Do I have any tests or quizzes coming up?' And she 
always says, 'Well you know I do care about your future. 
I do want you to go to a good college.'" 
At the time of our interview, Aaron was only a junior 
so he wasn't deeply involved in the college application 
process yet. Yet, he did say his mother is now telling 
him about some colleges he should look into and she's 
encouraging him to seek out books which talk about and 
compare different colleges. 
According to Aaron, it was around the eighth grade 
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when his mom started talking a lot about his future and 
her high hopes for him. But since that time, he 
emphatically states, her concern for his future has been 
"amplified to a whole new thing!" Now he says, "She 
constantly talks about it .... I mean she won't go away 
from it .•.. She talks about it every day, really. 
I mean like too much almost, [even) more than I do." 
Although Aaron wishes his mother would be a little 
less concerned about him, he nevertheless is motivated to 
meet his mother's expectations. His desire to please her 
appears to be a result of a deep emotional bond he has 
with his mother. I became aware of this bond when early 
in our interview I asked Aaron if he had ever cut a class. 
Dramatically he told me that he would never do such a 
thing because of the reaction his mother would have: 
It's just the look on her face that makes me 
want to cry. I don't know why, just the look on 
her face and the way she tells me, just makes me 
want to cry. I don't want to go through that. 
That's like, that's like traumatizing to me. So 
I'll never, I'll never cut class. 
From such a comment, we can see the deep emotional bond 
Aaron has with his mother. It is a bond that compels 
Aaron to fulfill his mother's expectations of him. 
Although in most of my other interviews with the 
underachieving students, the students did not indicate, 
that like Aaron, they were influenced toward striving for 
academic success due to a deep emotional bond with their 
parent, there was one other student who did talk this way. 
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In this case it was Malcolm, who appears to have the 
second best record of the underachieving group. In the 
following example, Malcolm talks about why his mother is 
such a positive influence in his life. According to him, 
one reason is his desire to make her happy: 
I like to please my mother too, you know. I 
always like to please her. I always love to see 
her face light up. You know it's like a two way 
street. She encouraged me and I'd like to see 
her encourage me. I like to see her keep 
saying, "You can do it," you know, after I did 
something great. 
From this comment, we get a glimpse of how the bond 
between Malcolm and his mother develops. As he pleases 
his mother, he gets pleased in return and thus is 
motivated to please her again and again. This process 
creates an emotional bond between Malcolm and his mother 
and it creates the motivation for Malcolm to fulfill his 
mother's expectations of him. According to Malcolm, it 
was his mother's encouragement that motivated him to 
succeed. He said, "She encouraged me and that was the 
main part of it. Like pushing someone to do something, 
making them feel like they can do it." He recalls, she 
would say, "'You can do it.' And then she'd smile and 
laugh with me a lot." 
However, in addition to the constant encouragement he 
received, Malcolm also benefitted from his mother's help 
in practical ways because she set him on an academic 
course early in his life. He says: 
When I got to the third grade, my mother didn't 
have to come to me and tell me to do my work, to 
ask me is your homework straight. cause she 
knew I was on my money. She knew that I was on 
my P's and Q's because she had taught me this 
already. She had worked with me. 
Thus Malcolm credits his mom not only with strong 
motivational support but also with helping him with his 
academics when he was younger. In addition, as he got 
older, Malcolm's mother helped him bypass going to his 
neighborhood public school, and he went instead to 
accelerated magnet schools in the city of Chicago. 
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Eventually he ended up at OPRFHS, living with a relative 
so he could attend a quality high school. 
In the two cases above, those of Aaron and Malcolm, 
we have examples of parents, both single moms and non-
college graduates, who appear to be strong motivating 
forces for their children. Both mothers have developed 
strong bonds with their children and have been actively 
involved in promoting their academic careers. In these 
respects, they seem to resemble many of the parents of the 
more successful students. 
Higher Parental Involvement 
In this section, I will explore the myriad of ways 
parents of the successful students get actively involved 
in promoting their children's academic careers. I will 
show how parents instill in their children the need to 
work hard, get good grades, and go to college. And I will 
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show how parents get actively involved themselves in 
helping to make such goals a reality. I will begin by 
discussing how successful students have internalized the 
message that college is a necessity for their future 
lives. 
The Need for College 
In my interviews with the successful students, one 
theme that emerged was the expectation that someday they 
would go to college. In this regard, parents use 
different strategies to instill this message. For 
instance, one strategy is for parents to start pushing 
this idea early in their children's lives. As an example, 
John told me he first started thinking about college "when 
I was poppin out." Then more seriously he adds, "My 
parents have always wanted me to go to college the whole 
time. It's always been instilled in me that you finish 
high school, you go to college." 
Other students also indicated that the message of 
college was instilled early in their lives. For example, 
Cassandra says, "Well since grammar school, my mom was 
like you're going to college. There's no question about 
it." Similarly, Harriet remembers, "As I kept growing up, 
my mom kept putting ideas in my head like you got to go to 
college." She then gives an example of how that happened: 
"Like when I was younger, I'd be asking her to buy me a 
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car when I'm older, and she's like when you graduate from 
college ••• you'll get a car." Louis also recalls how 
the expectation of going to college was instilled early in 
his life. He says that when he was younger, his mother 
would take his good report card over to his grandmother's 
house and his grandmother would exclaim, "Oooh, you got 
good grades. Oh, he's going to college, ain't he." 
Louis said that throughout his life his family has kept 
asking him, "What college are you going to? Just always 
asking me, making sure I'm still going." 
Another way parents instill the message that going to 
college is a necessity is by explaining college's 
importance in bringing forth better life chances and 
opportunities. For example Bob says his parents "always 
told me my education is really important for me. . if 
you don't get into school, you'll end up working for the 
park district the rest of your life or construction work." 
Toni learned a similar message from her parents. She 
says: 
My mom has always told me with an education you 
can go anywhere and do what you want. . • • So I 
just realized that is the way to go. If I'm 
going to get a Ph.D, I'm going to tell them how 
much I want them to pay me instead of me asking 
how much do I get. 
In addition, some students learn about the need for 
college because they witness the financial hardship their 
non-college educated parents endure and because their 
parents stress how they are disadvantaged due to their 
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lack of a college education. 
For example, Kimberly told me that her mother links 
together the fact that she doesn't have a college 
education with the hard times she endures, such as trying 
to find steady work that pays decent wages. Moreover her 
mom would specifically tell her, "Without a college 
education ... people will demean you." For Kimberly 
these messages resonate because she has experienced the 
struggles her family has gone through over money. She 
says, "I remember when my mom first got laid off and we 
were living check to check." Thus Kimberly has bought the 
message about the necessity of college. She understands 
why her mother's main message to her is to go to college 
so that she won't "go through things the way she did, the 
hard way." 
While Kimberly learned of the necessity of college 
due to the financial difficulties her family has endured, 
Cassandra has learned of its necessity by watching her 
family not experience financial hardship. In her case, 
both her parents have graduated from college and work in 
professional jobs. As a result, she says her life has 
been easier because her parents do not struggle over 
finding money to pay their bills. She explains that since 
her parents went to college and are able to earn enough 
~oney, they are able to live in a nice middle class home 
in Oak Park. Additionally she adds, "If I want to buy a 
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pair of jeans, we don't have to say we'll have to save for 
the next three weeks" in order to get them. Thus 
Cassandra has accepted the message that if she works hard 
and goes to college, she can expect to make enough money 
to have a decent life. Cassandra sees her parents as 
living examples of the benefits that college can bring, 
and as a result, she is inspired to be like them. 
Active Involvement 
Not only do parents of successful students drive home 
the point that a college education is a necessity for a 
better life, they simultaneously pursue strategies to help 
their children become college ready. In this section, I 
will present several examples of how such parents get 
actively involved in promoting their children's academic 
careers. 
one way parents of successful students promote 
academic success is through grades. Several students told 
me that their parents have very high expectations in terms 
of grades. For example, Louis says, "Well, my parents 
would not let me come home with anything less than C's or 
B's." Similarly, John says, "In most houses D's are 
passing, c is a passing grade in this house. But they 
would like me to get A's and B's." And he adds that when 
he gets "a couple of C's, freedom is cut off." I asked 
him how his freedom is curtailed. He explains that one 
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way is through "complete study nights during the week." 
This means that several nights during the school week he 
is supposed to find something to study even if he has 
finished his homework. On those days, the television 
cannot be turned on at all. 
Nelson, too, found his parents had high expectations 
for his academic progress. He said to his father "a bad 
report card isn't the D's and F's, it's the C's and a low 
B." Nelson also remembers the conversations he would 
endure when he brought home those C's: 
I knew we were going to have that same talk that 
we have every year when I get a c. You know, 
"Do you like being average? You can't always be 
average in your life, you got to be above 
average. So you got to pick this up. And if 
you don't, do you just want to drop the class? 
But don't be a quitter, I'm not raising you to 
be a quitter." 
Additionally, Kendra was encouraged to work hard by her 
mother. She told me: 
When we first moved to Oak Park, she was telling 
me, "You have to get these grades. You need to 
take these classes. You need to pay attention." 
She was looking ahead for me before I was 
looking ahead. She said I needed to get 
straight A's. 
(How did she try to convince you?) 
When she was in school, she got good grades and 
she expects the same of me and nothing less. 
And at the beginning, she gave me little 
incentives. Like if I got all A's, she'd give 
me money or my grandparents would. 
As Kendra indicates, it was not only her mother that had 
high expectations of her but her grandparents as well. 
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She told me that her grandparents "were always telling 
everyone how great I was and what I was going to be." As 
a result, she said their bragging "would make me want to 
prove them right. I wouldn't want to disappoint them." 
In a similar regard, Cassandra also talked about her 
grandmother. She says, "My grandma asks me sometimes 
about my grades, and I love to see her face when I tell 
her I got good grades. She looks so cute!" 
In addition to pushing their children to work hard 
for good grades, another way the successful students' 
parents promote academic achievement is by encouraging 
their children to go into honors classes. Several 
students told me it was their parents that pushed them 
into these challenging classes. For example, Bob says: 
My parents were the ones who encouraged me to 
take honors classes even when I didn't. I 
wanted to drop out of honors math so bad . 
but my parents just said, "Keep working hard. 
It's better for you to be challenged by a 
class." 
He also adds that they told him to "go in for help when 
you need it" since he had such a hard time in that class. 
Still another strategy parents use to promote their 
children's academic careers is to work with the children 
themselves on academic skills. Perhaps the best story, in 
this regard, comes from Toni. She told me that when she 
was in elementary school, her mother would make her do 
math worksheets every summer. Since her mom had to work, 
those worksheets were left for Toni every day. She 
recalls: 
So I'd get up around noonish and my mom would 
have worksheets on the counters of math problems 
to do and I had to have them all done by the 
time she got home. And I knew she'd be home at 
two . . . and then she'd come home and check the 
problems and if I got any wrong, there was then 
two more I'd have to do. She's like she wants 
to see the work, no calculator can be used. 
This was from about second grade to sixth grade. 
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And if that wasn't enough, Toni adds that she also "had to 
read so many pages before I got to watch TV." 
Nelson, too, received academic help from his parents. 
In fact, he believes a major reason he does well in math 
is because his father, who was once a math teacher, pushed 
him to excel in this area. He remembers, "When I was 
little, he was pushing me with flashcards and all that 
kind of stuff, just math, math, math. I guess it stuck 
with me." Nelson also talked about the help he gets from 
his mother. While it is not as specialized as his 
father's help, she still assists him in innumerable ways. 
Like one day I was doing a test on the computer 
and I fell asleep. And when I woke up, it was 
neat right there. Like she finished typing the 
last few paragraphs ... [from my] rough draft. 
And then she put it in a folder with a note for 
me, "Good morning, have fun at school." ..• Or 
it'd be two o'clock in the morning and she'd 
come downstairs and help me finish a project 
like a billboard or something. She'd be down 
there taping. 
Another way that parents promote achievement is by 
teaching their children lessons about how to get the most 
out of their educational experiences. For example, Toni's 
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mother taught her that one strategy to use for getting an 
A in a class is to "make yourself known" to the teacher. 
That means, in part, ask the teacher to help you. 
According to Toni, her mother's advice comes from her own 
experiences as a teacher. She said her mother has told 
her teachers love it "when kids come in and ask for extra 
help." 
In Nelson's case, his parents taught him how "to be a 
student" so that he could build effective relationships 
with his teachers. For Nelson, this meant he was "turning 
in homework every day, listening, taking notes when notes 
are needed, and not trying to goof off or be obnoxious or 
difficult." 
Louis, too, was taught lessons about teachers. 
However, for him, it had to do with a teacher he didn't 
like. When he told his parents that he didn't like a math 
teacher, they told him it didn't matter. They expected 
him to still earn a good grade in that class because 
although he'll only have that teacher for one year, "the 
grade will affect [him] for life." 
Louis also benefitted from his father's involvement 
directly at OPRFHS. He said his father came to school 
freshman year and met his dean. Louis recalls, in 
retrospect, this was a good thing because he "had an 
attitude freshman and sophomore year. I thought I could 
do whatever I wanted." He added "sometimes I would blow 
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up at the teachers." However, as a result of his father's 
active involvement with his dean, he learned that he would 
have to change. He recalls his father telling his dean 
"if there are any problems to call him and he would be up 
there." He also remembers his father telling "all my 
teachers that too." Of that experience, Louis says: 
I didn't really appreciate it then because I 
couldn't do anything without someone telling me, 
"I'm going to tell your father. I'm going to 
call your father. Would your father like for 
you to do that?" But I needed that freshman 
year. 
Lastly, my data indicate one other strategy parents 
use to promote their children's academic careers is active 
involvement in the college search and application process. 
Several students talked about how their parents, usually 
their moms, helped them in the time consuming task of 
applying for college. For example, one way that parents 
help their children is by finding out about scholarships. 
For instance, Maya says her mom is "always searching 
around for scholarship information. Go get this book. 
Let's go to the library and read up on it. She talks to 
my dean. She asks around. She really, really wants me to 
go [to college]." Kendra's mom also helped her in this 
way. Kendra said her mom "went to the scholarship seminar 
and went there with her notepad." 
Involved parents also help their children in the 
college process by sending out for applications, helping 
their children fill out the applications and by taking 
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their children to visit college campuses. For example, 
Harriet says before she even had a chance, her mom "sent 
out for twenty" college applications. As a result, 
Harriet says, "I think I had a lot of my applications 
already sent out before most kids did, at least my 
friends." 
Louis also benefitted from his mother's help. He 
told me that in addition to visiting several colleges with 
his mom, she kept him "on the process of choosing a 
college." When I asked him how important her help was in 
keeping him focused on what he needed to do, he answered, 
"It was very necessary for me cause I'm lazy and if you 
don't remind me to do stuff I'll forget about it. I still 
would've sent stuff, but I wouldn't be as far as I am now 
with my college search." 
Several other students commented as well that they 
would not have been as effective in their college 
application process if their parents did not push them. 
For example, John said "as long as there is not pressure, 
you tend to put things off." Similarly, Nelson indicated 
that he "tried to put it off" when his mom got "on my 
back" about applying for college. He said he figured, "I 
don't need to worry about this stuff, I still have six 
months ahead of me. But then before you knew it, she was 
right, it was June. Luckily she was there for me though." 
Cassandra also said she would not be as motivated if her 
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mom hadn't pushed her. She said, "I probably would not 
have gone to the college nights if my mom hadn't suggested 
[them.]" If left alone, she said her mindset would have 
been, "Oh college, would you please. I have other things 
to think about." Thus she thinks that if her mom wasn't 
involved, she would "just be really last minute about 
things." 
In this chapter, I have shown how academic 
achievement appears to be influenced by factors related to 
family demographics, family problems and family 
involvement in students' academic careers. Generally my 
research has found that when students are successful, it 
is likely they have parents who are actively involved in 
very specific ways in the promotion of their academic 
careers. Moreover, my research indicates that successful 
students are likely to come from intact two-parent 
families in which at least one of the parents has 
graduated from college and has a professional type job. 
In contrast, my research generally finds a different 
picture for the underachieving students. First, the 
demographic profile of underachieving students is more 
likely to be that of single-parent families in which the 
mother has not graduated from college nor has a 
professional type job. Second, it appears that 
underachieving students experience more family problems 
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than do successful students. Finally, my research 
indicates that the parents of underachieving students are 
not very involved in the actual promotion of their 
children's academic careers. Although such parents want 
their children to succeed in life, they do not engage in 
the many types of specific motivational and academic 
activities as do the parents of the successful students. 
Thus underachieving students lose out on the many benefits 
that come when parents are able to nurture and be actively 
engaged in the promotion of their children's academic 
careers. 
Although my research does not assign greater 
influence to one family factor over another, I have 
discussed the great importance that parental involvement 
has on academic success. In this regard, we can recall 
that several of my successful students come from family 
demographic profiles that are more characteristic of the 
underachieving students. Therefore it is important to 
recognize that family demographics is in itself not a 
predictor of academic achievement. on the contrary, I 
have found that even when students come from single-parent 
households with lower social status, they can still 
experience academic success. In this situation, it 
appears that it is the active involvement of the parent 
that is critical in the nurturing of the student toward 




The problem of the achievement gap is multifaceted 
and complex. At OPRFHS, there appears to be a number of 
factors which influence the academic careers of African-
American students. In this closing chapter, I will 
briefly summarize these factors and off er policy proposals 
for dealing with them. 
At the beginning of this thesis, I posed the 
question, why does an achievement gap exist at OPRFHS 
considering that the commonly held explanations of low 
socioeconomic status and inferior schools do not appear to 
be relevant for this particular high school and community. 
That is, I suggested that since Oak Park is a middle class 
community and OPRFHS is known as a quality institution, 
then such commonly held theories on African-American 
underachievement do not seem applicable. However, in 
contrast to these initial assumptions, my research has 
found that factors pertaining to social class and the 
quality of schools appear to be relevant after all. These 
factors, along with several others, are likely 





This research has shown that at OPRFHS there appears 
to be structural factors which negatively impact the 
academic achievement of African-American students. These 
problems include the low numbers of African-American 
faculty at the high school, the tracking of students, and 
the implementation of low expectations, double standards 
and discriminatory actions by some members of the faculty 
and staff. 
In addition to these serious problems, I would argue 
that the high school must be criticized for its seeming 
reluctance to effectively tackle the achievement gap 
problem. One indication of this reluctance is that four 
years after the Report of the African-American Achievement 
Committee was written, the average African-American GPA 
was lowered by .2 percent. Moreover, according to other 
research I conducted on the achievement gap--interviews 
with individuals, primarily African-American, interested 
in and/or involved in the delivery of educational services 
at the high school (Rose, 1995)--the high school has yet 
to implement many of the committee's policy proposals for 
boosting African-American achievement. In consideration, 
then, that the average African-American GPA has dropped in 
the years since the report was written, it appears the 
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high school is not making adequate strides in rectifying 
this problem. 
In assessing the lack of progress made by the high 
school on the achievement gap problem, I would argue that 
a poignant problem is how the high school understands its 
mission. In this regard, it appears that the high school 
sees its mission as providing "those things that are 
best"--the high school's motto--to those students who are 
most ready to receive them. Such a mission is problematic 
because educational programs and resources are not then 
sufficiently allocated to those students who are less 
well-poised. Therefore I would argue that if the high 
school is to maintain its reputation as an outstanding 
school, it must transform its mission. Accordingly, 
OPRFHS's mission must be to provide excellent resources 
and opportunities to all of its students regardless of 
their stage of academic readiness. 
In regard to African-American students at OPRFHS and 
the achievement gap problem, the high school, as well as 
the community of Oak Park, must recognize the devastating 
impact past and present racism has had and continues to 
have on the academic readiness of African-American 
students. In so many ways, systematic racism has 
constrained the ability of Af.rican-American students to 
compete in an equal manner with Whites. 
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Whether it be the problem that due to racism, 
African-Americans as a group are of lower socioeconomic 
status than Whites, or that due to racism, African-
American students have to deal with the psychological 
implications of contending with negative stereotypes and 
the personal and collective experiences of discrimination, 
such problems adversely affect academic attainment. 
Furthermore, continuing societal racism negatively affects 
African-American achievement as it brings forth such 
problems as acting White attitudes, underprepared transfer 
students, 5 and student attitudes which question the 
efficacy of schooling in a society dominated by Whites. 
Clearly we can see from this litany of problems that 
the achievement gap is linked to the systematic racism 
that has been and continues to be perpetuated on African-
Americans in our society. In view of this linkage, and in 
view of that fact that our high school has a public 
mandate to provide a quality education to all of its 
students, I would argue that it is the high school's 
responsibility to help rectify the damage that racism has 
unjustly caused on African-American students and their 
families. 
5 It should be recognized that the inferior schools 
these transfer students previously attended and the 
segregated neighborhoods in which these schools are usually 
situated are also products of societal racism. 
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As I have discussed, at OPRFHS, African-American 
students as a group may not be as academically ready as 
White students due to historical and present day racism 
and discrimination. However, despite this claim, on an 
individual level, African-American students at the high 
school exhibit diverse levels of academic readiness. Yet, 
even for those students who are at the medium to the high 
end of the continuum, my research suggests that some of 
these students may be hindered in their academic success 
due to institutional factors such as the implementation of 
low expectations and double standards or the lack of 
minority faculty and staff at the high school. 
Thus not only must the high school implement policies 
to assist and engage African-American students who have 
lower levels of academic readiness, but simultaneously 
OPRFHS must implement policies to rid itself of problems 
stemming from institutional racism. I would argue that 
only when the high school implements policies on both 
these fronts will it significantly move in the direction 
toward the eventual elimination of the achievement gap. 
Social Class 
As discussed, my research finds that socioeconomic 
factors are influential in maintaining the achievement 
gap. It appears that White families in Oak Park generally 
have a higher socioeconomic status than African-American 
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families. Accordingly, the greater level of educational 
benefits attained by families with higher socioeconomic 
status are garnered more often by White students than 
Black students. 
One particular aspect of the lower African-American 
socioeconomic status that relates to the achievement gap 
is that a number of African-American families apparently 
lived in Chicago inner city neighborhoods prior to moving 
to Oak Park. Subsequently, when the children of such 
families started attending OPRFHS, they were likely to 
find themselves underprepared for the high school's 
rigorous curriculum, particularly if they had just 
transferred from Chicago's schools. 
Being academically underprepared is problematic 
because it can cause troubling outcomes for students. For 
example, when underprepared students attempt to master 
classes that are too advanced for their present academic 
skills, they may do poorly and therefore receive low 
grades. Consequently, for those students who had 
previously done well at their former schools, such 
students may now experience doubts toward their academic 
potential and thus a lowering of their self-esteem. In 
addition, another problem that results when students are 
underprepared is that some will give up and not try to 
master the curriculum. This occurs due to their 
frustration with not understanding the work. Although the 
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high school attempts to deal with the problem of 
underpreparedness by placing such students into low level 
classes, adverse outcomes result from this strategy. In 
this situation, students often feel that others see them 
as stupid, and consequently the students end up 
internalizing other's low expectations of themselves. 
Cultural Factors as Reactions To Racism and Discrimination 
Due to persisting societal racism and discrimination, 
my research finds that some students develop ambiguous or 
negative attitudes toward academic achievement. This 
occurs when students believe that racism continues to 
constrain African-Americans despite their attainment of 
academic skills and knowledge. Additionally this attitude 
can occur when students have little personal contact with 
individuals who have successfully negotiated the 
socioeconomic mainstream. 
As this research shows, students learn about the 
continuance of societal racism through family and 
community stories, through media stereotyping of African-
Americans as troublesome and intellectually inferior, and 
through their own experiences both within and outside the 
school with individuals who stereotype and discriminate 
against African-Americans. As a result of such knowledge, 
the motivation to succeed academically can be compromised. 
Moreover, as a further reaction to knowledge of 
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persisting racism and discrimination, students may behave 
in one or more ways that adversely affects academic 
achievement. These are: internalizing and acting out 
negative stereotypes, developing self-doubt regarding 
one's academic potential, not developing positive 
relationships with White faculty and staff (or African-
American staff that are viewed as acting White), and 
choosing oppositional means for achieving economic 
security. 
Still another outcome resulting from student 
knowledge of societal racism is that some students wear 
''shields" in order to deflect potential racist attacks. 
However, one adverse consequence of students always being 
on guard is that at times students may incorrectly 
perceive that racism exists. As a result, some students 
may engage in inappropriate confrontations with others 
and/or pass up potentially positive experiences for 
interracial contact. 
Still another powerful factor influencing the 
achievement gap is the acting White phenomenon. As 
discussed, this phenomenon is a consequence of the 
oppression African-Americans have endured due to 
historical and present day racism. As a result of this 
phenomenon, my research finds that some African-American 
students do not strive for academic success (or engage in 
other particular behaviors) in order to avoid being 
characterized and ostracized as acting White. 
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Another troubling aspect of this phenomenon is that 
some students appear to perpetuate racist stereotypes of 
African-American inferiority. This problem occurs when 
some students express the opinion that African-American 
students do not have the capability for being academically 
successful. As a result of these claims coming from one's 
own group (as well some segments of the dominant group), 
it is conceivable that some African-American students may 
accept them. 
Despite the peer pressure that influences some 
African-American students to not strive for academic 
success, my findings also indicate that some students 
pursue academic achievement nevertheless. However, such 
students must often find ways to cope with the burdens of 
acting White. In this regard, some students may endure 
psychological burdens as they are taunted and ostracized 
by their peers and as they grapple with racial identity 
questions. While some students find ways to deflect peer 
ostracization, it is likely that at times they still 
suffer from some social psychological dissonance stemming 
from this phenomenon. 
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Family Factors 
Another important factor affecting the achievement 
gap is that of family involvement. It appears that a 
significant number of underachieving African-American 
students have parents who are not actively involved in a 
close way in the promotion of their academic careers. 
Apparently, one reason this occurs is because many 
African-American students come from single-parent families 
where the parent, typically the mother, faces time 
constraints due to work and childcare responsibilities. 
In addition, there is the issue of social class in 
that families of a lower socioeconomic status are not 
generally very involved in their children's academic 
careers. In this regard, it is conceivable that some 
parents do not have the knowledge on how to best help 
their children achieve academic success. Additionally, 
such parents may be limited in their abilities to help 
their children with homework or with the college search 
and application process. 
Another issue affecting academic achievement is 
family problems. My research finds that when such 
problems exist, some students experience a lack of 
academic success. This is likely due to emotional 
distress over family and parental relationships, as well 
as the lack of educational involvement by some parents due 
to such problems. It may be that African-American 
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students at OPRFHS generally experience more serious 
family problems than White students due to issues such as 
economic instability and/or less intact family structures. 
Moreover, even when family problems do affect White 
students, it is conceivable that White families have more 
opportunities to draw upon personal and community 
resources for help with their problems than do African-
American families; this being an outcome of Whites 
generally having a higher socioeconomic status than do 
African-Americans in Oak Park. 
While my research finds that families that are 
single-parent headed and/or have low socioeconomic status 
are useful factors in helping to explain the achievement 
gap, on the contrary, however, my research also finds that 
students from such families can be academically 
successful. Therefore family structure alone does not 
seem to be the critical family variable for the 
achievement gap problem. Rather it appears that a 
defining factor in this regard is the extent of family 
involvement in promoting students' academic careers. 
African-American students and the Achievement Gap 
In this thesis, I have argued that the reasons 
African-American students experience lower levels of 
academic achievement at OPRFHS than the rest of the 
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student body is due to institutional, socioeconomic, 
racial, cultural, and family factors. I have also 
demonstrated that students react in different ways to the 
influence of these factors. For example, some students 
have a more negative view than others regarding the 
constraints of racism. or, for instance, while some 
students avoid academic success in order to not be 
characterized as acting White, other students find ways to 
cope with this phenomenon. Furthermore, while I have 
discussed how students from single-parent households 
appear to have less family involvement in their academic 
careers and consequently less academic success than 
students from two-parent households, I have also shown 
that the former family unit can produce academically 
successful students. 
However, while it is clear that there is individual 
variation in the attitudes, behaviors and experiences of 
OPRFHS's African-American students, I would argue that 
what makes the African-American experience different at 
OPRFHS as compared to that of Whites is that African-
American students are more likely to be faced with a 
greater set of obstacles than are White students. Thus as 
a result of these obstacles, the course African-American 
students must navigate is longer and more difficult than 
that of White students. Hence an achievement gap exists. 
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In talking about the obstacles that African-American 
students face, it must be noted that some of these are not 
unique to African-American students. Indeed, several of 
the factors influencing the achievement gap, such as low 
socioeconomic status, low parental involvement, or a 
negative peer culture, are factors that can be experienced 
by the rest of the student body as well. 
on the contrary, though, I have also argued that 
African-American students face obstacles which are unique 
to their experience as an oppressed minority in a White 
dominated society. In this regard, I have shown how 
academic achievement can be adversely affected by 
students' perceptions of and experiences with racism. I 
have also discussed how a problem like a negative peer 
culture, a problem which can affect students in general, 
becomes uniquely different for African-American students 
due to the acting White phenomenon. 
In acknowledging that African-American students may 
be confronted by serious burdens, we must recognize as 
well the psychological toll that these burdens can exact 
on some students. We can witness this toll if we 
recollect, for example, the intense rage Andrew has at his 
father who is incarcerated; a man he claims, who has never 
been a real father. Additionally, we can remember Shawn's 
despairing outlook in that he refuses to think of the 
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future for if he does he becomes vulnerable to depression 
if things work out badly. 
Moreover, we can catch a glimpse of the weight that 
some burdens have when we consider a comment by Aaron. At 
one point in our interview when having a discussion about 
the different classes he has chosen to take, Aaron said, 
"I don't really like history. I mean I know you have to 
know about the past, but it's not something I really want 
to know right now. I have to worry about the present 
first." Although this comment was made in the context of 
liking or not liking the subject of history, it is 
reflective, I would argue, of the state of mind Aaron 
finds himself in. Although he is trying to succeed, at 
the same time, he must deal with problems that appear 
quite burdensome. 
Similar to Aaron, Malcolm also worries about the 
present. For him, a constant worry is how he juggles "the 
street thing and the school thing." Although he lives in 
Oak Park with a relative, he still returns home to his 
"hood'', partly because his family is there, but also 
because he doesn't want to be disloyal to his community. 
He tells me: 
I'm not a person who chooses to shelter myself and 
live out here in the suburbs . around people I 
didn't grow up with. I grew up with Black people 
and so I'm going to be loyal to them in 
everything that I do. I'm going to interact 
with them and go see them. I'm going to be 
there in the hood and a lot of time, that can 
cause danger because there's danger in the hood. 
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Quite aware of the danger, Malcolm says, "I hope I can 
bring those people with me as opposed to me going down. 
You know, like someone taking me down with them. Cause I 
don't want to fall to that. I want to come up." 
However, even though Malcolm's intent is toward 
working "his way to the top," and indeed he has achieved 
noteworthy accomplishments such as winning a school 
competition, he nevertheless finds that he can't always 
escape some of the negativity that surrounds him. As a 
result, he says he sometimes gets upset and reacts "to it 
in a wild way." So wild, that during his high school 
years, he found himself one day in the hospital, after 
having been admitted unconscious due to excessive 
indulgence while partying. 
Malcolm's story, I would argue, is a dramatic example 
of the tension that exists for some African-American 
students. As students attempt to reach their goals, they 
are confronted with a myriad of problems which interfere 
with their success. While this process is not unique to 
African-American students, I would argue that such 
students are more vulnerable due to the historical and 
social inequities that African-Americans have endured. 
In summary, this chapter has reviewed the many 
factors that negatively impact the academic achievement of 
African-Americans at OPRFHS. I have argued that African-
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American students generally experience more burdens than 
other students at the high school. Consequently, numerous 
African-American students are not as well-poised to take 
advantage of the multitude of opportunities that OPRFHS 
has to offer. In view of this problem, it becomes 
apparent that OPRFHS must take significant steps in order 
to better enable its African-American students to succeed 
in this institution. 
However, in advocating that OPRFHS must attack the 
achievement gap problem, it is not my intention to suggest 
that the high school is the only site where problems of 
the achievement gap can be addressed. Clearly, there are 
other societal institutions that are implicated in the 
problem of the achievement gap. Most importantly, 
African-Americans continue to be constrained and 
discriminated against in the socioeconomic mainstream. 
What may be particularly relevant for students in Oak 
Park, are the experiences that middle-class African-
Americans have with racism. Until such racism is 
eradicated, we should not expect African-American students 
to have full confidence that they will be accorded equal 
opportunities in American society even when they acquire 
academic knowledge and skills. 
Similarly, as long as the media continues its 
negative portrayal and stereotyping of African-Americans, 
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and students perceive that society views Blacks as 
troublesome and inferior, some will form negative 
attitudes toward their ability to successfully participate 
in the socioeconomic mainstream. Therefore broad societal 
changes are required to eliminate present day racism and 
discrimination and to eradicate the distorted view that 
the mass media presents of African-Americans. 
In addition, other institutions that may require some 
change are the collective African-American community and 
the Black family. In this regard, John Ogbu and Signithia 
Fordham call upon both institutions to recognize that 
cultural attitudes regarding acting White originate within 
the Black community and one way they are transmitted is 
through parents to children. Thus they suggest that some 
parents must reflect on their own perceptions of schooling 
and begin to counter cultural messages that are not in the 
ultimate best interests of their youngsters (1986). 
Relatedly, it is conceivable that in some African-
American families very negative portraits are drawn 
regarding the constraints of racism. A consequence of 
this portrayal may be that some students become quite 
disillusioned toward their ability to negotiate the 
socioeconomic mainstream. Thus to prevent such massive 
disillusionment, some African-American families may need 
to find alternate ways to educate their children about 
racism. 
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In terms of addressing the underlying issues of the 
achievement gap which exists at OPRFHS, as I have 
indicated, there is much work to be done in institutions 
outside of OPRFHS. At the same time, though, there is 
much work to be done from within this institution. 
Therefore, next I propose several programs which the high 
school can implement to address the achievement gap 
problem. 
Program Proposals 
1. INCREASE NUMBERS OF MINORITY FACULTY AND STAFF. 
Clearly OPRFHS must increase its numbers of African-
American faculty and staff. This is necessary to achieve 
a more equitable representation of the faculty and staff 
as well as to provide students with professional role 
models. Moreover, hiring more African-Americans is 
important since some students are not comfortable seeking 
help from White faculty. While this is a problem in 
itself, it is nevertheless important that students are 
able to seek out teachers and deans with whom they feel 
comfortable. 
2. IDENTIFY AND ELIMINATE RACISM AND DISCRIMINATION 
AT OPRFHS. 
In order to prevent African-American students from 
enduring more subtle forms of discrimination, the high 
school must be vigilant in assessing how and when double 
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standards and low expectations occur. Therefore, the high 
school should have ongoing periodic sessions with its 
staff to discuss and sensitize itself to these issues. In 
this regard, the high school should acknowledge the 
insidious nature of institutional racism, and it should 
work at identifying how such racism can manifest itself 
inside and outside the classroom. 
One way the administration can increase its knowledge 
about the presence of racism at the high school is by 
seeking such information from students themselves. 
Therefore periodic meetings should be established with 
African-American students to discuss this problem. In 
addition, the high school might consider using African-
American students from the organization BOSS as mediators 
to hear claims of racial discrimination. 
3. DEVELOP AND IMPLEMENT A CURRICULUM TO CONFRONT THE 
ACTING WHITE PHENOMENON. 
In order to deal with the acting white phenomenon, I 
propose that some sort of curriculum be designed and 
implemented that deals with this problem. In this regard, 
the acting White phenomenon would be discussed from a 
historical, sociological, psychological, and political 
perspective. The objective of this curriculum is to help 
students understand the reasons why this phenomenon 
originated, why it has been maintained, and why it works 
against the greater empowerment of African-Americans. 
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More specifically with such a curriculum, the 
students will learn of the theoretical explanations for 
why this phenomenon exists. Students will learn of the 
historical circumstances which brought forth the acting 
White attitudes and they will learn about the social 
forces that maintain them. Moreover, students will learn 
about the psychological and political consequences of such 
attitudes. For instance, students will discuss the 
problem of perpetuating and internalizing racist 
stereotypes of Black inferiority as part of the acting 
White phenomenon. In addition, the problem of students 
colluding with their own social reproduction will be 
addressed; that is, students will discuss how the acting 
white phenomenon keeps some African-Americans at the 
bottom of the occupational ladder. 
Furthermore, students will learn how the attainment 
of academic skills can be a useful mechanism for bringing 
about greater empowerment of the collective African-
American community. Students will learn the multitude of 
ways such skills are utilized in the struggle for social 
and economic justice. For instance, students will 
recognize how academic skills are used by writers, 
activists, lawyers, judges, politicians, and others in 
their work toward bettering conditions for African-
Americans in our society and oppressed people elsewhere in 
the world. 
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Finally, students will be schooled that striving for 
academic success is not the prerogatives of Whites, either 
in this country or around the world. Clearly, in the 
United states in recent decades, Asians have garnered a 
reputation for academic achievement. In terms of global 
academic competence, students must learn that such 
competence is valued by most if not all racial and ethnic 
groups existing in our world. 
The curriculum I propose will bring out crucial 
issues that are rarely discussed by students in public 
forums. Furthermore, it will allow students to look at 
these issues more scientifically, through a historical and 
sociological framework. While it is beyond my task here 
to advocate what specific structure might be best for 
administering this curriculum, I do advocate that in order 
for this program to be successful, the high school must 
develop this program in conjunction with African-American 
faculty and staff at OPRFHS as well as with African-
American members of our community. Moreover, in addition 
to their role in developing this curriculum, accomplished 
African-American members of our community should be sought 
as speakers and discussion leaders. In this capacity, 
they will discuss the following topics: how they 
personally use academic skills to fight for greater 
empowerment of the Black community, how they personally 
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have dealt with the acting White problem, and how they 
personally have successfully navigated the socioeconomic 
mainstream. 
In proposing this curriculum, I believe it would be a 
useful mechanism for dealing with the acting White 
phenomenon. In order for some students to feel that it is 
not an affront to their Blackness if they strive for 
academic success, they must be helped to understand the 
historical and sociological explanations for why the 
acting White phenomenon originated and why it has 
remained. Through such understandings, as well as through 
discussions on the political value of having academic 
skills, African-American students will hopefully begin to 
see that rather than being a sell-out to their community, 
gaining academic competence will make them more equipped 
to bring about the greater empowerment of the collective 
African-American community. 
4. IMPLEMENT A MENTORING PROGRAM. 
I propose a mentoring program be implemented 
utilizing African-American community residents who have 
themselves achieved some degree of success in the 
socioeconomic mainstream. This program would be useful 
for those students who have ambiguous or 
negative attitudes toward academic achievement due to 
their perceptions of the constraints of racism. Such 
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students are likely to not have personal contacts with 
African-Americans who have successfully negotiated the 
economic mainstream. Therefore by meeting and forming 
relationships with such individuals, some students may be 
moved to reevaluate their perceptions on how constrained 
academically skilled African-Americans are by racism. 
Hopefully they will realize that despite present day 
racism, opportunities still exist for knowledgeable and 
academically skilled individuals. 
5. INITIATE AN INTERVENTION PROGRAM WITH FAMILIES OF 
UNDERACHIEVING STUDENTS. 
In order to improve the academic performances of 
underachieving students, the high school must build 
alliances between its faculty and staff and the parents of 
such students. A primary goal of this intervention is to 
encourage, when deemed appropriate, a more active level of 
parental involvement in students' academic careers. 
Accordingly, social workers or other appropriate community 
personnel will help parents figure out what other 
techniques and approaches they can use to bring about 
greater academic success for their children. In addition, 
parents will also be advised on what they should do to 
help their children become college ready. This 
information may be particularly helpful for those parents 
who may not be that knowledgeable about the college 
process. In this regard, financial aid information will 
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also be discussed. 
It may be that a key component of this intervention 
approach will be going to the homes of students. This may 
be particularly true for families that are headed by 
single parents. Since those parents face time constraints 
and childcare responsibilities, they are likely to not 
frequent the high school in any regular capacity. 
Also, a home intervention approach is necessary 
because other research I conducted suggests that some 
African-American parents do not come to the high school 
because they have feelings of mistrust toward White 
controlled institutions and/or because they feel 
intimidated or feel unwelcome at OPRFHS (Rose, 1995). In 
recognition that these types of feelings have a historical 
and class basis to them, I would advocate that the high 
school make a concentrated effort to dispel such 
attitudes. Accordingly, if the high school takes the 
initiative to meet with such parents in their homes, an 
opportunity may exist for the building of trust between 
such parties. 
Furthermore, in order for the family intervention 
program to succeed, it needs to be a sustained approach. 
This is needed in order to effectively build trust with 
parents. Moreover, adequate intervention into the 
problems of underachieving students may not be solved by 
one or two parent meetings or home visits. Rather time is 
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needed to investigate just how parents are currently 
involved in their children's academic careers. Once this 
is determined then recommendations can be made for 
improving upon such involvement. Moreover, parents should 
have the opportunity to discuss the problems and successes 
they are having with the recommended techniques. 
Therefore a sustained family intervention program is 
necessary in order to effectively investigate and help 
solve the problems that underachieving students face in 
their home environments. 
6. PROVIDE MORE INDIVIDUALIZED ASSISTANCE TO 
UNDERPREPARED STUDENTS. 
To meet the needs of students who enter the high 
school academically underprepared, the high school must 
find some alternative to the system of tracking. Too 
often research has found that when students are tracked in 
low level classes, they remain there for the rest of their 
academic lives. While it is unlikely that a complete 
structural overhaul of the high school will take place 
which will totally eliminate the practice of tracking, I 
propose that a more intensive effort be made to work with 
students who are underprepared. 
For this select group of students, many more teachers 
should be hired so that students can proceed on a more 
individualized basis. If students were able to get more 
one on one assistance, they would likely proceed at a 
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faster rate in mastering their deficits. In addition, 
this program of intensified academic help for 
underprepared students should be available for free or at 
nominal cost in the summer as well. Parents should be 
encouraged to place their children in these programs so 
the summer months can be used to maximize mastery of 
needed skills. Clearly the goal of this intensified 
academic support is to move students as soon as possible 
out of basic and remedial classes into more normal high 
school classes. 
7. PROVIDE TUTORING AND HOMEWORK ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS 
WITH WELL-TRAINED TUTORS. 
Although underprepared students may have the greatest 
need for academic support programs, such programs are also 
needed for students who do not have serious academic 
deficiencies. In this regard, there are many African-
American students who can benefit from tutoring and 
homework assistance programs particularly as they 
encounter difficulties in the more difficult subject areas 
such as Math and Science. Although the general student 
population is likely to benefit from such programs too, it 
is likely that African-American students may have a 
greater need in this regard due to the likelihood that 
they have fewer opportunities for getting this type of 
academic help from their parents at home. This is 
primarily due to the lower educational level that 
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apparently exists among African-American families in Oak 
Park, as compared to White families. Therefore, I propose 
that academic support programs be initiated which offer 
African-American students academic assistance. 
While the high school currently does off er some 
academic support, for instance, as in the Math tutorial 
center, my research suggests that there may be some 
problems with how this program is run. For instance, one 
student told me of the negative experience she had in 
going to the Math center. Lakeisha said that as she was 
getting help on a problem she didn't understand, the math 
tutor made her feel even more stupid by the way he 
interacted with her. This occurred when after receiving 
an explanation of how to do the problem, she told the 
tutor she still didn't understand. The math tutor then 
acted surprised that she didn't get it and told her it was 
really easy to do the problem. 
From this scenario, we see that some of the peer 
tutors the high school uses for its academic support 
programs are not well-trained, particularly in their 
sensitivity to the self-esteem issues that can arise when 
students are having trouble academically. Thus I would 
advocate that the high school off er training sessions for 
its tutors on how to tutor effectively. Otherwise, some 
students will not make use of the programs, as in the case 
of the student I discussed. According to Lakeisha, after 
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her negative experience with the tutor, she refrained from 
going back to the Math center ever again. 
8. SOCIALLY SUPPORT AFRICAN-AMERICAN STUDENTS 
IN HONORS CLASSES. 
In order to address the problem of being one of the 
sole African-Americans in an honors class, the high school 
should find ways to socially support African-American 
students in such classes. One possibility is to identify 
several students who are academically able to succeed in 
honors and to mentor them as a group to take such classes. 
students will meet before the next school term, or over 
the summer, to get to know each other. Then when classes 
begin, the high school will make sure that several 
students are assigned to a similar class. With this 
approach, African-American students will not have to deal 
with the problems raised by being the lone African-
American student in a class, as for example, feeling the 
pressure to be a "poster child". 
9. WORK WITH ELEMENTARY AND JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICTS 
TO DEVELOP PREVENTATIVE PROGRAMS FOR DEALING WITH 
THE ACHIEVEMENT GAP. 
In the pages above, I have proposed several programs 
that should be adopted to deal with the low academic 
success rate of many of OPRFHS's African-American 
students. Obviously, many of these programs should be 
initiated prior to high school. Clearly patterns of 
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family involvement, student attitudes toward achievement, 
student perceptions of race related concerns and student 
academic readiness are formed before students ever get to 
OPRFHS. Therefore it is critical that the high school 
work with the other school districts in Oak Park to 
develop preventative programs to attack some of these 
problems earlier in students' lives. 
10. VIEW PROPOSED PROGRAMS WITH A HOLISTIC APPROACH. 
In attempting to solve the problem of the achievement 
gap, and to make significant substantive gains with the 
programs I have proposed; I would argue that these 
programs must be viewed as a holistic package. Just as 
the problems of the achievement gap are multifaceted, so 
are the solutions for rectifying this problem. Therefore, 
I would argue that a well-rounded approach to solving the 
achievement gap problem is needed and anything less is 
likely to produce inadequate results. 
For instance, to see why taking shortcuts toward this 
problem is problematic, consider the situation of some of 
the underprepared students who have low family involvement 
and negative attitudes toward academic success. Clearly, 
just initiating an intensive academic support system for 
such students will not be enough. In order for some of 
these students to truly benefit from increased academic 
support, programs which deal with attitudes toward the 
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constraints of racism and/or their concerns about acting 
White will need to be addressed as well. Additionally, 
programs addressing family involvement are necessary, for 
without appropriate levels of family involvement, it is 
likely that students will be hindered in their academic 
progress despite their teachers' best efforts. 
Thus, it is necessary that the high school take a 
complex, holistic approach to rectifying the problem of 
the achievement gap. In advocating this approach, it 
becomes clear that substantial funds will be needed. This 
in itself is problematic considering the difficulty that 
school referendums have in getting passed in today's 
culture of "no more taxes". While it is beyond the scope 
of this paper to suggest strategies for generating such 
funds or for how the high school might reprioritize the 
resources it already has in its budget, I will argue that 
one important element that is needed in order to sell the 
needed reforms to the community is a new vision of the 
philosophy and practices of OPRFHS. 
A New Vision For OPRFHS 
In creating this vision, I would advocate that the 
high school depart from its colorblind approach to 
education and adopt instead a philosophical approach which 
acknowledges the dynamic of race and its impact on 
education. As this research has argued, race issues 
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permeate the academic experiences and educational 
aspirations of numbers of African-American students at 
OPRFHS. Therefore in order for the high school to 
effectively respond to the problem of the achievement gap, 
it must respond to race-based problems and concerns. 
With a philosophy that acknowledges the dynamic of 
race, the high school can move forward on meeting its 
public mandate of offering all Oak Park residents a 
quality education. Clearly this mandate must be fulfilled 
if Oak Park is to maintain its reputation as a community 
which welcomes diversity. While some critics may argue 
that diversity should not require fundamental changes in 
the philosophy and practices of OPRFHS, I would disagree. 
Whether we like it or not, the demographic changes of 
the last few decades have brought new challenges to Oak 
Park. Clearly the achievement gap is one such challenge. 
If Oak Park is to continue making progress as a stable and 
open community, then it cannot have significant numbers of 
African-American students failing to experience academic 
success. Since issues of race are affecting the 
educational achievement of such students, then OPRFHS must 
respond to such issues. 
This research has shown that factors influencing the 
achievement gap are problems which arise both inside and 
outside of the high school's doors. In response to the 
programs I have advocated to deal with these problems, 
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some critics may claim it is not the high school's job to 
spend significant expenditures to address fundamental 
problems that arise outside of its doors--problems such as 
underprepared students, low family involvement, or acting 
white attitudes. Such critics may argue that it is the 
student's job to come to school ready to learn. 
While an expectation of student readiness sounds 
perfectly reasonable, it ignores the fact that historical 
and contemporary social inequities have created conditions 
in which all students do not approach school in similar 
states of readiness. Thus due to the historically induced 
burdens that accompany some African-American students when 
they arrive at OPRFHS, and due to the everyday experiences 
with victimization that some African-American students 
experience both at the high school and in society in 
general, African-American academic achievement has been 
adversely affected. In view of this critical situation, 
the administration, faculty and staff of OPRFHS must more 
effectively respond to the needs of such students who have 
been overly burdened by social and economic inequities, 
that is, by systematic past and present racism; this must 
be done if the high school is to maintain its credibility 
as a high quality institution. 
In defining the characteristics of a high quality 
educational institution, I would argue that the high 
school and the community of Oak Park must come together 
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and affirm that a "good school" is one that offers a 
superior education to all of its students, and not just to 
those that are most academically ready. Furthermore, a 
good school must be perceived as one that is willing to 
recognize and grapple with the insidiousness nature of 
institutional racism. This is crucial not only for those 
students that are academically at risk but for those 
African-American students who come to the high school 
academically prepared and motivated for academic success. 
Therefore the path OPRFHS must take to eliminate the 
achievement gap is two-fold. First, it must develop 
comprehensive programs to tackle the historically-induced 
burdens which accompany numerous African-American students 
to the high school. To accomplish this critical goal, the-
high school must combine forces with other relevant 
community institutions. Second, the high school must 
dismantle institutional racism where it exists so that 
African-American students do not have to confront 
additional burdens. Only when OPRFHS takes on these 
critical tasks, can it truly earn its reputation as a 
premier educational institution that provides for all its 
students "those things that are best". 
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